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ÀBSTRÀCT

this thesis attempted to assess the validity of Western

sociologicaL theory in explaining the Chinese cultural

tradition. Conseguently, this research focused on the

analysis of three classical social thinkers' theoretical

works about China - Hegel, Marx and Weber. In order to

achieve this goal , these three persons' theoretical

interpretations of China were systematically analyzed and

subsequently contrasted with the Chinese empirical reaJ-ity.

The study found that although the theories of Hegel ' Marx

and Weber wère different from one another in their

interpretations of the Chinese cultural tradition' they

shared something in common. There were discrepancies

between their theoretical interpretations of China and the

Chinese socio-cultural reality. The study also found that

the existence of these discrepancies were mainly a result of

their Eurocentric reductionism utilizing theore!ical

categories developed in western societies and relegating

China to a residual category. In investigating the causes

of this Eurocentric reductionisrn, the study further

discovered that it was deepJ.y rooted in t.he western

philosophical-scientific tradition which always tended !o

"absolutize" a subjective stand point and approached the

IV -



external world as an object from the perspective of this

"absolut ized" subjective stand point.

In order to avoid hhe mistake that Hegel, Marx and Weber

committed in their treatments of the Chinese cultural
t.radition, the study proposed a ner,¡ approach that viewed

tradition as an intentional subject having its own logic of

deveJ.opment. In the J.ight of this new approach, the Chinese

cultural tradition was seen as a tradition of familism

naturalizing a famiJ.istic order at various leveIs of human

Iife r,¡here social harmony depended upon the individual's
ability to harmonize the whole reaLm of familistic
relationships. In addition, it was shown t.hat Chinese

society had been historically moving tor.rard its or¡n

historical end rather than following the historical path

abstracted from the Western socio-culturaL experiences.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE PROBLEM: DISCREPÀNCY BETWEEN WESTERN SOCIOIOGICAL
THEORIES ÀND THE CHINESE REÀIJITY

This thesis is an assessment of the validity of western

sociological theory for interpreting the Chinese cultural
tradition. Basically, it is motivated by the author's

dissatisfaction with the fact that, despite the many

sociological theories formulated Lo explain the Chinese

socio-cultural phenomenon, they have continuously been

invalidated or challenged by recent developments in China.r

Some obvious examples include: 1) the patriarchal nature of

the Chinese government (both Taiwan and Mainland China)

remains unchanged regardless of its establishment of a

modern slate government, and this fundamentally questions

G.w.F. Hegel's theory of Oriental despotism, which ímplies

that the development of the state vrill leave patriarchalism

behind;2 2) Marx's developmental scheme of history is

King PubLishing Company Ltd. , 1987.

2 See Lung-Kee San ( ÐeeD Structures Of
Hong Kong: I -San

w. F. Hegel, &
Chinese Culture (

Publi shing Company

1 see yau-Kee Kifl- (Ð/,#.h ).. - The selected socioroqicarpapers or xim vaiFxee ( 4 M&=E-I¿@W ), rã6el;PaÞers of Kim Yau-Kee ( 4" W ry. /rL rø' y-;V,.PaÞers of Kim Yau-Kee (-3&,-ru-ø--y-&-) , Taipei,:
Youns_Lion cvlL\&at'company_Ltd., .1?9?t pp:3?i 2?0i 1ldvi'ä:zi--i"-(-h.{ah- i:-'rt'ã- ñeriqioús -srhics ¡ná rhe
Merðhanrs' spïî-iT-Ii raÉe c¡ina @), raipeF ruen

rk:YO

1

Philosoohv of histor.y, Publications, Inc. ,



embarassed by the sudden historical movement of China from a

pre-capitalist society into a socialist worLd;3 and 3) the

rapid economic developments in Eastern Àsia have provoked

numerous challenges to Max Weber's Confucian-ethic thesis

which argues that the Confucian ethic is not compatible !¡ith

capitalism. a AIl these discrepancies bett¡een theories and

empirical reality inevitably force one to ask: what is
wrong with the existing sociotogicaL theories? or more

radically, can they reaLIy explain the Chinese cultural
realitys which appears to be so different from that of the

West?6

1956.

Karl Marx, T.he. Ee¡¡:-E¡SÊ_L Reader, edited by Robert Tucker,
New York: W. Norton 7 Company, 1978.

Max weber, The Reliqion Of ç-hi¡e., NeH York: The Free
Press, 1951.

The term "Chinese cultural reality" carries a double
meaning in the way the author uses it. It refers to both
the unchanged cultural tradition that gives meaning and
order to Chinese socio-cultural development and the actual
historical phenonena of this society. To avoid confusion,
the author usua1J.y distinguishes these tv¡o meanings by
calling the former Chinese culturaL tradition and the
Latt.er Chinese soico-cultura1 reality, unless it is
spec i f ied otherv¡ise.

The terns "West, " "western, " and "European" are used
interchangeably throughout the entire thesis to refer to
lhe area covering Western Europe and North America. The
author recognizes that such a concept is analytically
imprecise and would be accused of "reductionism," in the
sense that it fails to account for the internal culturaL
variations in the "west. " Nevertheless, the author
believes that conceptually this concept is both adequate



To ans!¡er such questions, holrever, is not easy, since it

involves a larger epistemological problem in sociology

that is, on what ground can sociology claim to be universal

and scientific? Insofar as science is concerned, it is
generally held that "lhe biases and values of the observer

can be relatively controLled so that a reasonabLe degree of

objectivity is possible."T In other words, in order to be

scientific, sociology must free itself from cuLtural and

value preferences and understand the social or cultural
phenomenon being investigated in its own right.

But as we all know, sociology was deveLoped in a

particular cultural context in response to a particular

experience of socio-culturaf transformation. More

specifically, it emerged at a time when western society was

experiencing prodigious socio-cultural disorganiza!ions

brought about by a complex phenomenon of lhe rise of

and vaLid by itself on two grounds: 1) the purpose of this
study is to identify the unchanged tradition behind the
dynamic cultural development, and therefore internal
cultural variations are not the concern of this study; and
2) western Europe, and North America as well, is a
relatively open cultural system in r¡hich different
political entities openly share a similar larger cultural
background which views free, individualistic development
as the highest human value ( see the Introduction of
chapter 5 for rnore elaboration). Hence, although Engl-and,
Germany, France, Canada and the United St.ates are
different from one another in many socio-culturaI
practices, they consistently share at a deeper IeveL a
similar cuIÈuraI consciousness, i.e. , the belief in
individualistic developrnent. Ànd it is in this sense that
they are "l.testern. "

7 See George À. Theodorson, Modern Dictionarv of Socioloqv,
Card: Appollo Editions, 1969, p.369.
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industrial capitalism. s Its task was to study this
continental-wide societal transformation of the so called

"traditional Europe" into the "modern world" - to find Lhe

lar,¡s that govern this transformation and to explain how this
transformation leads to other institutional, behavioral and

psychological vicissitudes. Now, the question is: what does

"modern" mean? Ðoes i! really represent a break lrith the

traditional - a displacernent of particularity by

universaJ.ity? Or merely a peculiar development of a

particuLar tradition, consist ing of its culturaJ.J.y bounded

values and culturally structured way of thinking?

For those who insist on the universality of western

culture and the incompatibility betlreen the trãditional and

the modern, this question may seem irrelevant and thus must

be dropped. But for those who are seriously concerned with

the essence of cultural plurality and cross-cultura1

communication and understanding, this question is naturalLy

necessary and of intrinsic importance. It is simply because

if the so-called "nodern society" of the West is merely a

historical product of its particular cultural peculiarities,
the sociological theories developed therefrom to explain

such a society represents, at its best, a knowledge of this
culturaL society but no more. À simple example is r,¡hen

Western egalitarianisrn and individuaLism encounter the

8 Ànthony Giddens, The Constitution Of S_9-S_¡e!L Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1984, p.xvii; Socioloqv: À
Brief But Critical Introduction, San Diego: Harcourt Brace
Javanovich Publishers , 1987, pp.3-13.

-4-



Indian hierarchy and caste system. What makes us competent

to conclude that the latter is a denial of human rights and

therefore is traditional and must be abolished?s Culturat

value or scientific trulh?

If viewed from its failure to rid itself of its

Eurocentrism as well as from its achieved understanding of

non-western cultures, sociology, in spite of its recognition

as a "scientific" discipline for more than a centuryr is

actually stilL in a pre-scientific stage. Behind its

scientific mask, it reflects, to the uttermost, the cultural

ideology of the west from which it has arisen. Many

sociologists (especiaJ-1y the western ones), of course, would

not accept this kind of heavy criticism and might even ask

in return: has sociology in the past century not developed

many theories about non-western cultures? This is

undoubtedly an uncontestable truth if on]y the number of

theories is considered. However, we should not forgeL that

there is no logical equivalence betwèen nunber and quality,

or more correctly, between number and scientific quality.

Insofar as the knowledge these theories produce is

concerned, one suspects they have provided no more

scientific understanding about non-western cultures than

Western inner cultural and value judgement.s. For example,

when the "archaic communities" of New Guinear the wegro

tribe of Africa, and the o1d civilizations of India and

s Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus,
of Chicago Press, 1980.

Ch icago r The University



China are homogeneously reduced to a single category, sucb

as "traditional societyr" 10 "mechanicaL solidarity,"

"gemeinschaft," "Oriental despotism" or "Àsiatic mode of

production, " which must chronologically precede the

so-called "modern society" of the west, what does this
reduction - including bohh its manifest unidirectional
historical presupposition and monistic orientation - te11?

À scientific understanding of these non-Western societies?

Or a mere ref l-ection of western ethnocentrism in which all
these cultures are not studied in their own right but as

residual categories of western society? Here comes our

ultimate question: how are non-western societies to be

understood? By their own inner cultural logic or by

superimposing on their historical processes the so-called

universal sociological laws derived from the experiences of

a particuJ.ar cultural tradition as the standardízed

"sc ienti f ic " explanation?

The

cuLtural

culturaL

soc i ety,

soc i ety

essential problem in the present soc iology of

tl

Raymond Àron, The IndusbriaL S,gg_i€.Ðl, London: Oxf ord
University Press, 1974, p.30.

Àlthough some sociologists, especially the Marxian ones,
view the western capitalist society as transitional, as
having internal contradictions, they hoJ.d that it is
stilI the only society endowed with the elenent of
rational and universal development. See the chapter on
Marx.

tradition is that it reduces the plurality of

universes and rationalities to a single type of

i.e., the western one which is regarded as the only

that contains universality,lr and therefore fails to

t0



realize that different cuftural traditions may have

different types of rationality as well as different ends in

their historical developments. Às a result, traditionality
and modernity are treated as a pair of antonyms constantly

opposing and negating one another. r 2 But if çe drop this
traditional-modern dichotomy and resume the pluralistic
nature of cultural reality, i.e., if we consider modernity

not in terms of the Western consumerist type of societyl3 in

which materialistic production and consumption are elevated

to the natural and therefore necessary end of Iife,l4 but

instead in terms of a technol-ogicaJ.ly assisted system of

productionls around which different culturaL traditions may

rationally organize their socio-cultural activities
differently to serve some extra-econornic ends specific to

This kind of conceptual polarization bet¡veen
traditionality and modernity in the contemporary
sociological treatment of social history is in a large
part a result of Max Weber's influence, who attributed
rationality and science to the nature of the new rising
western industrial society while irrationalities and
superstitions to the foundation of the !raditional
authorities (e.g. capitalism versus gerontocracy,
patriarchalism, patrimonialism, etc. ). Since then,
traditionality has become used by nost sociologists as
the opposite concept of modernity, of modernization -
e.g. r "to modernize, to destroy traditionÙ Has exactly
the slogan of the May-Fourth Movement (1919) in China.
For more detail about the discussion on the
traditional/modern dichotomy, see the chapter on Max
Webe r .

Theoretically, modernism and consumerism seem to differ
from one another in what they mean. While the forner is
characterized by its unreserved belief in human beings'
unlimited potential power in material production through
Èhe application of science and technology, the Latter
emphasizes material consumption as the driving force of
socio-economic progress and therefore as intrinsically
and necessarily good. But in the West, these two
concepts or beliefs are singificantly merged into one, in

t3
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their o!¡n cultural traditions, then traditionality and

nodernity may not necessarily be incompatible but can be

compatibly mingled together r,¡ithout Iosing any of their or,¡n

traditional-cultural integrity. Às a matter of fact, some

contemporary social scientists have already noticed the

continuity and vitality of traditions in the so-caIled

modernization process. In her study of Japan, Ruth Benedict

obsèrves that the traditional Japanese hierarchicaL social

relations not only have not posed any barrier to Japân's

economic modernization, but instead have served as the inner

stimulation of its rapid expansion and intensification as

the Japanese people identify with their cultural image of

]-oyalty and hierarchal unity. r 6 rn the same vein, Louis

Dumont also finds in his study of India that, despite the

the sense that consumerism is seen as the inner momentum
of modernism, of releasing human beings' unlimited power
in material production.

14 Chris Youngdall, Ie-lg$S.i_s4 Commerc ial s
!.e.¡!L_g., M.À. Thesis, Winnipeg: The University
1985, pp.121-124.

I 5 See Herman Kahn, World Economic ÐeveloÞment, Boulder:
Westview Press, 1979, pp.113-116. Modernity is a
controversial t.erm which is often referred to culturally
rather than conceptually and empirical-1y. In order to
distinguish modernity conceptually from other particular
cultural attributes, Herman Kahn defines modernity in
terms of the degree of industrialization, of a
lechnologically assisted system of production.
Basically, the author agrees with Kahnrs definition,
because it can stay away from the endless discussion of
lrhether modernity should include such things as political
rights, parl iamentary institution, indívidualistic
psychology, etc., and yet points to the prime phenomenon
that every country shares and struggles for, no matter by
!¡hat means. Hence, the Soviet Union should be considered
modern, even though it does not have the kind of
democratic system characteristic of the west. So is
Japan.

As
of

CuLtural
Manitoba,

-8-



tremendous change in lhe outlook of contemporary India under

the process of modernization, the principal traditional
hierarchicaL social structure, i.e., the strictLy defined

caste system, has largely remained intact under a modern

mask in that the traditional caste leaders become the

Ieaders of the modern politico-economic organizations.lT

Another study carried out by Lloyd Rudolph and Suzanne

Rudolph arrived at the similar finding that traditionality
and modernity in India are intricately, though not

necessarily harmoniously, mixed; with the former serving as

an inner stimulation to the latter. I I Perhaps the most

striking discovery is David Zilberman's study of the

relationship between Orthodox ethics and Soviet communism,

in which he uncovers the orignal totalitarian features of

the Russian Orthodox !radition fuIIy objectified in t.he

communist pract ice. r e

Even though not all the studies mentioned above have in

them an articulated pluralistic vie¡v of cultural tradition,
what can stiLl be inferred from them is that: as far as the

nature of socio-cultural life is concerned, we do not have

any so-called universal modern society as a model toward

l6 Ruth Benedict, Chrisanthemum And The Sword,
1946.

Ne!¡ I'ork,

l7 Durnont, 1980.

18 Lloyd Rudolph and Suzanne Rudolph, The Modernitv
Tradition - PoIitical DeveloÞment In I_Eêj-e., Chicago:õ-n icaso unlvã;;fTt-Pre;;;-l e6? . -

re See David Zilberman's "Orthodox Ethics and The Matter Of
Communism, " in Studies i.n Soviet &-Sgh!., VoI.17 , 1977 .

of
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vhich aIl sociebies must inevitably move. Rather, ¡rhat ere

have are different cultural traditions constantLy developing

in response to lhe interplay of changing forces in their
environments, but nevertheless guíded by distinctly
traditional aspirations'o (..g., modernism or westernism for

all present day societies, Buddhism for China from the

seventh !o tenth century, Confucianism for Japan from the

tenth to the nineteenth century, etc.). This enduring and

creative role of tradition in socio-cultural development can

best be demontraLed with reference to Haj ime Nakamura's

remarkable study of lhe relation of Eastern peoples' ways of

thinking to the transplantation among them of Buddhism.2l In

this study, Nakamura shows tha!, in the process of

transplanting Buddhism, a religion developed in India, the

Easlern peoples kept their traditional ways of thinking
principally unimpaired. Ànd quite surprisingly, what was

changed instead was Indian Buddhism itself, whose values and

ways of thinking were either rejected or adapted to suit
local socio-cultura1 needs.

The contemporary inter-cuLtural exchange should be

understood from this ang1e. "Modernism, " as a product of

I,¡estern culture, inevitably carries in itself the vay of

thinking and values typical of the western cultural

20 David zilberman, "Understanding CulturaI Tradition
Through Types of Thinking," unpublished manuscript.

21 Hajine Nakamura, wavs of Thinkinq of Eastern Eeopl-es.:
L_!_djê, China, Tibet and Je.pa n , Honolulu: East-West Centre
Press , 1964,

- 10 -



tradition which may not be congenial to other societies and

therefore wiII necessarily be transformed or rejected in

accordance with their soci-cultural needs. In other words,

lhe function of "modernism" as a product of the west is no

more than the raw materials for the socio-cultural

adaptation of these societies, what remain transcendent in

the course of consumption are their traditions, which play

an active role in digesting and transforming these western

materials into something suitable for their healthy

soc io-cultural development.

In this sense, the present western society should not be

seen as the result of a break ¡,¡ith its cultural tradition.

Likewise, India, the creator of Buddhismr cannot be labelled

non-traditionalistic. Tt{o thousand years ago, India had its

own way of organizing, developing and even abandoning

Buddhisn, which was definitely not universal in character

and was different from that of any Oriental society adopting

it. This is also true of western society. Neither its

historical development nor its cultural experience of the

present-day production and consumption r or more correctlyt

of the socio-cultural attitude toward such production and

consumption, is of universal character. On the contraryt

they merely represent particular cultural values on nhich a

particular type of rationality is based, i.e., the upholding

of the image of free individuality with the emphasis on the

rationally calculative orientation toward economic goals as

- 11 -



an end in itself. 2 2 There is no point in insisting that

other societies must adopt the same cultural attitudes in

order to "modernize" (if this is the appropriate term) their

socio-economic tife. The several studies just mentioned

have already proved this point.

On the general basis of the above interpretation, it is

safe to say that the proper way of understanding cultural

traditions is not to impose on them the "sociological laws"

derived from the western world, but to recognize the inner

cultural logic by which their socio-cultural life is

organized. In other words, to bring the discussion back to

the subject matter of this thesis, the proper sociologicaJ-

understanding of the Chinese cultural tradition must consist

of the identification of China's socío-cultural uniqueness

and the corresponding theoretical recontruction of its

historical experiences on the basis of the former.

SIMILÀR SHORÍCOMING: THE SINICIZÀTION MOVEMENT IN
CI{INESE SOCIOIOGY IN STTJDY OF THE CI{INESE CULTURÀT.
TRÀDITION

In recent years Chinese sociological circles have begun

to reflect on the same problem of the universal validity of

existing sociological theories in understanding cultural

traditions. This reflection has finally deve)-oped into an

important sociological movement calLed "the sinicization of

sociological study" which is stil1 on iLs nay to

1.2

22 Ðavid Zilberman,
manusc r ipt r P. 14.

"À Study of Tradition," unpublished

-12-



development. The sinicization movement originated in Taiwan

in the late 1970's and latèr spread to Hong Kong and

Singapore. Its principal goal lras to understand

(sociologically) the unique nature of Chinese society so as

to orient the current Chinese (Taiwanese) socio-political

development to its right direction. At the same time, in

order to broaden the horizon of Chinese sociology, the

sinicization leaders purposefully introduced (and translated

as weIl ) into Taiwan many important western original

sociological works, especially works from the Marxian

perspective (.,g., by Jurgen Habermas, Herbert Marcuse, Eric

Fromm, Immanual wallerstein, etc.). This flood of Marxian

ideas, though it might not necessarily Iead to the

understanding of the uniqueness of Chinese soc iety ( it

certainly did not), has created a guite liberal atmosphere

of inlellectual discussion on the current Taiwanese

socio-political deveJ.opment. Prior to this, Tai!¡anese

sociological circles were overshadowed by functionalism and

the Nationalist Party's political ideol-ogy'

on the surface, this movement's objective is very similar

to vrhat the author proposes to undertake in this thesis - to

study the Chinese cultural tradition from its internal,

logical position (see pages 19-22). Hotrever' a thorough

examinaLion of the ideology behind this movement reveals a

great discrepancy bet\.reen its proposed objective and the

problerns actually addressed by the leaders of the movement.

l3



Their symposium, published in 1982,23 explicitly sholts that

their theoretical interests are not grounded on any

particular understanding of the Chinese socio-cuftural

uniqueness but are only borrowings from the critical theory

of the Frankfurt SchooI, Immanual Wallerstein's world-system

theory, or a combination of both. "Sinicization" was only

mentioned in such superficial ways as: "to criticize the

ideologies and values hidden behind the western sociological

theoriesr"24 "to be epistemologicalJ-y conscious and

reflectiver"2s ''to return to the Chinese historical-cultural

tradition,"26 I'to go back to the analysis of the cultural

and historical conditions specific to the tradition of lhe

Chinese soc ial and intellectual thoughts, " 27 etc. . Nothing

concrete abou! the theoretical approach to the uniqueness of

23 Kwok-she Yang 6, Sung-i Man (

The Sin ic i zat ion Of Soc ial
,

National ñesèarch Centre '- 1982.

2 4 Kai-chins yip <&.--&g-1, "À Discussion of the
Sinicization of Socioloqical Studies From the Viewpointsinicizatlon of soclofoglcal studles From the vlewpolnt
of the. Existing. character. of Chinese Sociology"

ed. , Taipei
p.47.

YíÁtlU, The sinicization of
, Kwok-she Yang & Sung-i Man

inese National Research Centre ' 1982,

), "The Sinicization of Sociology"
_), The Sinicization of SociaI

wok-she Yang & Sung-i Man ed.,
nese National Research centre , 1982,

"The Poss ibi 1i ty And Meaning
. of Soc ial Sciences"

The Chinese

fA W ), The sinicization of
!99, Kwok-she Yang & Sung-i Man
National Research Centre , 1982 '

Taipei:

p.1 13.

Sing-shui Ko (26
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the Chinese cultural tradition was discussed or mentioned.

Taken by itself, this movement can be considered no more

than an extended consequence of the anti-functionalism
movement in the West in the 1960's and 1970's. Al-though its

leaders did advocate a purge of the ideology inherent in

western socioLogical theories, they never succeeded in

achieving this purpose in practice (otherwise they ¡,¡ouLd not

have identified themselves entirely e¡ith the ideologies of

the critical school and lrorld-system theory, both of which

carry a strong Marxist orientation).28 Owing to thís fact,

the destiny of the movement is predictable and should be

considered a failure, despite the fact that its leaders are

sti11 carrying it through - thêy simply miss the point.

Yip, 1982, p.147 .

Dominating American sociology for more than two decades,
functionalism began to crumble as social unrest emerged
and became widespread in the 1960's in American society
which used to be seen by the functionalists as a
functionally integrated social system. Since then, the
confLict perspective with a strong Marxist implication
had risen as a challenging alternative to the worsening
social situation and hence further accelerated the
decline of functionalism. The sinicization movement in
Taiwan, as examined thoroughly, carried in itself an
extraordinary Marxist ideology in its theoretical makeup
as well as a heavy legacy of the Àmerican
anti-fuctionalism movement, although it was seriously
conditioned by the dominant political bourgeois ideology
of the Taiwanese government. That was why its leaders
easily identified themselves with the critical theory of
the Frankfur! School and Wallersteinrs world-system
theory. While the former is mainly a Marxist critque of
the ideologicaL distortion inherent in the western
capitalist society, the latter condemns the evÍIs that
the world-capitalist expansion has brought to the third
world nations. Though both of them have different
emphases, they undoubtedLy share the same Marxist legacy,
i.e., believe the necessity of transforming the entire

27

28
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The reason for the faiLure of the movement and its

subsequent absorption by another upcoming sociological

ideology is not an accident; it can be traced back to the

historical character of Chinese sociology itself. ÀIthough

the study of the problems of society and culture by the

Chinese intell-ectuals is coextensive r,¡ith their civilized

history,2s the formal establishment of sociology in China as

an independent discipline only came after the Sino-Western

contact. in the 19th century. 30 To speak more correctly,

sociology in China in a f ormal- sense is entirely a foreign

transpLântation. As can be traced historically, most, íf.

not all, of the Chinese sociologists received their

socioLogicaL training in the west, even up to the present

time.31 The problem of this phenomenon is devastating,

primarily because !¡hat the Chinese sociologists initially

Iearned was not the essence of their socio-cuIturaI

r,rorld into a humanist society in which universal freedom
of individuals is realized (see Max Horkheimer, Critical
I¡Ê_s!l¿, Ne!¡ York: Cont inuum, 1972i and Immanual
WaLl-erstein, The Capitalist world-economv, London:
Cambridge University Press, 1979). No doubt, as their
symposium shor,rs, the sinicization leaders had not gone
that far to cLaim themselves Marxist; lheir consciousness
Ì¡as nevertheless overshadowed by this theoretical
position which ultimately blocked their independent
understanding of Chinese society from the inside.

2e In fact, all the five Chinese classics (the five most
ancient books), in one way or another, deal with the
tripartite problem of man, society and culture.
Yip, 1982, p. 1 15.

Sun-wang Siao ( "The Structural Problem in3i
t.ion of Sociology"
þø. ), The sinicization of sociãl
1, Kwok-she Yang and Sung-i Man ed.,
at i onal Research centre, 1982, p..82.lnese
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problems, but the Western sociological viewpoints and, more

importantly, the western value judgements on these problems.

That is to say, t.he way they looked aL lhe Chinese cultural
tradition was at the very beginning influenced and

structured by the Western values and !¡ay of thinking. Às a

result, even though at the historical-cultural level they

might "intuit" a necessity to sinicize Chinese socioJ.ogy, at

the practical level of theory construction they were sLi11

unable to get rid of the structural influence of Western

sociologicai. thinking and cultural values rqhich were deeply

inscribed in their consciousness. Even though some of them

did realize the theoretical limitations of western

sociology, they lrere unwilling to refLect on it
fundamentally in terms of its theoretical presuppositions,

oning to their unreserved belief in the scientific nature of

sociology. Before they started their sociological analyses,

they already accepted the sociological formula of the

universality of western culture and the particularity of

Chinese culture. Hence, the Chinese cultural tradition lras

considered by them outdated and to be transcended or

abandoned, regardless of lrhether from the Marxist,

neo-Marxist (Iike the critical and world-system thoeries) or

moCernization perspective. This is precisely the reason r¡hy

an initially conscious intellectual movement with a clear

aim at sinicization has in consequence been assimilated into
the current socioJ.ogica). ideology of the west, so

contradictory in principle to its original objective.

-17-



To truly achieve thè purpose of lhe sinicization of

Chinese sociology, the first step is stiII to reflect upon

the vaLidity of lvestern sociological theories in explaining

the Chinese socio-cultural experiences. obviouslyr the

sinicization movement itself represents a negation of such a

validity. This negation, however, does not necessarily

imply any deep theoretical insight into the problem inherent

in western sociological theories. That is, it does not

presuppose any understanding of the theoreticaL limitations

of the western sociological explanations about the Chinese

socio-cultural- experiences. It can be based on ethnocentric

sentiment or historical intuition (the rise of the

sinicization movement ¡{as more or Less a result of this kind

of sentiment and intuition, and this factor alone can

largely explain the necessary failure of the movement: it

has not captured the essence of the problem it intended to

overcome).32

3 2 In this regard, sorne contemporary Chinese cultural
philosophers have achieved an understanding of the
Chinese cultural tradition far rnore insightful and much
deeper than any Chinese sociologist of this area, even
though !hey tend to elevate !he Chinese cultural
tradition to a superior position over other cultural
traditions owing to their cultural identity. This is
basicalty because their way of thinking is Less
influenced by the western cul!ura1 ideology (most of them
did their study in China and have a thorough command of
Chinese history, philosophy and literature), and
therefore they are more able to comprehend China
internally from the Chinese cultural position rather than
externally from any naturalized (i.e., absol,ut-ized, made
--!..-^1r -^-^-^-!l.,^ rrâ^ | rñ^ñ^ t ¡f .7 9,,v \. mr.^
çr\LE;r¡¡a¡¡J !! v¡r' C¡¡¡J \¡.s. r qvÞv¡,uu¡rtçq, ¡rrssç
natural) perspective. see Kuan-Ngai tang ( fuLhL) z The
Reconstruction ,, of The Humanist SpiritThe Human i st Spi r i t

), raipei : srüããfiffibrishiñõ-cõ.Student Publishing Co.
value Of Chinese Culture
,-Ching Chung Publishing-]¡IJ-zJ--!-)3---lL. 

'1979; Sau-Mi ns
Taioei: -chinq c, -..1- r lit ,.Ltt "6leung (Co.
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Taken as a whole, to truely sinicize Chinese sociology

r¡ithout missing the point of cross-cuItural understanding -
to achieve the proper sociological- understanding of the

Chinese cultural tradition - involves in the implementation

of two necessary tasks. They are: (1) to reveal hot¡ wesLern

sociological theories fail to expJ.ain the Chinese

socio-cuItural experiences; and (2) to identify the

socio-cuItural uniqueness of the Chinese cultural tradition
for the purpose of theoretical and historical
reconstruction. without the former, the latter is, at

best, no more than one of many sociological perspectives;

without the latterr the sociological understanding of the

Chinese cultural tradition is stiII obscure. In other

words, in the absence of either one of these two tasks, it
cannot be said that the true sinicization of Chinese

sociology is on it.s feet.

1.3 oBitEcrr\¡Es oF srupY

The present study is precisely an attempt to implement

the program of sinicizing Chinese sociology on a concrete

¡+orkable basis. BasicalIy, its objectives are twofold: 1)

to demonstrate the discrepancy betweèn western sociological

theories as represented by Hegel, Marx and weber and t.he

empirical Chinese cultural reality; and 2) to suggest a

of chinese currure t 4 ffi it-lUÈl\¡ ), raipei:
ung PubJ.ishing co. Ltd.; and Fou-Kuan Tsui

Àcademia And PoLitic
), Taþei: studenl-ÞubrisirGg co.(

ng
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theoretical outline of a more adequate explanation of the

the Chinese cultural tradition.

The rêason for choosing Hegel, Marx and weber as the

focus of analysis in this thesis is prirnarily based on the

ground that, despite other massive studies done on the

understanding of the Chinese cultural tradition,3 3 only

their r,¡orks contain a kind of theoretical completeness and

intellectual depth that has generated long-term influences

on the study of the Chinese cultural tradition.34 In a

theoretical sense, their works on China represent three

major theoretical approaches in classical sociology which

continue to shape, in one way or another, the sociological

anaJ.yses of the Chinese cultural tradition. This thesis, in

3 3 See Perry Ànderson , L!-E-Eê9Sê Of The Absolut i st g!e!-C.,
London : New Left Books , 197 4; Robert Bellah, Tokuqawa
Reliqion, Glencoe: Free Press, 1957; N. Eisenstadt, The
PoIitica1 svstens of EmÞires, New York: Basic Books,
Inc., 1968; Marion Levy, "Contrasting Factors In The
Modernization Of Japan And Chinar" in Economic Gro\,¡thl
Þ-&.4, India and Jepeq, edited by S. Kuznets, Durkram:
Duke University Press, p. 1955; Barrington Moore, The
SociaI oriqins of Dictatorship Ànd Democracy, Boston:
Beacon Press, 1963; KarI wittfogel, Oriental Despotism,
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957; and Ying-Zi Yu,
The Reliqious Ethics Ànd The Merchantst Spirit In Late
fu., Taipei: Luen King Publishing Company Ltd. , 1987.

3a Hegel's study of China which culminates into his theory
of Oriental despotism has been the major theoretical
source for understanding China since his time. Many
important thinkers, though might not accept his
philosophical presuppositions of human nature, agreed on
his treatment of the Chinese despotic polrer as originated
f rorn the lack of institutional development of Chinese
individuaJ.ity. Marx's concept of Àsiatic mode of
Production, though not a specific study of China, is a
general theory of the typoJ.ogical nature of the East from
a perspective of the basic economic relations and has
attracted considerable attention to the role of the

-20-



order to avoid the unnecessary discussion of the entire

voluminious sociological literature about China, therefore

Iimits itself only bo a discussion of the works of Hegef,

Marx and weber on China. Owing to their theoretical

inportance, the author believes that the discussion of them

al-one is sufficient to reveal the general theoretical

structures (and deficiencies as eell) invoLved in western

(especially classical ) sociological approaches to the

Chinese cultural tradition.

In addition, the author wants to point out that in their

analysis of China, Hegel, Marx and Weber all treat China as

a stagnant society. Therefore, when they refer to China,

they always mean China in the general sense, i.e., China as

a whole and China throughout the centuries. In lhis study,

the author uses the term "china" t¡ith the similar meaning.

Nevertheless, such use is not because the author shares the

Chinese economic characteristics in its entire
socio-cultural development. The theoretical issues it
involves have generated numerous debates and researches
about the Àsiatic socio-econornic phenomena in general and
the Chinese social development in particular. Weber's
Confucian-ethic thesis presented in his book Reliqion of
China has long been regarded in the American sociology as
the authority of Chinese study both in terms of method
and in terms of the Chinese issues it touches. Since
then, most of the sociological studies about China have
been predominantty Weberian - have folloved principally
Weber's comparative method and examíned Weber's outlined
issues - though r¡ith some ne¡v historical materials and in
different depth. In brief, these three persons' rvorks
respectively constitute the three major sociological
approaches to China - political, economic and cuItural.
Each of them represents the author's theoretical tendency
to single out a particular aspect of social life - be it
political, econonic or cultural - as the single
structuring factor of the Chinese cultural tradition.
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simitar stagnant view of China. The conceptualization of

China as historically stagnant is precisely one of the

imporlant points to be criticized in the thesis. The real

reason for treating China as both r+holistic and ahislorical
is based on the recognition that there is an internal logic
governing Chinese socio-cultural development which is the

Chinese cultural tradition. It is believed that because of

their long socio-culturaL historyr the Chinese have

developed, both emotionalJ.y and rationally (in the sense of

self-awareness), a strong sense of Chineseness.3s This

"Chineseness" enables them to identify themselves as Chinese

and, at lhe same time, drives them continuously to uphold

their Chinese identity, especially in times of

inter-cuLtural confrontation. Hence, it IogicaIly follows

that the Chinese cultural tradit ion i s the ult imate

existence of Chinese society, the "metaphysics" of Chinese

culture, which transcends both Chinese political and sociaL

developments. The latter, if vievred from the inner Chinese

cultural perspective, is nothing but the objectification of

this Chinese "metaphysics" (see Àppendix À for more

elaboration on the Chinese cultural tradition).

Brian Hook, The
Cambridge: Cambr i dge

Cambr idqe Encvclopedia of China,
University Press, 1982, pp.31-34.
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1.4 SIGNIFICÀNCE OF STI'DY

This study is a result of the author's dissatisfaction

with the discrepancy betreeen western sociological theory and

the Chinese socio-cultural experience. This discrepancy,

the author believes and r¿i11 shov¡ in this ghesis, is somehow

closely connected with the western sociological tradition of

culture which attempts to formulate, on the basis of a

single cuftural fact (i.e., the European one), universal

socioJ.ogical laws of cultural development that are

applicable to both European and non-European societies. In

the author's perspective , if this Eurocentrism3 6 in

sociology continues, it wilI be impossible to have true

scientific understanding (i.e. , in their own right) of

non-European cultures, since Eurocentrism negates the

subjective aspect of their existence or distorts it from the

European culturaL perspective. Sociological theory of

culture must admit the fact of the plurality of cultural

developments and develop a multi-positional approach to it.

That is, it must be based on the understanding of the

cultural togic of each society and the study of it in

relation to that cultural logic, instead of reducing the

36 Eurocentrism has a special methodological meaning in the
way the auLhor uses it. It refers to the utilization of
theoretical categories developed in western societies to
interpret non-western societies. Eurocentrism reflects
an inabilily lo appreciate the viewpoints of non-western
societies which, for example, have a different cult.ura1
content. As a result, it displays an unconsciousness of
a different humanity, condition, and problem facing
people in non-western soc iet ies and methodologically
treats these societies from the Euopéan perspective.
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plurality of cultural universes to a single cultural

background. In this sense, the socioLogy of culture should

not be seen as universalistic or timeless, but is

particularly and historicaLly associated !¡ith the

development of each cullura1 tradition. It is under this

conception of thè sociology of culture that the present

thesis is written. The author hopes that this study will,

by demonstrating the discrepancy between western

sociological theory and the Chinese socio-cultural

experience, sugges! a possible sociological direction for

the study of culture in general and a possible adequate

theoretical outline for interpreting the Chinese cultural
tradition in particular.

1.5 MEIHOD

The study is based on library research and the anal-ysis

and interpretation of secondary data - principalJ.y, of lhe

norks of Hegel-, Marx, and weber on China and availabl-e

historical materials about chinese society and culture. Às

far as the availability of data is concerned, the works of

Hegel, Marx, and Weber and the scholarly works about them at

the Iibraries of the Universities of Manitoba and Winnipeg

are quite adequate to serve the aim of the study. But the

materials about Chinese society and culture are very limited

at both of the Iibraries. Nevertheless, the author's

personal posessions acquired from Taiwan and Hong Kong in
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the past few years compensate for this inadequacy. With

regard to the quality of thesè sources, they are aII written
by reput.able Chinese scholars and specialists of this area

and therefore shouLd be re1iable. However, since many of

these sources are writlen in Chinese and there are no

available EngLish translations, the author is obLiged to

make his ov¡n translations whenever direct quotation is
necessary. Still, if there is any doubt concerning the

author's translations, the original Chinese sources are the

ultimate ground for reference. FinaJ,1y, because James

Legge's translation of the five Chinese classics is

considered the authority by most Chinese scholars, even

though there are other translations available at the library
of the University of Manitoba, the author decided to use

James Legge's t.ranslation in spite of its archaic style.

In the actual- analysis, the author sets out

systematically what he understands to be Hegel' s, Marx's,

and l.leber's conceptualizations of the nature of Chinese

society and cul.ture, and compares their theoretical
classificaLions and explanaLions r,¡ith the Chinese

socio-cuItural experience. Then he critically examines the

methodoì.ogicaI structures of these theories and their
relations to the discrepancy between these theories and the

Chinese socio-cultural reality. The terms "theory" and

"methodology" are lwo import.ant concepts that run through

the entire thesis and are distinguished as f ollo¡vs: while

-25-



theory refers to the substantive theory that makes truth
claims concerning socio-cultura1 reality, methodology mèans

the basic assumptions of that substantive theory involved in

the process of theory construction. To pu! it differently,
methodoJ.ogy is not concerned !¡ith building substantive

knowledge, but rather deals with the underlying principles

by which a particular kind of knowledge is made.37 This

definition of methodology postulates that no substantive

theory can avoid making assumptions and that substantive

theory is always innerly determined by its methodology,

i.e., by lhe validity of the assumptions particularly set

forth before the construction of that substantive theory.

In respec! of the present study, the authorrs basic

methodological posi!ion is that ne cannot scientifically
prove (at least up until now) any cultural tradition to be

the only meaningful cultural tradition that other societies

nust adopt. Therefore, \,¡e must admit (i.e., assume) that

the plurality of cultural universes is the elementary fact
of human life and that the study of any culturäl tradition
must be grounded on the study of it.s internal cultural logic
(rationality), rather than reduce it to a residual category

of ot.her cultural traditions. This melhodological position,

the author must acknowledge, is inspired by the r¡ork of a

s7 It is apparent that the term "methodology" is used here
very different from the conventional sociological use of
it. Since the latter mainly deals with the general
elaboration of the procedures of data coflection and
analysis, lhe author caIls it method instead of
methodology in order to distinguish their difference.
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Russian scholar, David Zilberman, and owes a great deal to

his Ph.D. thesis "À Study Of Tradition"3s and his posthumous

publication The Birth of Meaninq in Hindu Thouqht. 3s In

fact, the critique of Hegel, Marx and Weber and the

alternat ive approach to the Chinese cultural t radi t ion

suggested by the author in this study are principally

stimulated by zilberman's cultural study. Àlthough

Zilberman did not deaL with the Chinese cultural tradition

specifically, his suggested multi-positional approach to

cultural tradition is instructive and revolutionary.

without t,he stimulation of this rnulti-positional approach,

there would not have this study. Of course, if David

Zilberman were alive, whether he would agree v¡ith the

author's interpretation of his work is another question.

The entire study is organized into six chapters. Chapter

1 presents, as what has been done so Í.ar, a general

introduction to the study. Chapter 2, 3 and 4 respectively

discuss lhe theoretical vorks of Hegel, Marx and weber on

China, and contrast the Chinese reality to shor,r their
inadequacies for explaining the Chinese cultural tradition.

Chapter 5 suggests reasons for these inadequacies. In the

final chapter r âD outline of a possible adequate

interpretation of the Chinese cultural tradition is

David Z i lberman,
rnanuscript.

David Z i lberman,
edited by Robert
Company, 1988.

"À Study Of Tradition," unpublished

The Birth Of Meaninq in Hindu Thouqht,
cohen, Boston: D. Reidel Publishing
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attempted.

Since Hegel, Marx, Weber and Zilberman employ many terms

different from established usage, the following Iist is

intenLed to provide definitions of some of them which may be

helpful for the understanding of this thesis.

Hege I

1 . Subiectivity: the highest stage of individual

development in which the individual comes to realize

that the state is the ultimate ground for his

personal development and therefore adopts principles

tending to the good of all.
2. Substantialitv: the central power that the state

represÈnts.

3. Particularitv: the quality that represents personal

interests.
4. will: the desire of conscious individuals.

Ma rx

5. Free Individualitv: the final stage of human

development in which man is free from both natu¡:al

and social domination.

6, Natural ReLations: rel.ations characterized by the

domination by some over the others.

7. SociaI BglgË_9¡_9.: relations characterized by equal

and free interaction of independent individuals.

l{eber
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a Rational AcLion: behaviour characterized by Lhe

attainment of calculated ends on the basis of

knowledge.

Traditional Action: behaviour characterized by

ingrained habituat ion.

Z i lberman

Partial Institution: the soc ial institution whose

principJ.e alone dictates the developmental direction
of the whole social systen.

Intentionalitv: the kind of cultural guality that
constitutes a specific orientation or attitude to!¡ard

the external vor Id .

Naturalize: absolutize or make natural (something or

some idea) from one persective v¡ithout reflecting
from the other perspect.ives.

Sublate: negate.

tu.

11.

12.

13.

Finally, Èhe author wants to acknowledge that there is no

sexist implication in using such terms as "man," "he," or

"him" to refer to human beings in general in the thesis.
The reason for using these terms is simply t.hat the author

could not find any better replacement of them. Therefore,

in order to avoid using such clumsy terms as "he or sher"

"him or her," or "man or woman, " he decided Ëo follow the

convent.ion of using masculine terms to refer to both sexes.
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2.1

ChåpÈer II
HEGET: THE TI{EORY OF ORIENTÀI. DESPOTISM

INTRODUCTION

Born in 1770 in cermany and died there in 1831, Hegel was

the culmination of the historicist tradition in German

philosophy which, heavily influenced by Christianity, viewed

human history as being moved tolrãrd a particular end.40 This

tradition was recently carried through by Kant, Fichte and

ScheIling, who lived sIightIy earlier than HegeI. al

Throughout his life Hegel was a patriotic Prussian, a loyal

See Robert Ni sbet , Ej_Þ.!.9U. Of The I dea Of Proqress, New
York: Basic Books, 1980. In this book, Robert Nisbet
gives a thorough discussion of the genesis and
development of weslern historicisn from the early
Christian era down to the present century. He even
argues that historicism, or in his own words, the belief
in progress, is the soul of Western civilization, and
that if this belief dies, there would not be much left in
the west. Nisbet is certainly correct. Nevertheless, in
emphasizing "the idea of progress" as Lhe inner motion of
western civilization, Nisbet seems to underestimate the
destructive effect that this idea has on other
civilizations as well as on human existence as a whole.

See R. c. Collingwood, Ih.e. Idea Of History, Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1946, p.1f7. Àccording to
CoIIingwood, Kant, Fichte, Schelling and Hegel alI
believed that history was only the process of putting the
presumed historical forms on the presumed content or
essence of Being. Therefore, in their conception,
historical process was not a creative process: it was
merely a unification of the t\,¡o abstract entities, form
and content. Collingwood's interpretation is basically
correct. Hegel's historical conception, as wiIl be sho¡vn
in this chapter, basically falls into such a typical
historicism.

40
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servant of lhe German state, r,rho comfortably enjoyed his

recognized philosophical pre-eminence.42 His patriotism can

easily be seen in his philosophy of history, in ¡,¡hich he

considered the German state to be the highest achievement in

alL human history (for more detail about Hegel's conception

of history, see further on). Hegel's major philosophical

invention is his dialectical Iogic, a logic that presupposes

a time schematism in the form of a continuous process of

thesis, antithesis and synthesis. By this logic, HegeI

synthesized alI different intellectual thoughts into a

single historic ist system which has profoundly affected

Western intellectual history iri general and social thought

in particular.

However, partly because of its philosophical abstractness

and partly because of the dominant positivist tendency in

Western sociology, Hegel's work is rarely treated seriously

in sociology in spite of its tremendous sociological
relevance in the analysis of western society. His

contribution to sociology can be better appreciated if we

pay some atlention to his influence on certain prominent

social thinkers such as Karl Marx, Karl Wittfogel, Max

Horkheimer, Georg Lukac, T. W. Àdorno, Herbert Marcuse,

Jurgen Habermas and G. Stevenson.43 without him, we suspect

Bertrand Russell, !j_E!-g!l¿ Of Western Eb-Lþs oÞ.h!, London:
Unwin Paperbacks, 1982, p.701 .

Marx, Lukacs, Àdorno, Marcuse and Habarmas were heavily
influenced by Hegel's dialectical J.ogic. Às a matter
fact, they were made known by their application of
Hegelian logic to social analysis, epecially the analysis
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we rrould not have the others. Nevertheless, since the

present l¡ork is not an independent treatment of Hegel's

work, the following few pages wilI be confined mainly to
Hegel's analysis of the Chinese cultural tradition with

specific reference to his political theory of the state.
His other concepts, though they may carry good sociological
insights, wiII not be discussed here unless such is

necessary for clarif ication.

Hegel's analysis of the Chinese cultural tradition is
guided by his particular understanding of the Orient which

is usually characterized as the "theory of Oriental
despotism," whose origin is traceable to Aristotle.aa On the

shouLders of this philosophical giant as weIl as other

philosophers before him, Hegel developed the theory of the

of western consciousness under the impact of capitalism.
See Karl Marx, Germany Ideoloov, in The Marx-Enqels
B.geC-g¿, edited by Robert Tucker, New York: W Norton 7
Company, 1978) Gerog Lukacs, History And CIass
Consciousness, Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1985; Max
Horkheimer and T. W. Adorno, Dialectic Of Enliqhtenment,
New York: The Continuum Publishing Company, 1972 ¡ Herbert
Marcuse, @S.i-ona! Ug, Boston: Beacon Press, 1964;
and Jurgen Habermas, ToHard A Rational Societv, Eoston:
Beacon Press, 1970. Hegel's influence on Karl wittfogel
is mainly in his conception of the East. One of
Wittfogel's most famous books even uses Hegel's concept
"Oriental Ðespotism" as its titIe. See KarI wittfogel,
Oriental Despotism, Nel, Haven: Yale University Press,
1957. G. Stevenson's analysis of issues of Canadian
politics and government is principally based on Hegel's
conception of the state in capitalist society. See c.
Stevenson, "Federalism Ànd The Political Economy Of The
Canadian Stater" in The Canadian State, edited by L.
Pantitch, Toronto: University Of Toronto Press, 1977,
pp.71-100.

Aristotle, Tb-Q. Politics Of
translated by Ernest Barker, New
Press, 1962, p.138 .

Àr i st.ot Ie , edited and
Un ivers i ty
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Orient into a systematic totality in which the Oriental
political appearence, that is, despotism, is emphasized and

theorized from a particular perspective of freedom

understood by him in a very narrow, institutionaL lray.

Since then, the theory has significantly captured the

western consciousness and greatly shaped its view of China

in particular and the Orient in general. Many social

thinkers since Hegel, including Marx - the one we will

discuss in detail 1ater, have shared the basic ideas

outlined in the theory, though they rnight emphasize one or

other in relation to their particular larger theoretical
positions.a5

Taken by itself, Hegel's theory of Oriental despotism,

quite different from those of his predecessors,46 is not

merely a general. theory about the Orient - about China,aT

but a special theoretical brick in his larger philosophical

Some examples are: Marx connected the phenonmenon of
Oriental despotism to a result of the interplay between
the isolation and patriarchalism of Àsiatic agricultural
communes and climaLic and geographical conditions; Karl
A. Wittfogel emphasized the exclusive role of the Chinese
natural settings in the emergence of the Chinese despotic
emplre.

Hegel was the philosopher who first depicted a unilinear
schene of world history. His theory of the Orient r,¡a s
therefore not a theory of t.he Orient as such, but an
attempt to integrate the Orient into his unitary world
historical scheme. See D. M. Lowe, &g Function of China
in EEÅ, Lenin and Mao, Berkeley: University of Califonia
Press, 1 966, p.5.

Str ictly speaking, Hegel sees
prototype of Oriental despot i sm,
traditions such as India and
derivatives of it..
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strucutre of worLd history. Because of that, before v¡e move

on to the discussion of his theoretical anaysis of China, a

brief overview of his general notion of world history is
necessary in order to get a fuller picture of the former.

2.2 HEGEL'S CONCEPTION OF HISTORY

world historyr âs Hegel understands it, is the

progressive realization of the "unity of essence and

existencer"4s of a special ideal - the European ideat, in

which man is able to act freely and consicously, to realize
his potentialites and so to be truly himself.4s It is the

development of man from his unreflected, instinct dominated

animal life to a (ethical.ly) rational, conscious, free

individual. The end of world history is the absolute

realization of this European ideal, the complete deveLopment

of man in which his historical existence is entirely
identical with his essence - both moral and free.

This European idea1, however, does not occur in

individual isolation as Kantian morality conceives of it.5o

48 c. w. F Hegel, 5g!.4.9,L !9gþ., New York, 1929, p.160.
4s w. H. WaJ.sh, "Principle and Prejudice in Hegel's

Philosophy of Historyr" in Heqel's PoIitical Philosophv,
edited by Z. À. Pelczynski, Cambridge, The University
Press, 1971 , p. 183.

s0 Kant's philosophy of freedom views freedom as freedom of
the transcendental consciousness which can be atlained
through individual enlightenment, or in Kant's own words,
"man's release from his self-incurred tutelage" (Inmanual
Kant, Kant On Ej s.!pgl¿, edited by L. w. Beck, New York:
Free press, 1963, p.3). For Hegel, this view faiLs to
see the phenomenological nature of consciousness and, in
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Rather, it is historically developing and i n s t i t. ut i ona IIy
bound and can only be realized in the development of group

J-if e, or more precisely, of political (i.e., state) life,
Indeed, the state, for Hegel, is but the foundation of

morality and freedom. It liberates man from both hi.s

individual limitations andenvironmental constraints and

opens opportunities to the individual wilI. Its historical
beginning, therefore, marks the dawn of true human Iife, and

its historical end signifies the absolute concretization of

human essence. In other words, world history can be

rephrased as the progressive objectification of the state,
in ¡,¡hich human beings coherentJ.y and harmoniously live
together and at the same tine realize the different sides of

their personality.

Hol¡ever, Hegel's conception of the state is distinctJ.y
unique and is exclusively determined by his âbsolute

identification with the modern cerman worJ.d, a typical
political development generally shared by most European

nations at that time. sr More specifically, it is both a

philosophization of the historical necessity of the German

political monarchy and, a fundamental rejection of the

traditional utilitarianism which sees the state merely as a

voluntaristic means to satisfying individual needs. In

doing so, Hegel locates the state in an entirely new light -

consequence, the historical deveLopment of freedom
this phenomenological consciousness in relation to
developing socio-political environment.

5ti{arsh, 1971, p.184.

of
the
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he treats it as an independent entity having its ontological

existence, or to use Durkheim's sociological terms, as a

social fact distinct from its individual manifestions.52 For

Hegel, the state is something more than a means, something

of external necessity and of independent meaning, an end of

its own. As he openly says,

The state is the universal spiritual 1ife... in
which they (individuals) have their exis!ence and
reaIity. s 3

In Hegel's view, the slate is the universal spiritual
reality to which the individual's meaning of life is

attached. I t is only in and by the state that the

individual gains his true reality, for it is only in and by

it that he raises himseLf from his primitive spontaneous

selfishness to the universality of state Iife. sa In other

words, the state constitutes a final end for the individual
who finds in it the truth of his existence, his duty and his

satisfaction.

Emile Durkheim, The Rules of Socioloqical Method, New
York: À Division of Macmillan Publishing Co, Inc., 1966,
p.7. In this sense, HègeI can be considered to be the
forerunner of Durkheimian sociology which sees society,
similar to the way Hegel sees the stater âs moral
conscience, the principal source of social solidarity,
which exists independent of individual wiII and r+hich
every sociaL member shares and conforms to.

Georg WilheIm Friedrich Hegel, The Philosophy of Historv,
Ne\,r York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1956, p.104).

Leo strauss and Joseph Cropsey, Historv of PoIitical
Philosophv, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1973, p.686.

52

53

54
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However, the state's relation to lhe individual is not

merely an externaL necessity or a higher authority. Rather,

it is essentially reciprocal and mutually interdependent.

This is because thè state is the end "immanent within them

(individuals), and its strength lies in the unity of its own

universal end and aim with the particular interest of

individuals, in the fact that individuals have duties to the

state in proportion as they have right agains! it."ss That

is to say, the individual is conscious that the existence of

the state is but his liberation and satisfaction, the

concrete ground of his personal freedom and individuality,
and that his participation in the state is therefore a

fulLer development of his self-interest and particularity.

The state is the actuality of concrete freedom.
But concrete freedom consists in this, that
personal individuality and its particular
interests not only achieve their complete
development and gain explicit recognition for
their right but, for one thing, they also pass
over of their own accord into the interest of the
universal, and, for another thing, t.hey know and
will the universal; they even recognize it as
their own substantive mind; they take Ít as their
end and aim and are active in its pursuit. The
resuLt is that the universal does not prevail or
achieve completion except along with particular
interests and through the cooperation of
particular knowing and willing; and individuals
Iikewise do not live as private persons for their
own ends alone, but in the very act of willing
these they will the universal in the light of t.he
universal, and their activity is conciously aimed
at none but the universal end. The principle of
modern states has prodigious strengt.h and depth
because it aIIIorvs the principle of subjectivity
to progress to its culmination in the extreme of
self-subsistent personal particularity, and yet at
the same time brings it back to the substantive

s5 G. w. F. Hegel,
University Press,

The Philosophv of. Riqht, London: Oxford
1971, p.161).
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unity and so maintains this unity in the principle
of subjectivity itself. s 6

Since the satisfaction of the individual's interests depends

upon his cooperation !rith other individuals, the active

maintenance of this cooperation, of the substantive unity of

the state, is nothing but the maintenance of the individual

interest and therefore the universal end every individual

nust necessari ly pursue. It is only through the

implementation of the state principle that the individual's
particularity, the principle of subjectivity' can be

secured. In other words, any attempt to satisfy individual

interest at the expense of the state principle is not

freedom nor individuality but a destruction of them, since

it destroys the objective ground on which both concrete

freedom and individuality rely for development. It is in

this sense that the state is understood by Hegel as a

harmonious organic unity of universality and particularity,

of ethical life and concrete freedom.

It is on the basis of this conceptuaLization of the state

that Hegel understands different cultural traditions. As

has been mentioned, the state for Hegel is noL ahistorically
pre-given; nor does Lhe individual raise himself to the

1eve1 of concrete freedom in isolation. Instead, both the

state and freedom develop dialectically hand in hand with

one another in world history. Different cultural traditions

merely reveal differently the same process of the historical

s6 Georg I.l. F. Hegel, The PhilosoÞhv of Ègb!., London:
Oxford University Press, 1971; pp.160-161 ) .
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development of the state. To speak more directly, the

concern with the development of the state is Hegel's central
guide to his analysis of the Chinese cultural tradition, as

well as of the others. It gives Hegel an absoluLe position

to make sense of - to give order to - the disorderly worJ.d

in which different cultural- universes seem to Iive unrelated

to each oiher. Hence, the seeming absurdity of the

plurality of cultural traditions is resolved: plurality is

not a sign of human chaos, but a necessary phenomenon of the

universal development of the state. PluraIity does not

reaIly mean pluralistic developments; rather it reflects the

different stages of a single historical process of the state

moving itseLf toward its completion - the self-determining

state in which man is absolutely free and moral.

By means of his dialectical logic which interprets the

universal as the abstract generality of the state, i.e., the

state in abstraction as having an ontological existence by

r¡hich the individual's existence is determined,sT HegeI

characterizes different cultural societies into four major

successive political forms (stages): despotisn, democracy,

aristocracy and monarchy. Each of these political forms

represents an antithesis to, and a higher development over,

the preceding ones, with the monarchy, i.e., the idealized

cerman world, at the final end in which both the state and

human freedom are absolutely identical and fuIIy

57 c. I47. F. Hegel, The PhilosoÞhy 9.!- 8i_S-b!., London:Oxf ord
University Press, 1971 , pp.155- 157.
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concretized.

The despotic state (..9., China) is the beginning form of

the state, a "rigid unityr"ss to r¡hich the subject's wiII
first sustains a relation in the form of faith, confidence

and obedience. In this despotic stale, the patriarch is the

onLy one who is free; he stands at the head to uphold the

moral and essential ordinances which are already

established, while the subjects are unrefLectively grouped

by custom and habit and revolve around him, the centre,

without a separate existence.ss In Hegel's r,rords, the

individual only has "substantial" or objective freedom

(i.e., he is free as a physical object, but is unfree

subjectively in the sense that he has not advanced to the

self-consciousness of his objective existence) r âD

"unreflected consciousnessr" and is therefore a "mere

accident. "60 "Where there is merely substantial freedom,

commands and laws are regarded as something fixed and

abstract, to which the subject holds himself in absoLute

servitude. These laws need not concur with the desire of

the indívidual, and the subjects are consequently like

children, who obey their parents without will or insight of

their own."61 In other words, different.iation between the

c. W. F. Hegel, The Philosophv of Hj_g!-g-El¿, New York:
Dover Publications, Inc., 1956, p.144.

Ibid., pp.104-105.

Ibid., p.104-105.

Ibid., p.104.

58

59

60

6t
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political unity and individuality in this stage is stilI
absent, and individual consciousness has not developed.

The democratic state(e.g., ancient Greece) is an

antithesis to the despotic state and in it individualities
begin to form. That is, the individual's unquestioning

obedience to the moral requirements that characterizes the

despotic state is overcome.62 The individual advances from

substantial freedom to subjective freedom, in which personal

wiII first takes its appearance in the form of aest.hetic

morality which is based on the "graceful caprice" or

personal taste of the individual.6s It is in this phase that

conscious differentiation bet$reen the poJ.itical unity and

individuality begins to emerge. However, "these distinct
principles (political unity and individuality) are only

immediately in unityr âDd consequently involve the highesL

degree of contradiction."64 Since the individual is stiII
unconscious of the social good as the universaL end for his
being itself, the reflection of the individual on the

political unity and the subseguent realizaÈion of it as the

necessary universal good are still nonèxistent. Aesthetic

norality, which characterizes this phase, has not been

purified to the standard of "free subjectivity" - has not

come to realize the ethical essence of the political unity -

62 Ibid.; p.144.
6 3 Ibid. , p. 106.

6 4 Ibid. , p. 107.
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and thereforè still distances itself from true morality.6s

The aristocratic state (e.g., Rome) represents an

antithesis to the democratic state. It is the reaLm of

abstract universality in which the state's aim absorbs aI1

individual aims.66 In contrast to both despotism and

democracy, it "acts neither in accordance with the caprice

of a despot, nor in obedience to a graceful caprice of its
o¡,rn; but works f or a general aim, one in which the

individual perishes and realizes his own private objeclive
only in that general aim."67 In his service of the general

aim, i.e., of the universal, the individual receives his
definite rights as citizen, as individual. However, this
universaLity and individuality, though they exist, remain

abstract, because the service of the general. aim by the

individual comes in the form of a severe demand for the

national objectives and the individual's rights are

externally defined by the state. As a resul.t, lhe concrete

form of individuality is destroyed in this abstract

universaLity and incorporated ¡vith it as a homogeneous and

i ndi f f erent ma ss. 6 I

6s Ibid., p.

66 rbid., p.

67 I bid. , p.

69 lbid., p.

106.

107.

107 .

107.
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OnIy in the monarchic state (e.9., Germany), the final
phase of the development of the stat.e, is the abstract

universality of the aristocratic state transcended. In this
final phase, the historical deveì.opment of the state comes

to its absolutely harmonious unity, an alsolute, final end

in itseIf.6s The individual begins to see the state not

merely as a means to his particular interests, but also as a

universal end essential for his being. Put more

specifically, this stage represents the real organic unity
of the universaL and the particular, a complete expression

of concrete subjectivity in which human form and content are

entirely identicaI.T0 Furthermore, it is the highest stage

of freedom, i.e. , absolute freedom, which, instead of

following its own capricious choice, is purified and

elevated into universality and adopts principl-es tending to
the good of a11.7 i

6s c. w. F. Hegel, The PhilosoÞhy of Riqht, London: Oxford
University Press , 1971, p.156.

This is an important Hegelian concept which,
simplistically expressed, views human history as a
history of an internal aim (he always compares it to agenetic cell which contains in itself the essential
elements of its full development) in which different
stages of history are but different historical forns
expressing this internal airn, i.e., the content. And only
in the full development of this internal aim, the finat
stage of its natural history are form and content truly
representing each other with a self-determining
subjectivity.
G. W. F. Hegel, The Philosophv of History, New York:
Dover Publications, Inc. , 1956, p.108. Thus, it is
obvious that Hegel's conception of freedom is very
different from the common use of it. It is not freedon
fron the individualistic point of view, but freedom from
a whoListic perspective. That is, it is not something to
be achieved directly by the free activity of the

70
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2,3 ORIENTÀL DESPOTISM IN CHINÀ

Thè theoretical classification of different cultural
societies into a series of successive stages in the

worldwide historical development of the state as outlined
above is the general theoretical background against which

HegeJ.'s analysis of China is given. According to his

central contention, the entire Chinese cultural tradition,
regardless of a1l its material and institutional
achievements, has been stagnant for thousands of years since

its first establishment; it still remains in the initial
stage of devel-opment as a state, i .e. , the stage of

despotism. HegeJ.'s general reasoning, taken as a whole, is
that: although in China there has, sirrce ancient time, been

a rat.ional- unit.y of the substantial (the central power that
represents the universaL will) and the individual in the

form of a massive empire, it remains immediate (natural,

unreflected) because aII its subjects have not developed

from objective freedom into subjective freedom. In such a

unity, the head of the empire, the emperor, stands as the

universal will and rules lrhat each individual does, while

the latter complies and obeys, renouncing reflection and

individual; rather, it is obtained through the complete
objectification of the larger who1e, the state.
Individual freedom only comes after this objectification;
it is this objectification. In other words, it is not
something to be practised as va1ue, but something to be
understood as idea, as the genuine knowledge of the
ethical whole of which human beings are a part. Hence,
it is not the individual axiological practice in an
unhindered sense, but a necessary outcome of the
individual's awareness of , and corresponding action
toward, the good of all.
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personal independence. In other $rords, the elenent of

subjectivity - Lhe reflection upon itself of the individual
wilI, in antithesis to the substantial, or the recognition

of it as one with its own essential being in which it knows

itself free, - is lacking in China, Correspondingly, what

prevails is a complete state, the one centraf power, into
which alI its elements are absorbed without any independent

separate existence. This makes the Chinese enpire the model

of an absolute monarchy; individual morality ("moralitat")

is totaLly undifferentiated from political ethics
("sittlichkei!"),72 and the rulers do not respect any

particular interests or opinions.?3 Outside this one central
power is only revolting caprice or ceaseless conf l-ict which

brings on periodic dèstruction of the empire. This periodic

destruction, in consequence, marks the essence of the

Chinese cultural tradition - that is, a purely atemporal

existence, an unhistorical history of dynastic cyc1e. This

history, as Hegel sees it,
is only the repelition of the same majestic ruin.
The new element, which in the shape of bravery,
prowess, magnanimity, occupies the place of the
previous despotic pomp, goes through the same
circle of decline and subsidence. This subsidence
is therefore not really such, for through aII this

Hege1 distinguishes individual morality from political
ethics in such a way that the former is determined by the
individual.'s conscious free choice, while the latter is
connected with and oriented toward sets of relationships
with other human beings which are not by themselves a
product of free will. Hegel's conception of ethics is a
comprehensive unity of both, i.e., of individual morality
and political ethics.

Shlomon Àvineri, Heqel's Theory of The Modern &!S.,
Cambridge: The University Press, 1972, p.224.

72
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restless change no advance is made.?a

GeneraIly speaking, HegeI's entire reasoning about the

Chinese cultural (political) development (or he would say,

undevelopment) lies in his recognition of the very structure

of the Chinese political state as founded on family

relationships which are characterized by the objective of

familial piety. Àccording to him, these family

relationships, in which the individual is still unconcious

of his independent will, would usually give way in the

natural course of human hist.ory to a higher stage of

development (e.g., democratic and aristocratic states - the

civil society),7s in which the principle of individual
personal i ty i s real i zed. 7 6 But because of some pecul iar
reason (Hegel did not say)r77 the transformation of family

relations - the liberation of individual personality - did

not occur in China. Instead, these relations extended

themselves to the uttermost and crystalized entirely into

74 rbid. , p.106.
7 s In The PhilosoÞhv of Riqht, Hègel, by using his

díalectical logic, discusses the development of the state
in a pureJ.y theoretical manner in which t.he concepls of
family and civil society are introduced as the tv¡o
abstract progressive metamorphic forms of the state in
its historical realization, quite different from his
concrete historical-philosophical analysis of the
development of the state in The Philosophv of Historv.

76 Hege1, The PhilosoÞhy of Riqht, p.122.
77 Here underlines Hegel's failure to understand the Chinese

unique historical end rshich is no more natural as he
thinks, but represents the Chinese conscious recognition
of the latent university of this end and their subsequent
cultural practice of it as the realization of their
universal essence (for more detail, see further on).
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the formal structure of the state which was nothing but a

nation-wide extended family. The principle of Chinese

family ethics - the patriarchal prototype of familismTs -
appeared as the essential- element in the formation of the

Chinese state. The parallel between the family and the

state, HegeL observes, is apparent:

The Chinese regard themselves as belonging to
their family, and at the same time as children of
the state. In the family itself they are not
personalities, for the consoLidated unity in which
they exisL as rnembers of it is consanquinity and
natural obligation. In the state they have as
IittIe independent personlity; for there the
patriarchal relation is predominant, and the
government is based on the paternal management of
t.he emperor who keeps all departments of the
government in order. T e

This "familization" of the state, i.e., the expression of

the state's relation to the individual as a parental

relat.ion, has a prodigious impact in Chinese history - it
structures in a unigue ¡{ay the entire Chinese cultural
tradition, including its historícaI stagnancy. Familization

rules out the ground on which the individual relies to

realize his subjectivity in antithesis to the substantial

state. This inevitably results in the absence of

Although Hegel did not explicitly use the term "familism"
to refer to the Chinese cultural tradition, he did
recognize that the development of the Chinese family
institution was something more than natural ir¡stitutional
development, something that expressed a certain kind of
cultural belief or orientation unique to Chinese culture,
the belief that a natural familistic order of
metaphysical inperative exists at various leveIs of human
life as well as of the cosmos (for more discussion of
Chinese f arnilism, see Chapter 6 and Appendix A).

Hegel, The Philophv É &lpg., p.121 ,

78
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constitution, the Iav¡s that define the independent rights of

individuals and corporations in respect of their particular

interests and of the entire state. Such is said to exist
only when there is a conscious antithesis betÌ¡een lhe

subtantial stâte and the individual and its eventual

transcendence in an objectified recognition of one another

as both independent and mutually complement.ary in the same

unified who1e. In China the place of constit.ution is stiIl
retained in the family (paternal) relation as a result of

its failure to create grounds for subjectivity.
Consequently, such deficiency of subjectivity and subsequent

displacement of constitution by paternaJ.ism, Hegel discerns,

are interwoven and intricateJ.y induce at least four major

drawbacks characteristic of the Chinese cultural tradition.
They include: paternal despotism, equality in

administration, state-religion, and lack of scientific
spirit, in none of which the individual has choice and !¡hich

altogether are said to constitute the general fealures of

this tradition's millenary stagnãt ion.

According to Hegel, the absence of constitution naturally
eliminates the sharing of po!¡er by individuals and therefore

directly leads to the concentration of power in one centre,

the emperor. However, in China the emperor does not appear

merely as a capricious monarch but as the patriarch, the

paternal despot, as a result of the dominant paternalism.s0

This can be found in that although the enperor has the

8o rbid. , p.123.
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rights of a monarch, he exercises it paternally. Assisted

by a hierarchy of officials, the emperor gives out paternal

care, admonition, and discipline, which altogether form the

general spirit of the empire.8l He intentionally keeps his

subjects like children, who do not advance beyond the

ethical principle of the family, and who can gain for

themselves no independent and civil freedom (this point witl
be discussed in more detail in the next paragraph). Às the

patriarch, he i.s in return attached to everything in the

state that can claim reverence. In fact, he can be

considered as the only one single free individual in the

entire empire, since the rectitude, the prosperity and the

security of aI1 - in short, the entire chain of hierarchy -
depend on him to set them in motion.82 Because of that, he

is required to be consciously moving, ever wakeful and

spontaneously active. Therefore he is given in his youth

the best education and hardest training to achieve this
purpose. But ironically this also means that once his
personaJ. character fails to be what is required, "everything

is relaxed, and the government is paral.yzed from head to

foot, and given over to carelessness and caprice. For there

is no olher legal pol{er or institution extant, but this
superintendence and oversight of the emperor."83 This alone,

Hegel concludes, can explain the dynastic cycle in Chinese

8r rbid., p.123.
82 rbid., pp.l24-125,
83 rbid., p,127.
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political history. It comes not from the conscious

opposition of the reflective individuals, but from the

weak-mindedness of the emperor; not from bottom to top, but

from top to bot tom. I a

In Hegel's view, the lack of a constitution in China not

only brings about paternal despotism, but also creates a

necessarily related reality of absolute equality in Lhe

administration of the governmenL. Since there is no

objective existence of independent sharing of power beside

the imperial dignity of the emperor r all the individuals
become unfree but absolutely equa1. Unfreedom and equality
are necessarily synonymous in this empire; because on the

one hand the individual is born !¡ithout any independen!

rights of his olrn - no personal interest.s and privileges but

an existence dependent on lhe state - and therefore unfree.

On the other hand the administration of the governmen! is
open to him according only to his ability, and in this sense

he is absolutely equal. "À11 the differences that exist are

possible only in connection !¡ith that administration, and in

virtue of the worth which a person may acquire, enabling him

to filI a high post in the government."s5 As a result, aII

Ibid., p.105,125. On this point, it is apparent that
Hegel fails to distinguish the power institution from the
family institution in China. Hence, he mistakes the
Chinese dynastic cycle as a result of the capricious
personality of the emperor in the power institution,
Ìrithout realizing it as the consequence of the conflict
between the power institution and the family institution
( see pp. 53-54).

Ibid., p.124.

a4

a5
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individual- attentions are attracted to, and absorbed in, the

centre. It is in such a situation, according to HegeI, that

the empire is able to develop a highly rational bureaucratic

government whose positions are occupied by men of the

greatest intellect and education selected by means of

standardized examinations (this perhaps is the only thing in

China to which HegeI expresses his admiration).86 Such

bureaucratic administration Largely helps stabilize the

entire empire. However, it operates not according to the

conscience of officials but rather on the basis of a settl-ed

routine, "which in a peaceful condition of things becornes a

convenient habit."87 In other words, this bureaucratic

hierarchy of officials, however efficient, is stiIl no more

t.han a machine, an unconscious r,¡orking instrument subject to
the will of the emperor, who is sLill the only single one

conscious, around whom everything turns, without r,¡hom

everything collapses.

The pat.riarchal- nature of the Chinese polity also heavily

conditions its religious development. ReIigion, as Hegel

understands, means "the retirement of the spirit within
itself, in conternplating its essential nature, its inmost

being."ea That is to sayr in order to be religiously
reflective, the individual- has to first withdraw from his
relation to the state - to release himself from the secular

86 rbid.,
87 Ibid.,
88 Ibid.,

p .124 .

p.127.

p.131.
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government and betake himself to this retirement. But in
China, Hegel points out, religion is stiIl unable bo

separate itseLf from the patriarchal condition and appears

as a state-religion, The emperor r âs Lhe supreme head of

the state, is also the head of its religion. He represents

the highest religious exaltation of man because of his moral

and right-doing, and is at the same time alone responsible

for approaching Heaven - the Chinese highest religious
absolute. However, this religious absolute is understood by

the Chinese as no more than the abstract, simple rule of

this right-doing and the power that sanctions it - no more

than the morality and power Lhe emperor himself represents.

Other than that, there is no contemplation of relations in

the natural world, i.e., on the postulatès of subjectivity
such as heart and soul .

The Chinese in their patriarchal despotism need no
such connection and mediation with the highest
being; for education, lhe laws of morality and
courlesy, and the commands and government of the
emperor embody all such connection and
mediation... ss

In this sense, the Chinese reJ.igion, Hegel argues, is not a

true religion at aII but a primitive form of magical

superstition; its people have not advanced to their
independence - they are stiLL dependent on the patriarchal

state for their being in every direction, in religion as

weII as in other areas.9o

8e Ibid.,
e0 rbid.,

p. r5 r .

pp.131-132.
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FinalIy, the deficiency of subjectivity, according to

Hegel, is in essence connected with the form the Chinese

science assumes. For Hegel, science is a truly thoeretical
occupalion of mind r,rhich presupposes a free ground of

subjectivity.sr Following this reasoning, the undevelopment

of subjectivity in China under patriarchal despotism

automatically eliminates any higher aspect of scientific
development. Indeed, as Hegel himself is said to have

found, genuine scientific interest is entirely lacking in

aII branches of Chinese sc ience, including history,
language, philosophy, mathematics, astronomy and medicine.s2

What is called sci.ence in China, he argues, is no more than

some kind of practicalJ.y orienLed knowledge, representing

merely an empirical taste which is made absolutely

subservient to the practical interests of the state.ss In

ot.her uords, in Hegel's view, the beginning of true science

is still paralyzed in China by the absèncè of subjectivity
and has not found the soil to develop itself yet.

Ibid., p.134.

Ibid., pp.134-138.

Ibid., p.134.

9t

s2

93
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2.4

This section will contrast Hegel's theory with the

Chinese cultural reality to see if it stands up. To

summarize, in Hegel's theory of Orient.al despotism discussed

above, there are five major interconnected arguments:

Subjectivity is Iacking in China.

The Chinese political reality is absolute despotism.

Chinese religion is not a true religion but a

primitive form of magical superstition.
No true science exists in China.

China still remains in the beginning stage of human

history and its next stage of movement is the ancient

Greek democ racy.

Àrnong the five arguments, the first one is of central
importance, in the sense lhat the resL of t.hem are all
developed on the basis of it.

HegeJ.'s argument regarding the absence of subjectivity in
China is, as discussed earlier, based on his observation

that the Chinese have not accomplished a constitution
sinilar to that of the l.iest which defines the rights of

individuaLs in respect of their particular interests.
ClearIy, this argument presupposes that political life (the

establishment of constitution) is the only ground for the

expression of subjectivity. Otherr+ise, there are no grounds

'1 .

4.
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for the conclusion that there is no subjectivity in China.

No!¡ the question is r,¡hether it is realIy true that

subjectivity can only find itself in politicaL life but in

no other forms of life? Here precisely lies Hegel's

oversight of the Chinese form of subjectivity which asserts

itself not in the form of political objective opposition or

conflict,sa but in the form of personal transcendence based

on a consciously pre-established universal system of family
( soc iaI ) relat ions.

ÀIthough the Chinese family system vas established far
back in the beginning of Chinese history (Chou dynasty), the

reflected recognition and affirmation of it was begun by

Confucius.ss Since then, the general principle of family
(c1an) rules and practices as weII as the general cultural
system they represented were extended to the whole society

sa In political life, the general form that subjectivity
takes to express itself is objective antithesis
objective (collective) opposition or conflict (e.9.,
group and class struggles). In this kind of objective
opposition or conflict, the individual gradually develops
his self-consciousness ( in group, cIass, etc. ) and
therefore his subjective freedom (the first expression of
subjectivity) - he begins to achieve his reflected
independent ex i stence. Àt the same t ime , the
transcendence of the opposition or conflict lhrough the
definition of rights and duties marks the first
appearance of laws and constitution, in which
subjectivity finds its concrete (objective) expression.
Since these laws and constitution are deveJ-oped out of
the struggling effort of individuals, once established,
they have objective validity and will always be
consciously obeyed and respected by their mernbers as the
generaJ- (universaL ) end of all - thus subjectivity
becomes complete (becomes free and absolute).

ss Kr,¡an-Ngai Tang, Àq Essential Studv of Chinese Philosoohv:
The Essence of Tao Vol.!, Taipei: Student Publishing
company Ltd. , 1986.
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and, in consequence, stabilized the whole society. But this
stabilization occurred not because of any external

imposition of a "rigid unityr" nor because of unreflected

habit and obedience, but rather because of the rationality
the Chinese consciously realized resided in the system.s6

This rationality assunes the universalsT recognihion of the

value of the five diadic relations (father/son,

husband/wife, older/younger brothers, sovereign/subject, and

friends) as r¡eII as in the practice of them in morality. It
is natural (as Hege1 says), but only in the sense that it is
based on natural (biological) rel.ations or the extention of

them; yet it is absolutely rational, because it is a

conscious process in which the Chinese realize the

rationality behind these natural relations and consciously

practice and maintain them as their humanistic values. In

Confucius' words, it is the Tao to be actualized only in

human practice. s I

Às Fou-Kuan Tsui points out, the rationality of Chinese
familistic system manifests in that it escapes both
extreme individual-ism and extreme totalitarianis¡n. This
is because Chinese familistic system emphasizes both
soical normative unity and individual concrete
development and therefore saves itself from developing
into either extrene. (See Fou-Kuan Tsui. Essavs On The
Historv Of Chinese rhouqht ( rþ ffi Í-'1LTffi,- -t
rõãÏ: Sîuaõ'E-t zubrÏshlns comffia,
pp. f68-175.

"Universal" is used here strictly from the Chinese
perspective, not reaIly meaning present everywhere in a
real sense.

Confuciusr è!.ê.fÊ.91_9. r Hong Kong: Kr¡ong Chi Book Co., Ltd.,
1976, p,193.
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It is this conscious establishment of the family system

that underlines the Chinese form of subjectiviby. In

contrast to political subjectivity which takes its form in

objective opposition or conflict, the Chinese subjectivity
expresses itself in the form of personal internal opposition

- that is, betv¡een the transcending of naturaL egoism

through the conscious practice of the five human relations
as value and the egoism of indulging one's natural animal

propensit.ies (i.e., cultural vs. natural). Put differently,
it is itself the process of overcorning the alienation
brought about by individual natural egoism through the

projection of the cultural. norm, i.e., the five social
relations, into the future as a value to be strived for. The

constant real-ization of value elevates lhe natural
individual and liberates him. It bestovrs the essence of

ethical goodness and of universality. ss This form of

subjectivity is basically moral subjectiviLy, as opposed to
Hegel's political subjectivity. It can aLso be seen as an

organic unity of universality and individuality (to borrow

Hegel's term),1o0 since the five relations are the only

mediate means of representing the ultimate universal

existence. Yet the individual can achieve fuI1

es James tegge, The Chinese CLassics vot.lL, Translator, Hong
Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1970, p.358.

r00 Natural relations as originated from biological
necessity are by themselves particular and vary in
accordance with individual differences; but when they
are consciously recognized and culturally practiced in
their moraL transcendence r they immediately overcome
lheir biological particularity and become universal.
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individuality by practisiing what he selects to be as the

distillation of these five social relations (the Chinese

considered that the five relations rncluded all basic forms

of human relations).

BasicalIy, the Chinese moral subjectivity is very

different from HegeI's political subjectivity in its
expression. Às we have sho!¡n, potitical subjectivity
usually takes three successive forms: subjective, objective
and absolute (see footnote 91). But for moral subjectivity,
once the individual realizes the five relations and

projects them into the future as a value to be realized, he

immediately becomes absolutely free without any need of

external assistance (free from egoistic constrainL or

domination), such as la¡,¡s and constitution. The established

system of the five relations already provides an objective
ground for any of his activity - in fact, he Lives

constantly in the web of the five relations and does not

have to struggle for objectification. The system of the

five relations in r¡hich his activity takes palce is already

objectified. In this sense, the Chinese la$¡s cannot be seen

as such. They do not result fron opposition or conflict in

the Western sense, but are merely general rules naturally
accepted by people to maintain the general. functioning of

the cultural systen - to gurantee that every individual is
fully able (equaI) to devote his fulÌ energy to practicing
the f ive diadic relations.
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Às can be attested Lo in Chinese hi story, moral

subjectivity was always regarded as the highest form of

cultural Iife. The Great Learninq, one of the five Chinese

classics, sta!es:
From the Son of Heaven to the mass of the people,
all must consider the cuLtivation of the pèrson
the root of everything besides.lor

The above quotation is the cardinal doctrine for the

Chinese. The emphasis is on "the cultivation of the person"

¡,¡hich is precisely to transcend egoism and to make ourselves

human. The cultivation of lhe person rests in the

fulfilment of the roles specified in the five relations. In

Chinese culture, the conception of "human beings" is

basically very socioLogical, and this can be seen in its
definiLion of "human" - jen (-l:), which etymologicalJ.y means

two "persons in relations."l02 For the Chinese, the

transcendental essence of human beings cannot be kno!¡n

through abstract thinking; rather, it can only be

experienced through social relations, through sociaL

practice. More specifically, according to them, human

essence, though it is transcendental, is immediately

embodied in social relations. It is the sum total of the

individual's roles specified in his social relations.
Hence, if these social relations are taken away, his

humanness or humanity becomes non-existent, and the

Classics vol.I, p.356.

The Philosophical Svstem of
W 3 -----1, ---l al pe i l--3t u-ua e ñE

101

102

James Legge , The

K!¡ong Lar, úl
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individual becomes indistinguishable from other animals.

The fulfilment of social ro1es, however, is selective,
rather than entirely compulsory, depending upon the

individual's projection of his subjectivity. For example,

to preserve one's filial subjectivity, one can totally
r,¡ibhdraw from the government and mourn for one's father for
three years, and the emperor cannot stop one (legal1y).

Sirnilarly, to maint.ain one's moraL integrit.y, one can

disregard the dynastic change or political disorganization
unless the objectified ground (i.e., the established system

of the five relations) of moral subjectivity is affected.103

Insofar as the cultural system is unhindered, the Chinese

are free to engage in any activity that can enrich the

development of their subjectivity (..9., arts, rel-igion,
material pursuit, etc. ) . 10 4 But once the system is
challenged, the Chinese can die for it, since they believe

that it is the very foundation on r+hich their subjectivity
is based.los

Consequently, Hegel's erroneous view of Chinese society
as prototype despotism was due to his failure to notice
Chinese subjectivity. His argument, as will be shovn in the

following, is principalLy overstated (if not entirely

r03 Sau-Ming Leung, The Cardinal Meaninq
TaipeÍ: Ching Chung Publishing
pp.l66-168.

of Ch i nese
Co. Ltd.,

to4 chung-san MyrI JþY-i ), The philosophv
Histórv ( ø-'¿-'{^-W-]l_'raipeil--ñaent
Company , Ltd. , 1 963 , pp. 60-7 4.

Sau-Ming Leung, p.144.

of Chi nese
Publ i shi ng
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incorrect) and does not match the Chinese reality.
Historically there is no guarrel with lhere being irrational
elements in Chinese government nor that possession of the

imperial office often conferred wide powers of arbitrary
decision on its holder. But the Chinese emperor never

possessed the kind of unlimited power perceived by Hegel.

In fact, there were at Least two major factors that

conditioned the emperor's arbitrary use of power.

Most importan!Iy, the established system of the five
social reLations overtly stated how the emperor was obl iged

to perform his roLe, i.e., to attend to "the rectification
of the people's virtues, the conveniencies of Iife, and the

securing abundant means of sustentation. 'r 1 0 6 In imperial

China, there was no doctrine of divine right. The Mandate

of Heaven to rule had to be merited by performance. It was

not granted in perpetuity to any ruler or ruling house, and

could be forfeited by bad behavior. This idea, which is
succintly recorded in one of the Chinese classics, had

commonly been accepted by all the Chinese:

Heaven sees as the people see; Heaven hears as the
people hear; If the emperor fails to look
after what the people desire, Heaven wilI give
charge to destroy him. l o7

The above doctrine implied a contingent right of rebellion
and certainly acted as a check on the arbitrary use of

poeer. Hence, it is not surprising that a Chinese despo!

to6 James Legge, the Ç.bj-n e.æ. Classics Vol . I I I , Translator,
Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1970).

Ibid., p.293.107
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could be fatally condemned, as

irresponsibly capric ious :

seen belol¡, when he became

Show, lhe King of Shang, treats !riLh contemptuous
slight the five constant virt.ues, and abandons
himself to wild idleness and irreverence... He
has driven from him instructors and guardians. He
neglects the sacrifices to Heaven and Earth. He
has discontinued the offerings in the ancestrai
tempIe... God will no longer indulge him, but
with a curse is sending down on him this ruin. He
!¡ho soothes us is our sovereign; he who oppresses
us is our enemy. This solitary fellow Show,
having exercised great tyranny, is our perpetual
enemy.1o8

Another factor t.hat serves to Iimit the emperor's

arbíÈrary rule is the bureaucracy, whose operations embraced

not only the central ministries of the capital but extended

over the whole territory of the Empire.los It lras a

hierarchically-ordered elite of administrators recruited
almost exclusively from the ranks of the educated gentry.rl0

Às we know, bureaucracy, as Weber shows, once established,

has its formal procedures of day-to-day operations l¡hich

function Iargely independent of the emperor's nill. r I I

roB lbid. , 9p. 295-296.
ros Ying-Zi Yu, History and Thinkinq, taipei: Luen King

Publishing Company Ltd., 1985, pp.52-53.
110 1¡ earlier periods it was mainly the preserve of the

upper gentry. From Sung times on (1Oth-11th centuries),
r+ith the spread of printing and the consequent increased
availability of books needed for acquiring a classical
training, the socíal reservoir from which t.he officials
were drawn was gradually expanded to include the middLe
and even lor¡er levels of the gentry group.

l l l Max Weber, From Max Weber: Essavs in SocioLoqy,
translated and edited by H. H. Gerth and C. Wright
Mi1Is, London: Oxford University Press, 1949,
pp.232-235
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within the service, promotion was largel-y by meritr ês

revealed by fitness reports dra!¡n up by the subject's
immediate superior and furnished at regular intervals to the

authorities at the capital r¡ith whom decisions as to
promotions or demotion lay. Its members, from the sixth
century on, were increasingly selected by public competitive

examination - a point that Hege1 also observed, but he

f ail-ed to notice that the objectivity and formality of this
bureaucratic system helped confine the emperor to the

imperial court and rnade him hand over his subjective rule to

a more objective, formal bureaucratic administration.
Hence, in state matters the emperor ¡,¡a s normally expected to

act in accordance \,¡ith the advice of his chief ministers,
who formed the apex of the bureaucratic pyramid and whose

interests, though not necessarily representing the

pub1icrll2 r,lere broadly the same as those that motivated the

Mandarins as a whole. In theory, of course, the appointment

and disnissal of chief ministers were stiLl exclusively the

emperor's decísion. In practice they often enjoyed long

tenures of office.l l3 Historically, conflicts and even

clashes betseen the emperor and the bureaucracy headed by

the chief ministers occurred, but most of the time, the

emperor tended more to follow the bureaucratic advice than

Wing-tsit Chan, Sources of Chinese Tradition, New York:
New York Press, 1957 , pp. 172-173.

Otto B. van Der Sprenkel, 'rHigh Offícials of the Mingr"
in Bulletin of the SchooI of Oriental and Àfrican
Studies, Vol.14, 1953; pp. 9'1 -93.
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to be capricious in state affairs.l l4 In t.his sense, W.

Eberhard's argument that "'Chin Shih ttuang ri' is the only

Chinese ruler who could be called a despot" corresponds more

to the Chinese historical reality than Hegelrs despotic

theory.l 1s The bureaucratic system of administration in

addition to the pre-defined role of the emperor in the

familistic social system in most part successfully confined

the emperor to his proper domain of activity and thereby

greatly reduced his arbitrary use of power. This might

explain why the Chinese imperial state rarely appeared as

despotic or capricious as did Russian totalitarianism under

Peter the Great or Nazism under Hitler in modern Germany, a

political state Hegel would consider ideal.

Preoccupied with the view that China lacks subjectivity,
Hege1 passed over the complexity of the religion of China

(especiatly Confucianism), and misregarded it as an

indication of the primitiveness of the Chinese. The

characteristic feature of Confucianisrn is that it r+as able

to unite family, society, the state and religion inLo one

single unity in which subjectivity was precisely the kind of

individual consciousness of the good of all (to use Hegel's

r.¡ords ). Its starting point was individual consciousness of

family love and reverence, and the extension of it ended in

ra Lok-sing Fu ,( 
/r

Vol.l & II (

Kr¡ok Publishing-Company Lt
l ls 9¡. Eberhard, Conquerors and

1952, p.12,

of China
Tai Chung

J. BriII,
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the worship and reverence of Heaven, the uLtimate origin of

human life and human virtues.ll6 More specifically, !¡hat

Confucianism did was to teach, on the one hand, the people

to elevate the reverence of their ancestors to the reverence

of the great Honoured Heaa (Ë)í-) - the male person who

startèd the family branch, of the emperor, and finally of

Heaven. On the other hand, the emperor was enjoined to

deemphasize his reverence of Heaven and of his ancestor in

favour of loving his kindred and peopLe.ll7 True, as the

supreme great Honoured Head, lhe emperor alone represented

the people in the offering of sacrifice to Heaven annually.

Ho\,¡ever, this did not deny the ordinary people's religious
association ¡,¡ith Heaven. The emperor's annuaL sacrifice
only carrled a symobolic, not restrictive, meaning. It
symbolized the in!ernaL unity and harmony of the Middle

Empire tÈ rdl . other than that, there was neither legal nor

customary restriction on people's direct contemplation of

the essential nature of Heaven and its inmost being (for

more detail about Chinese religion, see Àppendix À).rr8 In

fact, the high degree of religious freedom in China was

hardly found in the West, where Christianity (especially in

medieval times ) was so exclusive that it rarely allor¡ed

any free religious contemplation and interpretation of God.

This religious freedom subsequently made it possible for

James Legge, &. Ç.h.!æ. Classics ygl.l, pp.383-384.

Tsi-Tan Sun, The Records of Li: Àn Exeqesis, pp.840-841.

Ying-Zi Yu, 1987, p.66.

t6

17

18
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Confucianism to synthesize Taoism and Buddhism into a highly
sophisticated metaphysicaL system caLled "Neo-Confucianism"
(this happened in the 10-11th centuries). Not onLy did

there develop an articulate concept of. Being, but a

moralistic path salvation for individual was also

formulated. I 1s Insofar as systematic reflection on the

universe and human existence is concerned, Neo-Confucianism

(and Confucianism as welL) cannot be regarded as primítive
or superstitious but represents a high l-evel of human

intellectual ( reI igious ) achievement.l2o

Wi th regard to Hegel' s fourth argument that no true
science exists in China, it is a matter of definition rather

than a matter of fact. If science only narrowly refers to
the kind of analytical and experimental. knowledge it assumes

today, there is no doubt that it is not the strength of

Chinese culture(but stiII not entirely non-existent). But

if science is, as Hegel defines it, to pursue "genuine

principles" and knowledge, then China certainly has a

science of its own. Some examples are: ín history, the

Chinese had both developed a system of methodological

principles for historical research and accomplished a grand

body of historical knowledge about its development from

Chun-i Tang, "The Development of Ideas of Spirit.ual
Value in Chinese ehilosophy," in The Chinese Mind,
edited by Charles À. Moore, Honolulu: University of
Hawai i Press, 1967, pp.188-212.

Kwong Law, !þ. Philosophical System Of Confucianism,
Taipei: Student Publishing Company, Ltd., 1983,
pp.39-73.
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remote antiquity up to modern time.r2l In philosophy, as has

been mentioned, the Neo-Confucianists synthesized

Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism into a grand philosophical

system. In medicine, thè Chinese formulated a wholistic
approach to human body and developed acupuncture, both of

which have recently been considered in western medical

circles as making immense contributions to medical

knowledge; .... AII these exanples tell us thât science as

a "theoretical occupation of mind that endeavors to pursue

genuine principles and knowledge" does exist in China,

though it may have different emphasis to that in the

West.l22

Finally, Hegel's fifth argument that China still remains

at the beginning stage of human history and that its next

stage of movement will be to ancient Greek democracy, if not

!¡rong, is empirically unverifiable. First of aI1, as has

been shown, the lack of subjectivity is not the essential
nature of Chinese society; China does have subjectivity,
though in a different form. In this sense, there is no

logical necessity for Lhe Chinese to create an antithesis to

their government in order to achieve their subjectivity;
they have subjectivity. Besides, since we have also

demonstrated that Hegel's argument that China is a despotic

l2l See Ying-zi Yu, History
122 For more detail about

Needhan's continuing
Civilization in China,
Press, 1954-.

and Thinkins, 1985, pp.1 67-221 .

science in China, see Joseph
volumious work Sc i ence and

Cambr i dge :
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society is questionable, there is simply no logical
certainty that it $¡iI1 sooner or later develop into a

democratic society. Àt last', even if Hegel's argument is
correct, it is empiricalJ.y unverifiable, in the sense that

insofar as there has not appeared a democracy in China, it
can continue to argue that China still remains in a stage of

despotism. But what can this kind of unverified argument

tell us about the Chinese reality? What China has now moved

into is surely not the kind of democratic system displayed

in ancient Greece, but a system still characteristic of its
patriarchal nature.l23 Ðoes this realIy mean that China

sti11 remains unmoved historically, or does it reflect
something more than Hegel's unilinear historicism can

expla i n ?

The DeeÞ St.ructure of Chinese Culture,
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3.1

Chapter III
IiLARX: THE ÀSIÀTIC MODE OF PRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

In the history of modern social thought, no one can

ignore the overshadowing importance of Marx, no mâtter

whether or not he is a Marxist. A compatriot of Hegel, Marx

was born in 1818, thirteen years before Hegel' s death.

Under the influence of his cultural predecessors, especially
Hege1, from whom he learned about dialectical Iogic, Marx

developed the historicity characteristic of his socièty.
His thought, usually labelled Marxism, has long evol-ved into
one of the most importanL inlelLectual traditions,
generating controversy concerning sociaL and cul!uraI
evolut ion.

Marx, however, unlike Hegel,

soc io-culturaL matter directly
But this does not detract from

never discussed the Chi nese

in any systematic manner. r 2a

his theoretical validity in

Marx seemed to be interested in China only insofar as it
could be related to the central phenomenon of European
Capitalism. Most of his works on China were written in
article form for The New York Daily Tribute, which
accounted for seventeen articles. Of these articles,
the first, writ.ten in June, 1853, discussed internal
conditions in China, and the remaining sixteen, written
beLween I857 and . I860 , were about the commerc ial and
diplomatic relations of China to Britain. (See KarI
Maix On Colonialism And Modernization, edited by ShIãñõ
Àvineri, New York: Doublesay & Company, Inc., 1964.
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explaining the Chinese socio-cu1tural phenomena, On the

contrary, his concept of the Asiatic mode of production
(thereafter AMP), r,¡hich he himself advanced in the 1850's,

can in fact be seen as a general theory of the East.l2s It
shor,¡s Marx's attempt to theorize for the East in particular
the nature of socio-economic characteristics in relation to
the universal development of mankind as a t¡hole. Over the

past century, the ÀMP has been the subject of much debate

among the Marxist and non-Marxist intelLectuals aIike.126 In
the meantime, some Marxist scholars have even tâken it as

the theoretical yardstick in guiding their research on

non-European societies. 1 27

r25 Marx's conception of the Orient was developing and in
many changing in accordance t¡ith his development of
OrientaL knowlegde over his life (see M. Vitkin's "The
Àsiatic Mode Of Production, " Philosophy and Social
Criticism, voI.18, 1981). Hor,¡ever, owinCriticism, VoI.18, 198 1). Hor,¡ever, owing to the nature
of this thesis, the present chapter will not give anyot thrs thesls, the present chapter nlLl not gi.ve any
genealogical account of it. Rather, what it r¡i11 do is
to outline the basic theoretical structure of histo outline the basic theoretical structure of his
conception of AMP developed in 1850s in relation to his
general conception of the development of mankind as a
whole. Àlthough Marx experienced in his final few years
tremendous discomfort !¡ith this concept and even
replaced it event.ually with an entirely new, but bareJ.y
articulated, concept of the primary formation (see his
letter to Zusulich in Pre-capitalist Economic
Formations, ed. by nric,:.--85õãwrç Heil-E?ìÇ
Int.ernational- Publishers, 1978), the author beLieves
that Marx's ÀMP is more or less complete in itself and
logically connected to his larger conception of history.

I 2 6 See Perry Anderson's chapter "The Asiatic Mode Of
Production" in his book Lineaqes of The Àbsolutist
State, London, New Left Books, 1974; L.v. Danilova,
"Controversial Problems of The Theory of Precapitalist
Societies," Soviet Ànthropoloqv and üc h,e o.!.gj.y., IX,
1968, pp.269-328; B. Hindess and p. Hirst,
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In general, Marx shares many commonalities with Hegel- in

positing his theory of AMP. The principal one is that he,

like Hege1, approaches the Orient from the excfusive

position of the New European socio-cuItural tradition, in

r+hich the ideal of free historical individuality is accepted

as universal and absolute.l2s The preoccupation with this
ner,, European ideal constantly forces Marx to Iook for the

solution to the contradition bet¡¡een the kind of

individuality he had in mind and the kind of individuality
he actually experienced in his time. His conception of

history is precisely the result of this pursuit. In a

sense, it is very Hegelian; that is, history is viewed as a

progressive process toward the complete development of human

beings as a historical species, toward the compJ.ete

realization of the human essence as free individuality.
Basically, Marx's socio-cu1tura1 analysis, both of the west

and of the East, is nothing but an exposition of the

hislorical development of this free individuality - the new

European ideal. Hence, it is worth noting here that Marx's

theory of ÀMP, Iike Hegel's Oriental despotism, is only a

Pre-capitaList Modes of Production, London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul , 1975; Karl À. wittf oge1, 9-Lb!e.À.
Ðespotism, New Haven: YaIe University Press, 1957; and
Anne M. Bailey and Josep R. Llobera, Àsiatic Mode of
Production, Editors, London¡ Routledge and Kegan PauI ,
198 1.

Maurice GodeIier, "The Àsiatic Mode Of Productionr" in
The Àsiatic Mode Of Production, edited by Ànne M. Baí]ey
and Joseph R. Lloberra, Roullèdge & Kegan PauI , 198 1.

M. Vitkin, The Àsiatic Mode of Production, PhilosoÞhy
and Socia1 Ç!j!igj5g, Vol.18, 1981, p.48.
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particular part of his general theory of the universal

development of mankind toward self-liberation. The cardinal

difference between t.hem is that, while Hegel sees concrete

freedom as already actualized in the modern German state,

Marx mainlains that true freedom has not come yet and will
find its concrete realizaLion in the transformation of

capitalist society. r 2s This difference is Iargely due to

their difference in conceptualizing freedom. I.thiIe Hegel

treats freedom in a normatively wholistic r{ay as the

necessary outcome of the ultimate development of the ethical
whole, of the self-deLermining state, Marx views freedom,

from an absolutely individualistic perspective, as man's

"constant opposition to conformity to any pre-established

yardstick, vrit.h the absolute movement of becoming as the end

in itseIf."l30 such a difference eventually drives Hegel to

f 30

In this sense, Marx can be seen as a futurist,
constantly looking for the possible dissolution of the
present society into a better one from a perspective of
the projective future, of "socialized humanityr" whereas
Hegel as a justificationist, rationalì-y demonstrating
the accumulated greatness of his age from the point of
view of the present.

Vitkin, 1981, p.154. Àlso, on this point, it is
apparent that Marx, though he agreed with Hegel in
seeing history as the progressive realization of
freedom, argued that Hegel was. not true to himelf when
his ideas of the state were applied. The state, as a
superordinate normative existence, would nevertheless
constrain, rather than liberate, human f reedorn. It
itseLf was free, not the individual; it could not
actualize freedom but on the opposite was a denial of
it, since the individual, by conforming to the will of
the state, vould inevitably lose his freedom in a
relative sense. LogicaIIy, in order for true freedom to
bake place, the state, as Marx vieled it, must al-so be
overcome eventually, in the coming of communism. About
Marx's critique of Hegel's political interpretation of
freedom, see Marxrs Crit.ique of Heqel's Philosophv of

t 29
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conceptualize the internal integrity of different historical

epochs characterized by their politicaL normative totalities

and their contributions to the uitimate coming of Lhe German

state. It drives Marx to investigate causally the internaL

forces leading to the socio-cultural transformation in human

evoLution.r3r

3.2 MÀRXIS CONCEPTION OF TIISTORY

In his historical investigation, Marx sr,¡if tIy identifies

the economic, materialistic aspect of human life as the

primary, ultimate base of human development, while the other

aspects are secondary and derivalive. The propelling force

of history is eonomic production - the hunan labouring

process, a process in which man actualizes his essence as a

genuine economic being.Í32 Free individuality in the Marxian

Rioht, ed. by Joseph OrMaJ.J-ey, Cambridge: The University
Press, 1970. But at the time Marx laid this critique,
he stilI had not fomulated his economic approach to
history and still maintained a perspective of harmonious
co-existence of different social institutions. It is
only after this critigue (at the close of 1843) that,
for some unknown reasons, he swiftly moved into his
economic analysi s of history.

131 Thus, lialsh's argument that the major difference bett+een
Hegel and Marx is in their approaches to hisory is
nevertheless superficial, though not necessarily vrong.
He is correct when he says: "Hege1 \{as primarily
interested in what gives unity to a culture: he wanted
to characterize an epoch, and then to pinpoint its
specific contribution to human development. Marx, by
contrast, ¡¡as occupied with efficient causes: he wanted
!o find out what makes cultures rise or faII, or again
$hat brings about specific changes within them. " (wa1sh,
1971, p.195). But his problem is that he does not go
behind this difference and look for the deeper ground
from shich this difference arises.
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sense therefore means nothing but the individual ¡,¡ho is

economically, i.e., productively, free from any normative

domination,t33

1n the labouring process, human beings are first made

al¡are of the externality of Na!ure13a by their attempt to

Lransform Nature "in a form adapted to their own vranls'r13s

and therefore experience the first historical moment of

their freedom as conscious independent individuals, who are

able to exercise their wiII over Nature, instead of being

driven by it as are other animals. 1 3 6 1t is in this sense

that hurnan history is a materialistic history for Marx. It
is labour, not religion or anything else, that makes the

beginning of human history.l37

132

134

Marx, The Marx-Enqels Reader, ed. by Robert Tucker, New
York: w Norton T Company, 1978, p.150.

Ibid. , p. 160. Here we see that Marx elevates the
economic institution to the absolutely superior posiÈion
to which aIl other institutions such as family,
religion, politics and so on are subordinate.

The terms "Iabour" and "Nature" are tlo of the most
complicated concepts of Marx. i,¡ithout any attempt to
give full elaboration of them, they are used here to
refer exclusively to the meaning given by Marx in
Ëpjle_L: Nature is the material on which human beings
act and produce things necessary and useful to satisfy
those needs. For Marx, the material provided by Nature
is not immediately useful for human wants; rather, human
beings have !o actively transform it in accordancë vrith
their needs. This active transformation of the material
available in Nature by human beings is called' by Marx,
the labour process. See Marx, Capital !, Moscow:
Progress Publ i shers, 1983, p.173r179.

Marx, lyöJ, p. l/5.

The hunan labour process, according to Marx, cannot be
confused with animal life-activity. WhiIe the f orrner is

136
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But for Marx, production, that is to say, human essence

in materialization, "is no abstraction inherent in each

single individual.:r r 3I To produce, men not onLy involve

themselves in the expenditure of their energy in the

economy, but also cooperaLe socially in an organized Hay to

accomplish the goal of production. Economic production

means at the same time the production of material and of

social relations in human Iife. In the production of their
Iife, men also produce their society and the historical
process in which individuals change along with their
societies. From this angle, lre can apparently find that

economy and soc iety are in Marx' s view a pai r of

dialectically inseparable concepts. Production is
essentially social production, in which men labour

collectively to$rard their líberaÈion from the domination by

Nature.

However, this collective labouring, once crystalized into
a certain social normative structure, ¡¿il1 itself become a

constraint on human freedom. Here Iies Marx's entire

a consc ious act ivi ty in which human be ings are
constantly aware of the externality of Nature and,
consequently, always intentionaJ.ly and actively direct
theír labour in a planned and purposeful way so that
they can transform and appropriate this Nature to their
own satisfaction, t.he latter is an unconscious activity
driven by blind natural necessity in which the animal
has no awareness of its activity as activity of its own,
as activity external to both itself and Nature. See
Marx ' s CaÞital L, p,76.

KarI Marx, The Marx-Enoels Reader, edited by Robert
Tucker, New York: w. Norton 7 Company, 1978, p.150.

Ibid., p.145.'l 38
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dialect ical not ion of human development : in economic

production, men work toward their liberation from natural

domination; but the very process of materiaL (economic )

production immediately involves hhe development of social
relations and brings about social domination of some by

others (except in communism) . Hence, freedom ( free

individuality), society and Nature are dialectically unified
in the same single historical process. Each of them is
dependent upon the other two for its compLete development:

individual for the development of individuality; society for
the development of socialized humanity; and Nature for the

development of second Nature (i.e., Nature that has been

tranformed by human labour); with Labour as the sensuously

active force bringing all the three toget.her into a single

hi stor ical process.l3s

This conception of economic production importantly
provides Marx with the fulcrum to conceptualize the history
of the human species by a socio-economic concept called

"mode of production:" history is "a discrete series of modes

of production which, in its developmental-logical order,

reveãIs the direction of sociaL evolution.'ttao By mode of

product ion Marx means the complex process of economic

appropriation determined by the specific articul-ation of

relations and forces of production. By forces of

t 40

Marx, 1978, p.85.

Jurgen Habermas,
Soc iety, Boston :

Communication and the Evolution of
Beacon Press, 1979, p. . 138.
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production, or productive forces, he means the form of

labour process in which men material-ize Nature into second

Nature, into useful products that can satisfy human

!¡ants. r41 It is, therefore, the \,ray by which Nature is

appropriated (e. g. , knovledge, technology, etc . ) .

Productive forces determine the degree of human Liberation

fron Nature. On the other hand, relations of production are

referred to as the specific relations of human beings to the

process and means of production (at a given stage of

productive forces), including property relations and aII
specific poLitical and ideological reLations of domination

and subordinat ion. I 4 2 These reÌat ions determine in

particular the distribution of the surpJ.us products and the

means of production in the productive procèss and in generaJ.

the distribut.ion of social polrer. They form the basic

structure of a soc i ety .

Marxrs deveLopmental scheme of history is precisely the

historical-IogicaI exposition of how productive forces and

productive relations correspond with one another to form

various progressive modes of production in lhe history of

human evoluLion. In Grundrisse, he characterizes three major

successive modes of production in terms of their
dialectical-Iogical interconnectedness:

Relations of personal dependence (entirely
spontaneous at the outset) are the first social
forms, in which human productive capacity develops

r 4r Ibid., pp4-5,156-158.
ia2 Marx , 1978, pp.4-5, 186-193.
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onLy to a slight extent and at isolated points.
Personal independence founded on objective(sachlicher) dependence is the second great f orm,
in which a system of general social metabolism, of
universaL relations, of aIl-round needs and
universal capacities is formed for the first time.
Free individuality, based on the universal
development of individuals and on thei r
subordination of their communal, social
productivity as their social v¡ea1th, is the third
stage . I a 3

Marx himself calls these three major modes of production

Pre-capitalíst, CapÍtalist and Communist respectively.
Àccording to him, these three major modes of production are

marked by the progressive overcoming of naturat and social
dominations, i . e. , by the progressive development of

economic independence.

In pre-capitalist societies, individual productive

reLations are subordinate to other social relations. The

individual, instead of being an independent productive unit,

"appears as dependent and as belonging to a greater l¡hole:

in a still quite natural nay in the family and in the family

expanded into the clan; then later in the various forms of

communal society arising out of the antithesises and fusions

of the cIan. " r aa At the same time, the identities of

individuals, and the character of their relations to each

other are naturally determined by their place nithin the

conmunity, such as through blood distinctions and age. The

relations betvreen these individuals are not truly socialla5

r45

Marx, 9!_U.E-ê4SS-9.,

Ibid., p.84.

The term " soc ial "

New York: vintage Books, 1973, p.'1 58.

in Marx's conception has a connotation
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yet. They are still characterized by "personal dependence,"

that is, relations of domination of one person over another,

e.9., fathers over sons, husbands over wives, older people

over younger people, etc.. Independent economic relat.ions

are limited and overridden by the normativeness of personal

domination and have not found their real development. In

addition, due to the low degree of the development of

productive forces, the labouring individuaLs are mainLy

bound to the soil and to a fixed mode of work, and the whole

community is confined to a geographical area primarily

isolated from the outside world.

OnIy with the coming of the second great mode of

production, capitalism, does a system dominated by commodity

production and exchange, dialectically mark the victorious
development of economic productive relat.ions - mark the

displacement of the personal dependence by personal

independence and locaI development by universal development.

And it is here that the unigueness of Marx's dialectical
logic shows. This Iogic explains the universal not as an

abstract generality composing the particulars, as Hegel

does, but as an objective reality of a certain particular

v¡ithin t.he framework of a definite totality; the principle

of the relation between eLements of this totality, i.e., its
logic , is determined by this particular. 1 a 6 Capitalism is

very differenL from the common use of it, meaning
association of independent individuals (see Marx, 1978,
p.85).

E.v. Illyenkov, Dialectical Loqic, Progress Publisher,



precisely this objective particular-universal reality. It
is the only particular that contains the element of

universality. According to Marx, the advent of capitalism
brings about by itself at least three major historical
breakthroughs, without which the real deveLopnent of mankind

becomes impossibJ.e. First, capitalism, though it is,
itself, a particular development of a loca1 mode of
production (i.e., European feudalism), is carried by its own

monentum to!¡ard embracing the whole lrorld !¡ithin its net of
productive relations. The need for expanding into the other
geographical).y isolated societies, driven by the search for
market, is a characteristic feature of this mode of
production. It creates the first historical condition by

which the localIy isolated developments of mankind are

overcome (through market, exchange, and technological
advancements) and transformed into the world-historical
one.147 As Marx enthusiastically writes in The Manifesto of

The Communist Party:

The bourgeoise, by the rapid improvement of alt
intruments of production, by the immensely
facilitated means of communication, draws aI).,
even the most barbarian, nations into
civilization.... It compels aII nations, on pain
of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of
production; it compels them to introduce what it
calls civilization into their midst, i.e., to
become bourgeois themselves. In other words, it
creates a world after its irnage. ra8

Moscow , 1977, pp.344-369.
i47 Marx, 1978, p.185.
r48 Ibid., p,477,
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The second contribution of capitalism to human development

consists in its destruction of the personal domination

characteristic of pre-capitalist societies. Às Marx himself

enthusiastically says, "In the money relation, in the

developed systèm of exchange. . . , the ties of personal

dependence, of distinctions of blood, education, etc., are

in fact exploded, ripped up... and individuals seem

independent. . . , free to collide ¡,¡ith one another and to

engage in exchange within this freedom. 't 14s Irì Marx's view,

the intrusion of commodity production and commodity

exchange, for the first time, Ieads to the separãtion of

individual from personal domination and creates the

historical condition for social, i,e., individualized,
development. Fina1Iy, the internal dynamic of capital
accunulation also paves the way t.o the overcoming of natural

necessity through production of an abundance of goods. For

Marx, this overcoming of natural necessity results from the

built-in tendency of capitalism to increase surplus ìabour

by reducing necessary labour. It leads to constant increase

in labour productivity which primarily takes place by means

of technological innovations.I s0

Ðespite all its contribution, the capitalist mode of

production is neverthel-ess a transitional social stage in

which the kind of freedom and individuality sti11 appears as

merely iIIusive. Àccording to Marxrs sociological analysis,

Marx, 1973, p.163.

Ibid. , p.325.

't49

t 50
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the individual consciousness in capitalist society is
objectively conditioned by the fetishism of commodity

exchange, which results from the faiLure of human beings to

see their o!¡n products for what they are, and their
unconscious consent. to be enslaved by human power instead of

wielding it. r s r Nevertheless, the maturity of capitalism, as

Marx believes, wiJ.1, by its constantl-y rising internal-

contraditions, increasingly waken the fetish consciousness

of individuals, who wiIl in turn replace it (the

things-dominant system of commodity exchange) with

communism, a society in which direct, free social
interrelat.ions are anticipated. I 5 2 In this finaL mode of
production, both natural necessity and social domination

characteristic of the previous societies are overcome.

Isr Marx , 1978 r pp.319-329. Àccording to Marx, in
capitalist society which emphasizes commodity production
and exchange, freedom takes it.s specific form in free
Iabour, but free in the doubl-e sense that, on the one
hand, it does not belong to anyone by right, except the
labourer, who has full disposition over it, and that, on
the other hand, its owner, the labourer, is free from
alL neans of product.ion; that is, he possesses nothing
but his or her own labour. It is this double sense of
free labour that characterizes the personal independence
of capitalism which at the same time rests on a
foundation of "objective dependence. " While the
Iabourer can sell his labour-power freely from, and
independently of, any personal domination, he is. not
free not to sel1 this labour-po\,rer. Put specifically,
although the Labourer has the ful1 disposition over his
ìabour-power, he has no means of production to realize
it and therefore he, in order to gain the means of
subsistence, has to seII it as a commodity in the
market, an objective system of exchange and capital, on
which the labourer depends for selling his labour-power
for survival. In this sense, the f reedorn and
independence of the labourer can be seen as an
"illusionr" since it is separated from the objective
condition of its fulfillment. In selling his
Iabour-power in the market, the freedom of the labourer
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Social relations become genuinely free, productive

reLations. Individuals are involved in direct human

interrelations, unhindered by any natural limitations and

unmediated by any social normative controls. r 53 It is the

beginning of true human history, the hislory of socialized

humanity, in which individual freedom becomes concrete

freedom for self-development, that is, freedon to realize

oneself, to develop one's individuality.l54 In sum, freedom

in this society becomes free or axiological individuaJ.ity,
in which the individual continuously projects his ideas into
the future as a "value" to be always striven for, the

constant realization of which in turn marks the constant

development of his individuality.

turns into the opposite, namely, the domination of
labour by bhe objective system of capital, by things.
The freedom of the marketplace reveaLs itself as a
"semblance," which hides a reality of domination in
production. For in sel1ing, tha! is to say, alienating,
his labour-power, this labour-power is no longer under
the labourer's control but under that of the purchaser,
the capitalist. Through this alienation, living labour
comes to be dominated by dead Iabour, by an objective
system of capital that is not under .thè labourer's
control. Even worse, the individual is unconscious that
this objective system of cap!.tal, by vhich he is
dominated, is hist.orically created by human beings, by
society, but instead sees it as a "natural condition"
existing ahistorically and universally and therefore
uncontrollable by human beings, thereby failing entirely
to realize the matamorphic nature of such a reality.

1s2 rbid., p.85,
r s3 Ibid., p.85.
1s4 Ibid., p.85.
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3.3 THE ÀSTÀTIC MODE OF PROÐUCTION

The historical scheme outlined above has carried in

itself an important point about Marx's conception of history
in general and of AMP in particular. That is, Marx is
neither historically monolinear nor historically poJ.ylinear

as many Marxologists argue.15s Às said earlier, to Marx all
societies, including the Asiatic one, prior to capitalism
are similar in two najor ways: their social relations are

naÈura1ly dominated by personal dependence and their
development local- and isolated. In other words, natural,
not social, relations and particular (l-oca1), not universal,
development are the prime characlristics of these societies,
however heterogeneous in form they appear. It is only the

coming of capitalism, a social system characterized by the

domination of commodity production and exchange, that the

polylinear process of locaI human development becomes

totalized into a monolinear, universal (wor1d-wide) process

i.n which the naturalness of personal dependence is dissolved

by, and into, the sociatity of exchange re1ations.l56 Às a

contemporary scholar succ intly remarks:

155 Umberto Melotti, Marx and The Third world, London: The
Macmillan Press Ltd., 1977; and B. Hindess & P. Hirst,
Pre-capitalist Modes of Production, London: Routledge
and Kagan PauI , 1975.

ls6 This point shows that Marx seems to have realized the
probJ.em involved in Hegel's unilinear conception of
world hist.ory and v¡orks to revise Hegel's historical
scheme by accounting for the independent development of
the non-western societies.
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Marx's concept (of history) issues from the
plurality of the forms and ways of historical
development. Ànd in this sense it is polylinear.
Holrever , Marx works to prove the essent ial
character, the authentic historicity, university,
sociality and victoriousness of one line only. In
this sense, his scheme is militantly
monolinear.l5T

Marx's historical analysis of the transformations of

western society from one mode of production to another (Marx

identified four of them that have hist.orically existed in

Europe: the primitive communal ¡node characteristic of bands

and tribes prior to civilization, the ancient mode based on

slaveholding, the feudal and the capitalist) was exactly

according to his intention to trace the historical origins
of the dynamic peculiar to this society. Marx was very

aware of the I imi ted appl icat ion of these abstracted

concepts , and, indeed, in contrast to Hegel , he never

intended to construct an abstract theory of world history
lhat is equally applicable to all epochs and societies.l58
His introduction of the notion of AMP as the explanation of

the socio-economic reaLity of the East precisely shorvs his

awareness of the East-west-difference in social development.

It reveals Marx's purpose to contrast, first of alI, the

divergent developments betr{een the Eas! and the West and, at

the same time, the triumphant development of the latter over

the f orrner. It. is with this European superiority as his
indubitable position that Marx looks at lhe East. Àlthough

Vilkin, 1981 , p.54.

vitkin, 1981, p.55.

15?
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he realizes the polycentrism and polylinearity of human

dêvelopment, he only commihs himself to the unifying power

of capitalism from his European point of view, Hence, he

strongly believes that all local polylinear developments

must eventually proceed through the modern European pat!ern

tov¡ard the single prognostic ideal of free individuality.

Owing to his Eurocentrism, Marx treats the AMP

principalJ.y as a form of the opposition between the East and

the wesh.lss If modern Europe is the only victorious society

in the evolution of mankind, the East, the loser, must

contain some defective features that are in direct
opposition to the capitalist West. Basically, Marx

identifies in his conception of ÀMP five main features of

the following kinds: the naturalness of personal domination,

historical stagnation, absence of private ownership of land,

predominance of agricultural communes, and the commanding

role of centralized powe r .

Marx's presentation of Àsiatic society as dominated by

the naturalness of personal relations occupies a central
position in his conception of AMP, r+ith which the other

three features are connected. Therefore any f ail-ure to

notice that centrality of naturâlness in personal relations
wiIl immediately mean the faiLure to capture the adequac¡r of

the peripheral features.l60 For Marx, the foundation of the

r5s rbid., p.55.
I6o vitkin, "Marx Between

Soviet Thouqht , Vo1 .
the west and the Eastr" Studies in

23, 7282, 2.68.
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social structure of ÀMP is not the exchange relations of

separated individuals characteristic of. the new European

society, but the patriarchal famiiy of personal ties. The

evolution of ÀMP is still predominantly natural, and its

deveJ.opment mainly takes the form of hypertrophied gro!¡th of

the patriarchal family into the clan and then into communaL

society. In such forms of natural evolution, the essential

character of its social relations finds its expression

largely in the naturalistic nature of personal domination,

which has Iargely remained intact since antiquiLy and

continues to play its dominant role in social

structurings.l6l Personal attachment to the collective whole

is passively accepted by its members as the normal (natural)

state of life.

At the same time, the so-called "history" of Asiatic

society is essentially unhistorical (unchanging) compared to

western society; it is merely a constant reproduction of the

basic structure of the patriarchal family on an increasingly

larger scale. The only changes in this society are some

personal or spatial modifications. The basic social

structure is always maintained. Às Marx writes in an

article about China,

The Oriental Empires always sholt ân unchanging
social infra-structure coupled with unceasing
change in the persons and tribes who manage to
ascribe to themselves the political
super-structure.l62

Marx , 1973 r 9.84.
Marx, KarI Marx on Colonialism And Modernization, êd. ,
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In other words, human essence, understood by Marx as freedorn

and individuality, has not Ieft its natural character,

Individual consciousness of its own has not detached itself
from the greater colJ.ectivity, and individuality is still
enslaved by personal domination.

For Marx, the natural attachment of individuals to the

"greater whole" as well as its historical sbagnalion are

principally determined by the economic nature of the Àsiatic
society, i.e., the absence of private property in land and

the predominance of agriculturaf communes. In Marx's view,

"the absence of private property in land... is the real key

to the Oriental heaven" - the very base of the Àsiatic
social structure, without which the ÀMP immediately becomes

unimaginable.r63 Marx contends that the basic historical
explanation for the lack of private landed property in Àsia

lies in the aridity of Asian soil, which necessitates

intensive irrigation and hence hydrauJ.ic works by the

communal authorities and the central state. As he writes in

a letter to Engel-s:

The stationary character (undevelopment of private
landed property) of Àsia - despite all the aimless
movenent on the political surface - is fully
explained by tr,ro circumstances which supplement
each other: (1) the publ-ic works which were the
business of the central government1' (2) besides
this the whole empire, not counting the few larger
towns, was divided into viIlages, each of which
possessed a completely separat.e organization and
formed a little r+orld in itself.... In some of

by Shlomo Avineri, NeH Yorkt Doublesay & Company, Inc.,
1968, p.4'1 8.

r 63 Ibid., Þ.87.
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these communities the lands of the village are
cuLtivated in common, in most cases each occupant
tilIs his orvn fieLd.... In any case, it seems to
have been the Mohammedans çho first established
the principle of "no property in land' throughout
the whole of Àsia. I 6 a

The above quotation further reveaLs tlro other major elements

of Marx's conception of AMP: the self-sufficient
agricultural communes and the centralized state.

rnstitutionally, the basis of Àsiatic society is the

agricultural communes, whose "foundation is tribal or common

property.ur6s According to Marx, no matter how different its
local types are, the basic structure of the Àsiatic society

is al.ways the same - a system of agricultural communes. Ðue

to lhe poor communicat ion network , thèse communes are

usually isolated and have Iittle contact with the outside

r¡orld; that is, inÈer-communal activity is minimal. Each

commune possesses a completel-y separate organization and

forms a world in itself.r66 At the same time, because of the

arid nature of the soil and geographical vastness, the

individual members of the commune have to work cooperatively

and even collectively (e.g., to construct irrigation systems

r¡it.hin the commune) in order to rnaximize their chance of

survivaI.l67 ¡¡ is Iargely for this reason that property,

which manifests itself mainJ.y in the form of land in

r 64 I bid.
I 6 5 Marx ,
I 6 6 Marx ,
167 I bid.

, pp.86-87.

1973, p.472,

1968, p.87.

' P.85.
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agricuLtural society, is naturally heJ.d communally as common

property rather than individually as private property. The

commune is responsible for mosb, if not aI1, of its
production and consumption, and or¡ing to the 1ow productive

capacities, production is "conducted primarily for the

satisfaction of the immediate \,¡ants of the agricultural
families and c ommun i t i e s . " 1 6 8 As Marx writes about this
natural unity of agriculture and manufacture of AMP with

particular reference to India and China in çeglj!ÀL III:
The broad basis of the mode of production is
formed here (tndia and China) by the unity of
smalL-scal-e agricultural and home industry, to
which in India r,¡ e should add the form of village
communiles built upon the common or¡nership of
1and, which, incidentally, was Èhe original form
in China as we11. 1 6 s

NevertheJ.ess, since there is a natural unity of agriculture
and manufacture, the commune is self-sufficient. In this
sense, the Àsiatic commune in most part constitutes an

independent existence Bui generiB. Through its economic

self-sufficiency, it simultaneously provides all other needs

for its members, including religion, education, etc..170

On the other hand, the predominance of self-sufficient
agricultural communes by itself creates a barrier to

voluntary, inter-commune cooperation to organize Iarge-scale

irrigation, which is indispensable for Oriental agriculture

I 6I Lawrence Krader, The Àsiatic Modè of Eg3lucËon, Àssen:
Van Gorcum & cocmpany, 1975, p.287.

r6s vu¡r¡, Çg.pi!e.f. rrr, 1975,

17 0 Y¿¡¡, 1968, pp.85-87
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due to its geographical and climatic conditions. Because of

that, a higher enl i ty to provide irrigation becomes

functionally necessary if the society as a whole is to

survive. This is, in Marxrs view, an important clue to the

existence of the centralizing pov¡er in the Orient. Thus he

writes:
Climate and territorial conditions, especially the
vast tracts of deserts, extending from the Sahara,
through Àrabia, Persia, India and Tartary, to the
most eLevated Àsiatic highlands, made of
artificial irrigations by canals and waterworks
the basis of Oriental agriculture. Às in Egypt
and India, inundations are used for fertiJ.izing
the soil of Mesopotamia, Persia, etc.; advantage
is taken of a high level for feeding irrigation
canals. This prime necessity of an economical
common use of \,¡ater. . . necessitated in the
Orient, where civilization was too low and the
lerritorial extent too vast to caII into Iife
voJ.untary association, lhe interference of the
centralizing power of Govèrnment. Hence an
economical function developed upon all Àsiatic
governments; the function of providing public
works. r 7 |

This centralizing power, however, does not exist as the

direct ruler of the producers, but indirectl-y as a

"particular entity above the many real particular
communitiesr" as "the comprehensive unityr" to which the

individual is related through "the nediation of the

of theparticuJ-ar communes. I' l7 2 Àt the same t ime, because

i solat ion of, and the lack of interact ion between,

agricultural communes, as well as because of the patriarchal

171 Marx, 1968 , p.85.
172 Marx, 1973, pp.472-473. Marx's "comprehensíve unity" is

very similar to Hegel's substantial unity; and Marx even
defines it in a Hegelian way as the "substance of which
the individual are mere accidents, or of which they form
purely natural component parts" (see Grundrisse, p.474),
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foundation of the Orient, the centralizing porìer of the

"comprehensive unity" tends to express itself in the form of

a despotic state, "the father of the many communes."r73 Às

the centralizing power which takes care of the productive

use of agricultural land by providing public works, the

despotic state naturally stands over the producers as "their
Iandlord and simultaneously as sovereign. "rz 4 More

correctly, it is the supreme lord of a1l the land, whereas

the commune is nerely a second-IeveI hereditory

land-owner. 1 7 s Hence, in contrast to the Western feudal

society where the direct producers are confronted by a

privabe landowner r the Oriental farmers are "under direct
subordination to the state," which extracts from them the

surplus product by means of tax, a form of exploitation not

t7 3 Ibid, p.473. Àlthough Marx sees a strong connection
between the geographical and climatic conditions and
despotic power in the Àsiatic society, he himself has
never attempted an affirmative thesis that the former
must lead to the latter. It is only until KarI A.
Wittfogel's publication of his monograph Oriental
Despotism that the relationship between the hydraulic
nature and despotic power in the East is made causally
direct and definite. In this book, wittfogel argues
that Oriental despotism is the inevitable outcome of the
hydraulic state by virtue of the process of development
from the need for "corvee" (forced) labour to the growth
of slate management and the construction of an
organizational web employing total terror.
Marx, Capital yo_L. lLL, Moscosr: Progress Publishers,
1975, p.791 .

For Marx, this hierarchalized ownership of Land is one
of the reinforcements that contributes to the
persistance and further consolidation of the collective
ownership of land in the Àsiatic society. Though as the
supreme proprieter, the despotic state tends to support,
rather than destroy, the communal ownership of Iand,
since by doing so it not only maintains the stability of
the society as a whole (change always brings about

17 5
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different from ground-rent. r 7 6

Up until now, the discussion of Marxrs conception of AMP

has all centered around the opposition between the West and

the East. Ànd by that means some characteristic features of

ÀMP opposite to the west have already been identified and

discussed. Holrever, they alone are not enough to constitute
the whole picture of Marx's conception of ÀMP. Marx

understood, for most of his life, that Àsiatic development

was rather complex and could not merely be reduced to any

simplistic opposition to the west (e.g., natural/socia1,

static/dynamic, unhistorical/historical, etc.).177 AnaJ.ysis

by means of oppostion does make sorne of its features

theoretically pronounced. But as a historical path ( though

eventually unsuccessful) of human development, ÀMP also

involved some general processes similar to those of the

West. Both the East and the west were initially local in

their forms of development and characterized by natural
personal relations. Therefore, the question is: how could

the West finally win the historical game of human evolution

- how could it overcome the naturalness of personal

domination and ascend to individualized sociality? Marx's

answer is simple, but definite: by commodity production and

uncertainty and chaos), but also guarantees the
efficiency of the collection of tax at the comrnunal
leveJ-, instead of at the individual level.

r76 Ibid., p.791 .

177 L. V. Ðanilova, "Controversiat Problems of the Theory of
Precapital-ist Societies, " 1968 , pp.295-297 .
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exchange. It is the victorious development of commodity

production and exchange in the West that makes Europe the

leading civilization in social development. SimiIarIy, it
is aLso the eventual failure to develop an independent

system of commodity production and exchange in the East that

Ieads to the Asiatic social stagnation. The triurnph of

capítal , the particular that at the same time contains the

truth of the universal, determines the existence of the

"social, historically created element. "r7I

Hence, Marx's entire conception of AMP is gradually

reveaLed: the AMP is a compJ.ex socio-economic form marked

by the presence of both natural and social relations, but

wiÈh the former dominating the latter. es in the West,

there also develops in Àsiatic society commodity exchange

between communes and a commodity production. Such an

appearance of commodity exchange and production, thât is,
capital, shows the dynamic side of Marx's conception of

AMP.17s Instead of being truly unhistorical, Àsian society

contains in itself the historical element and experiences

the first sign of social and therefore historical
transformation. Under the influence of commodity production

and exchange, the int,eraction between agricultural communes

begins to increase, individual production and ownership

begin to take p1ace, and private property begins to emerge.

In other words, the patriarchal foundation, on which the

178 Marx, 1973, p. 106.

17s Krader, pp.286-230.
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whole Asiatic society is built, is on the brink of collapse.

Natural relations begin to give way to social relations.

This social transformation, hor¡ever, comes to a halt
before the emergence of private property. There are three

major reasons responsible for the failure. First of all,
because of the self-sustaining nature of the communes, there

was littIe interest in external markets at both the communal

and individual levels. Each commune produces in the main

what other communes produce. Therefore the demand for
inter-communal exchange is smaI1. This demand takes place

largeJ.y "in the f orm, and on the basis of, differences in

the amounts of agricultural produce and in the natural

resources provided by each, which are subject to regional

and climatic variations.'t18o Individually communal members'

demand for exchange with the outside markets are also less

like].y, since they can find most, if not aIl, their material

satisfaction inside their own communes. Secondly, the

nature of the Asiatic natural settings, i.e., the necessity

of irrigat.ion, makes individualization difficult. The

construction and maintenance of irrigation works, as the

pre-condition for Asiatic agriculture, are too big for any

single individual producer to undertake, and therefore

depend entirely upon communal or state efforts. Às a

result, even though the emerging commodity relations tend to
be intensified by their own logic, they are inevitably
blocked by the inability of individuals to separate

18o Krader , Þ.287.
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themselves from the coLLective ties at thât stage of the

productive process. Finallyr "the comprehensive unity"
which represents common interests also creates a serious

obstacle to the development of commodity-relations.

Commodity production always means the production of

particular interèsts. Its development, bherefore, r,¡iI1

inevitably bring itself into conflicb with "the

comprehensive unity." The latter, as its very existence

essentially relies on keeping common interests unhindered,

by its nature tends to limit, rather than support r âlry

antithetical development of particular interests, i.e. , of

commodity product ion and exchange.

The failure of the deveJ.opment of commodity production at

Iast underlines the whole complexity of Asiatic society.

The AMP is no longer primitive communism. It is neither

natural, static and unhistorical, nor social, dynamic and

historical, but instead a combination of both. Commodity

production and exchange exist, but in a modest degree;

natural relations still predominate, though in an already

deformed way in which some degree of private production and

ownership is tolerated. Society - the communal system -
begins to deconpose, but stops mid-way, r,¡ith the persons

grouped around the 'comprehensive unityr turning into the

ru).ing c1ass, a distorted political structure which is very

different from Lhat of the West.rsr History is also leaving

i 81 Yu¡* , 1973, p.473i
the rul ing class (

Orient displays a

Vitkin, 1981 , p.59. In Marx's view,
i.e., the. entire bureaucracy) in the
distinct characteristc that it itself
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primitive communism behind. It becomes stagnant at the time

of the victory of natural relations over social - commodity

- relations, and therefore has to lrait for the coming of

European capital to introduce it in the universal

development of the social who1e. Europeân capital, in

Marx's view, is stilt the Messiah to Asia and wiIl
inevitably lead to its capitalist tranformation. Às he

optimistically says in an article about Chinese capitalist
development:

It is an amusing fact that the oldest and most
unshattered Empire on this earth has been pushed,
in eight years, by the cotton ball of the EngJ-ish
bourgeois toward lhe brink of social upheaval that
must have most profound consequences for
civilizalion.l82

OF ÀI1IP ÀND THE

Ðespite Marx's attempt to present a complex theoretical
picture of the dualistic nature of Àsiatic society by

admitting that some degree of commodity production and

exchange did exist in the East, the East-west opposition

rema ins structually central- in hi s Asiat ic

conceptualization.l s3 ¡¡ Marx's view, no matter how much

is not related to the actual productive relations, to
the direct producers, but mediately extracts the surplus
product through its domination over the communes.
However, it still constitutes a class in the sense that
it has monopolized the extraction of surplus product of
the communes and constantly endeavors to protect its
economic interest through various means of social
controls.

le2 Marx, 1968, p,45.
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change commodity production and exchange brings to Asiatic

society, the absence of private landed property, lhe

predominance of agricultural communes, the centralization of

pov¡er and the stagnation of history v¡ere stiII the

triumphant principles characteristic of this sociely. In

sum, five major arguments can be derived from Marx's theory

of ÀMP as discussed above:

Absence of private property in land is the principal

mode of economic life in Àsia.

Àgricultural communes are the predominant form of

economic life in Asia.

The predominance of Àsian agricultural communes is
materially (geographically) conditioned by the Asian

natural sett ings.

The emergence and persistence of the centralized

state in Àsia is necessitated by the need of

Iarge-scale i rr igat ional r+orks.

The Àsiatic society rqil1 eventually be brought into
the world capitalist movement by the coming of

Western capi tal.

No$¡ let us cornpare these five arguments with the Chinese

experience to see if t.hey match the Chinese reality.

2.

4.

5.

r83 Perry Anderson, !¿ neegC s
London: Nel¡ Left Books, 1974

of the Àbsolutist Sla!9,
pp.548-549.,
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The first argument, as discussed, occupies a central
position in Marx's conceptuafization of AMP, for he believes

that the absence of private landed property is the "Key" to

the Oriental worLd. However, this argument certainly does

not correspond with the Chinese historical experience. In

China, lhe "privatization" of land had occurred very early

and can be traced back to its beginning stages of

history.lsa The etymoJ.ogical meaning of the term "private"
in Chinese is "the keeping of ricer" which clearly shows

that the concept. "private" is closely associated r+ith

agricultural production. She-Kinq or The Book g-! Bggl-Ëf,

one of the five Chinese classics, has such records as rrMay

it rain first on our public fields, and then come to our

private"rss and "Going vigorously to work on your private,

alL over the thirty Le" (mi1es)r186 and the terms "private"
all refer to the private land (in rèIation to the public

land) which was alloted to the peasant families in

accordance !¡ith the "well-fie1d" (lfr ) system practiced in
the Chou dynasty (1122 B,c.-256 B.c. ). r e7 But at that time,

r 84 Kwong c¡íu (lú, A ) "rhe origins and Development of
Private. OwnershiÞ of Land in China"
(W) , Minq Pao Monthrv, vor.23,
No.4, 1988-,-pp. 15-18,

James Legge, The Chinese Classic, VoI.IV, p.381.

Ibid., p.584.

The well field system is a fixed landholding system
which divides the cultivated land into nine equal
portions (similar to a well) and alloted eigh! portions
to eight peasant families for private cultivation, with
the one in center collectively cultivated by all of them
for their overlord.

185

186

187
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the meaning of private land was confined only to the private

use (cultivation) of land and had not carried today's

meaning of private ownership of land - i.e., not only the

right to use buL also the right to sefl.1s8 Nevertheless, iE

still signifies the first step of the development of private

ownership of land in China.

Strictly speaking, the privatization of Landed ownership

was historically completed during the tenure of Shang Yang

(6 4-R ), a chief minister of the Chin state, during the

period of the Warring States (403-221 B.C.), In order to
stimulate agricultural productivity, Shang Yang abolished

the well field system and replaced it by a rnore flexible
system in which the sizes of land units could vary. r 8e

Moreover, he transferred a huge number of public lands to
privale hands by selling or arvarding them to the peasant

families and distinguished warriors. At the same, time he

aLso passed a law to make necessary the registration of

landed ownership. i s o ¡5 rècordèd by ssu-Ma cr¡ien (ã,€.¡ ,:È )

in Shih-Chi or The Historical Records as to Shang Yang's

biography:

18e Kwong Chiu, 1988, p.15. Marx's conception of private
property in land apparently means not only the privat.e
use of land but also the individual freedom to sell it,
i.e., land as capital (see Marx, 1978, p.82).

189 Derk Bodde, "The State Ànd Empire of Chin," in
Carnbridqe History of China EL.!, edited by Ðen
Tv¡itchett and John K. Fairbank, Cambridge: Cambri
University Press, 1986, p.35.

Kwong Chiu, p. f8.

The""ì-nrs
dge
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In the Chin state under and after Shang Yang,
every family registered its Land for legitimizing
its right of ownership.rsr

The registration system of landed ownership begun by lhe

Chin state certainly marked the real historical beginning of

private landed property in China, since it specified that

landed property must be registered according to Iaw and,

after registration, was under the protection of law. This

privatization of Landed ownership is further confirmed by

what the Han Conf ucianist Tung Chung-Shu l"l ¿4 let I says in a
-_._____.4___-.=_

memorial to the throne of about 100 B.C.: Shang Yang's land

reform, he remarks, made it legal for the people to sell and

buy farmland.ls2 Às mentioned earlier, the fu11 meaning of

private landed property must include the right to use the

Iand as well as the right to sell it. From this angle,

Shang Yang's legalization of the people's freedom to sell or

buy farmland by itself suggested the full- establishment of

private ownership of land in China. In fact, since the Han

dynasty, private landed property had already deeply been

believed in by the Chinese. A1I landed ownerships must be

documented in Legally certified certificate nhich not only

must cl-early record the date of buying and signatures of

both the buyer and selLer, but also must clearly specify all
the ownership rights over and beneath the land.lss In the

rs1 Quoted from K$¡ong Chiu's "The Origins and Development
Private Ownership of Land in Chinar" p.18.

Nancy Lee Swann, Es-eg. and Monev in Ancient China,
Princeton: The Princeton University Press, 1950, p. 180.

Kwong Chiu, p.18.

of
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latter dynasties, even though there were some smal1

modifications or short-time changes, 1s 4 private landed

property had always been the principal basis of the Chinese

economic structure, And this historical phenomenon

obviously fundarnentally contradicts Marx's argument about

the absence of private landed property in ¡sia.

Concerning the second argument that agricultural communes

are predominant in Àsia, it must be pointed out that
although this argument may be true in other Asian areas, it
is certainly unt.rue in China. In Marx's conception, the

term "commune" does not merely refer to common village life,
but is innerly determined by his argument regarding the

absence of private landed property in esia and means

specifically a small group of people, usual.ly relat.ed in

blood, characteristic of collective ownership of Land and

sharing in work.lss But as we have just shown, prívate, not

collective, Ianded property was the elenentary economic form

in Chinese society. Besides, historically Chinese peasants

cultivated their J.ands privately rather than coIlectiveIy,

In Sun dynasty under Wang Mong (8-23 À.D. ), there
appeared for a short period of time that land !¡as
nationalized, but this was rapidly terminated as a
result of the failure of wang Mongrs rule and his
subsequent overthrow by Liu Sau, the founder of the
Later Han empire; and in early Tang dynasty, part of the
cultivat.ed land was alloted to peasant families under
the system of Krsan-Tin (equal distribution of cultivated
land), but it also only lasted for a short period of
time because of impracticality (See Lok-Sing Fu, À
General History of China, voL.! q 1I, Taipei: Tai Chung
Kwok Publishing Company, Ltd. , 1972).

Marx, 1978, p.151 .
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even though sometimes they did voluntarily cooperate to

organize irrigation works in some areas. rs6 In this sense,

theoretically Chinese agriculturaL life is definitely not

equivalent to Marxrs conception of communal life. His

characterization of Chinese agricultural life as communal

life is far from the Chinese reality and therefore by all
means wrong,

With regard to the third argument, even if we ignore the

invalidity of Marx's characterization of Chinese

agriculLural life as communal life, it is stilI far from

clear whether Chinese agricultural villages, epecially their
distinct kinship structures, are Iargely determined by the

Chinese geographical and climatic conditions. Às Johann

Gottfried Von Herder argued two centuries ago, the format.ion

of Chinese society had something to do vrith its "racial
character," the Chinese cultural altitude toward themselves

as being human and the soc iaL real izat ion of thi s

humanness.lsT He also argued that even if other races Here

put in the similar geographical and climatic environment,

they might not have a society comparable to that of

China.le8 -In spite of whether Herder's argument regarding

Chinese "racial character" is right, he is basically correct

1s6 Martin C. Yang, À Chinese Yj_Ltæg,University, 1959, pp.14-31.
rs7 G. A. l^¡errsr qig.!. Ànd After: Astudv

Of Soc i oloqv, Netherlands: Mouton
'f 959, p.68.

1s8 Ibid., p.68.

New York: Columbia

. In The DeveloÞment
& Co. , PubI i shers ,
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in recognizing the invalidity of geograhical or climatic
determinism in the f ormat.ion of Chinese society. As Perry

Anderson points out in his study of Chinese society, many

European countries (".g., Germany and Poland) as weLl as

many Àsian nations (e.g., India and Mogolia) share many

commonalities with China in terms of geographica] and

climatic features; yèt, they did not develop the kind of

Chinese agricultural villages characterized by both private

Ianded property and an elaborate kinship system. res

Fourthly, it is Marx's belief that the emergence and

persistence of the centralized state in Asia are

necessitated by the need of large-scaie irrigation works.

Undoubtedly, the centralized state is a major political
phenomenon in China. But the argument that its emergence

and persistence are determined by the need of large-sca1e

irrigation works obviously does not match the Chinese

historical experience. In China, the first historically
documented centralized empire, the Chou empire, emerged long

before the first major contour cannals were built during the

Chin empire in the 3rd century B.C..2oo Hence, causally it
is illogical to say that the need of irrigation works

"causes" the emergence of the centralized state in China.

Moreover, throughout Chinese history, the state always gave

priority to transport waterways, with their fiscal and

Perry Ànderson, Lineaqe Ànd The Àbsolutist State,
London: Ne!¡ Left Books, 1974, pp.521-549.

Chi-Chao Ting, Kev Economic Areas In Chinese fttoËL,
New York: New York Press, 1963, pp.12-21 .

r99
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military functions, over irrigaÈion systems proper for

agricultural purposes.20l The latter was quite often

organized and constructed by local effort rather than by

state ef f ort.2o 2

EinaIly, it is Marx's theoretical projection thaÈ "the

bourgeoise draws aL1 nations into civitizations
conpels them to become boureogis themselves."203 Hov¡ever,

what has actually happened is that China not only did not

develop into a capitalist society but also suddenly moved

into communism, a society that Marx supposes must develop

through mature capi tal i sm.

2oi ¡. Needham, Science and CiviLization
Camridge: Cambridge University Press,

2o 2 rbid. , p.225.
20 3 Marx , 1978, p.477 .
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Chapter Iv
WEBER| THE CONFUCIÀN ETHIC

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Like Hege1 and Marx, Weber was born in Germany, in 1864,

forty-six years after Marx. Unlike Hegel and Marx, Weber

does not have in his social theory an explicit concept of

history ( though one is not entirely absent), and therefore

the theoretical and methodological structure of his
sociology of culture is not easy to reveal. Most of Weber's

cultural studies are concrete historical case studies.

Their topics are narrow and the sociological probJ.ems

involved are highly specific and empirical, tending more

toward hypothesis-testing thän general theoretical
model-constructing (at least ostensibly). In a strict
sense, Weber's sociology is more comparable to the empirical

outlook of the natural sciences. And because of his
positivistic orientation, he has had a greater influence on

Àmerican sociology than Hegel and Marx. However, this does

no! mean that Weber's cultural analysis is more

"scientific." What is true is lhat the empirical outlook of

his work gives him a better concealment of his cuftural-
predilection and historicism. For the purpose of this
thesis, the present chapter wi11, as was done in the
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chapters on Hegel and Marx, first briefly outline his

conception of history and then discuss his study of China

which like those of Hegel and Marx, the auLhor will show, is
innerly conditioned by his historical conception.

4.2 WEBERIS CONCEP:TION OF HISTORY

Weber's sociology of culture appears to be highly

specialized and extrèmely empirical. Therefore, some

sociologists argue that èven though Weber might make

mistakes in his analysis of cultures, these mistakes would

only be technical (unsystematic, solvable without changing

the entire theoretical structure), but could not be

methodological.2o4 Their explanation is that his methodology

is not abstractly imposed (like the dialectic of Hegel and

Marx) but firmly based on the necessity of the analysis of

an observable phenomenon - the presence or absence of

capiLalism in certain cultural societies and the factors

that led to this presence or absence. However, despite its
surface validity, this argument is nevertheless superficial
and wilI immediately collapse before a closer examination of

certain presuppositions involved in his methodology. As

wiII be shor¡n belor¡, what Weber attenpts to explore in the

comparative study of culture is not merely a general

phenomenon of capitalism but a wider issue about social
progress, which is understood by Weber in a particular way

as economic (instrumental) rationalization, and its proper

'oo Yu, 1 987, pp.60-61.



aims are formal specialization
acl ivi ty domain.2o5 The study

good opportun i ty to demontrate

society fail to progress along

and di f ferent iat ion of the

of China provides him v¡ith a

comparat ively what made this
that rational 1ine.2o6

From this ang1e, the comparative meÈhod that Weber

employs to analyze China (and other cultures as welI) can no

Ionger be seen as the comparative method in its general

sense, but a particular method which consists of some

distinct procedures in its application. More specifically,
i! does not simply mean the study of different cultures in

order to determine analytically the factors that lead to

similarities and differences in specified patterns of

cultural behavior. Instead it now approaches different

2os weber, Eç,g.æEl¿ and Society, NeH York, Bedminster, 1968,
pp.24-26.

206 This typical Weberian comparison has had a great impact
on the contemporary sociological studies of the Chinese
society, especially those under the category of the
"nodernization theory." The sociologists of this school
mainly adopted Weber's dicthotomized lraditional/modern
model as their principal methodological strategy but in
a more polarized, mechanistic manner in their
application to thê analysis of China (more correctty, of
non-western cultures ) . Nevertheless , they no more
limited thêir int.eres!s to the Chinese cultural values
as their predecessor did, but began to explore other new
areas of the so-caLled "traditional elements" -especially the institutional ones - and related them
t.heoretically to China's absence of capitalisrn. Some
major examples include: Marion Levyrs comparison
between the Chinese and the Japanese family system, in
which she concl-uded that the former was institutionally
too powerful to aIlow any societal change while the
Iatter was subordinated to the feudal order and
therefore less resistant to capitalist development (See
her rrContrasting Factors in the Modernization of Japan
and China, " in Eqg-qþ. Q.!or{th.: Brazil, I-Edia., and
J@., edited by S. Kuznets, Durhram: Duke University
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cultures vis a vis a singLe ideal-typical society - i.e.,

the western rational bourgeois capitalism in its ideal

typical sense207 - and examines the causes of their failure
or success to develop into the !.¡estern type. The basic

feature of this method is that it presupposes a certain

teLeological development and time schenaLism of social

history. Social history is moving toward an "iron cage" of

rationalization. The ideal-typical society is not merely an

abstract, generalized concept; it is also a concrete,

specific fact, having its historical existence in the west.

The meaning of comparison thus becomes completely

transparant: it discloses the historical superiority of

western capitalism in relation to non-western cultural
societies. Capitalism is no longer confined to its narrow

Press, 1955); N. Eisenstadt's Lh"e. Politicat Svstems Of
@!4€., (New york, Free Press, 1963), in which he
contested that the Chinese normative structure allowed
only adaptive change within the existing socio-political
f ramervork and denied any radical or fundamental change
like that of the West; Barington Moorers !þg Social
Oriqins Of Dictatorship Ànd Democracy (Boston, Beacon
Prêss, 1966), in which he aitributed the absence of a
capitalism in China to its "political implicationr"
roughly meaning the Chinese political system's unusual
ability to absorb almost all the elites' attentions and
energies without letting them expend in other activities
harmful to its political integrity; and Robert BeIlahts
Tokuqawa Reliqion (Glencoe, Free Press, 1957), in which
he specified that the reason that China and Japan
differed in their capitalist development lay in the
Chinese accentuation on integrative value which
inevitably led to the Chinese traditionalism, in
contrast to the Japanese's emphasis on political or goal
attainment orientation which forced them eventually to
overcome any obstacle to change in time of emergence.
In spite of their diversity, a careful examination of
alI these studies (mentioned or unmentioned) wiIl reveal
that most , i f not all , of then are merely some
theoretical specifications or extentions of Weber's The

ÀII the issues they discussed were
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economic meaning but represents a general progressive

process of the rationaLization of human Iife. Owing to its
particular inner cultural values (Puritan ethic), Europe was

able to transform itself into a rational, individually
motivated and instrumentally oriented society by crushing

the power of its tradition and therefore arrived at a

non-traditional, modern stage characteristic of axiological
projection. On the other hand, exactly because of their
Iack of the inner cultural values characteristic of the

West, non-Western societies failed to develop to this level
and, in consequence, remained traditionaL, historically
backward and dominated by their own traditional normative

regul-ations. Hence, cullural analysis in its adequacy musL

be carried out by means of a dichotomized t rad i t i ona I /node r n

already treated by Weber, in one Hay or another,
intensively or superficially, in his examination of the
Chinese material and non-material conditions in relation
to capitalist developnent. In this regard, Weberrs
study can be considered to be more profound because it
at least goes beyond the institutional phenonmena to
look for their cultural (ethical) foundation,

207 "IdeaI type" is an important concept in Weber's
sociology, roughly meaning the abstract analytical
reconstruction draw from observations of a number of
reaL cases in order t.o reveal their essential features.
But Weber's construction of ideal types contain a Larger
meaning about the process of rationaLization. Hence,
such historical ideal types as "patrimonialism" and
"capitalism" represent not merely t¡{o analytically
distinct forms of society but also a progressive
rationalization development from "traditionaL action"(or other ideal types of action such as "value-rat.ional"
and "affectual" as Weber cLassifies them) to
"instrumentally rational action. " Capitalism is
therefore not a "historicistically free" concept but
implies a necessary social historical direction
developing from traditionaL societies (be they feudal or
patrimonial) to rationaL capitalism, regardless of
whether it is individually desirable or not.
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comparative nethod in which the so-caIIed traditional
society is studied and weighed against a single axiological
ideal type.

4.3 CHINESE SOCIETY ÀND THE CONFUCIAN ETHIC

The Reliqion of Çþi¡q is Weber's single major systematic

study of China,208 though he does discuss China in his other

publications.2os Às the title of the book indicates, it is a

study of the Chinese religion. However, as was said of his
work in general, the book is not a general sociological

study of the Chinese religion, i.e., not a study of aLl the

interrelations of religion and society in China. Rather, it
is a historical investigation of a specially formulated

problem about the failure of China to develop into
capitalism. More specifically, thè study represents a

continuation of a larger theoretical work begun some years

earl-ier (1905-1906) in his somewhat most controversial

workr2to !¡.e. Protestant Ethic and The Spirit of caÞita1ism.
211 In this earlier work, Weber sets out a historical

argument that the Protestant ethic is one of the necessary

20 I y¿¡¡ Weber, The Reliqion of ÈjJla, New York, The F ree
Press, 1951.

20s See The Socioloqy of Reliqion, Boston, Beacon Press,
1956; and Economv and Society¡ New York, Bedminster
Press, 1968.

2l o S. N. Eisenstadt,
Modernizat ion, edi tor ,

The Pr ot e stan t Ethic Ànd
New York: Basic Books, Inc.,

1968.

2 f I Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and The
. Capitalism, London, George Àllen & Unr¡in Ltd.
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conditions responsible for the rise of llestern bourgeois

industrial capitalism, The Protestant Ethic itself is
actually an historical examination of such a relationship by

specifically studying those areas under the infLuence of

Protestant (Catvinist) asceticism in relation to the

psychological conditions of capital accumulation - the

spirit of capitalism. 2r2 The study of China, and other

cultural societies as well, as Weber sees it, is a necessary

clarification of such a relationship on a comparative basis,

that is, to show hol¡ the absence of a similar Protèstânt

asceticism caused the failure of capitalism to develop

anywhere else than in Western Europe. In other words,

Weber's study of China is principally a comparative study of

the ethic of the Chinese religion in respects relèvant to
the spirit of capitalism and the ethic of ascetic

Protestantism.

212 According to Weber's analysis, the capitalist spirit
consists of the goodness of work, success as personal
rectitude, the use of reason !o guide one's life and the
earning of more and more money through delayed
gratificaÈion, and so on. All of these vaLues, as Weber
argues, were of relatively recent origin and emerged
after the destruction of the cultural vaLues of
traditional society by Puritanism. with this in mind,
he examines the retigious values of Puritanism (mainty
Calvinism) and discovers that lhey - including emphasis
on rational labour in the form of religious cäIIing,
rejection of individual enjoyment of Iife and
responsible use of wealth for socially beneficiaL
purposes - are aIì. very símilar to the capitalist
spirit. Hence, he concludes that causally the
accumulation of capit.al and the rise of the modern
capitalism were, other t.hings being equaI, the
inevitable outcome of these religious values dictating
hard work, limited enjoyment (consumption) and the
practical use of rnoney (see The Protestant Ethic).
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Hovlever, there exists a difficulty in accurately

comparing the role of the Chinese religious ethic to that of

the Protestant one in their economic developments. 21 3 This

is primarily because the elements in Chinese society other

lhan its religious ethic ¡,¡hich may be considered as

favorabl-e or unfavorable to capitalist development do not

necessarily correspond perfectly to those in the West. The

practical limitation is that both societies are so

historically different that it is empirically impossible t.o

have any precise assessment of their mutual correspondence.

What Weber does to solve this problem is to estimate
(subjectively, we will go back !o this point later) the

favorability of the Chinese socio-economic conditions for

capitalist deveLopment. He intends to assume the combined

effect of pro and con non-religious factors in the two areas

the same so that he can validly regard the roles of the

Chinese religious ethic and of the Prot.estanl ethic as the

only effective factors in capitalist development.2la This

2 1 3 TalcoÈt Parsons, &. Structure of Social Action, Nel¡
York, The Free Press, 1949, p.541.

2r4 Àlthough Ànthony Giddens argues that there is no
intention on weberts side to hold constant the material
factors in the West and in China, it is not convincing
because if the degrees of favorablity of the material
factors in the two areas are not approximate to one
another, there is just no levering point for Weber to
argue an "objective" evaluation of the concrete
inportance of religious ethic in economic development.
True, the material factors are different in the two
areas compared, but the way Weber seeks to remedy this
problem is exactly to approximate them in terms of
favorability - to make them "qualitatively" constant -
so that their religious ethics can be neaninfully
compared in an analytical sense (see Anthony Giddens,
CaÞitalisn and Modern Social T_b.eg_ry, Cambridge,
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intention finally constitutes the basic two-foId strategy in
his study of China: 1) to investigate the non-religious

factors favorable and unfavorable to capit.alist deveJ.opment,

and 2) to compare the Chinese religious ethic s¡ith the

Protestant. ethic.

In performing the first strategy, Weber presents a

relat ively fuI1 survey of the Chinese soc io-economic

conditions that might stimulate or hinder economic

(capitalist) development, including its cities, famiLy

system, imperial state, political and sociaL stability,
technological development, economic ethic, etc.. Àccording

to his observation, there existed quite a good number of

positive factors that could have led to a simil-ar capitalist
development in China during the period when capitalism arose

in the West:

1. There were many large cities (urban centres) r¡here

economic activities fLourished. These urban cent.res

were usuall-y centres of trade and craft production;

their separate quãrters were under the control of
guild organizations which were extremely economically

oriented.2l s

The imperial state recognized and left a very high

degree of autonomy to organizations of economíc

interest such as guilds. 21 6

Cambridge University Press, 1971 , p.178. ) .

2rs weber, 1951, pp.13-15.
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J. With variations at diffèrent periods, craftmanship

deve).oped a large amount of mercantile trade, often

on a considerable scale, and in each case with
powerful craft guitds. 217

There had developed a great deal of external commerce

and trade with other nations at different points of

time.218

There was a formal equality of opportunity in choice

of occupation which ¡vas similar to that of capitalist
countries. Since the imperial time, there was no

rigidly hierarchical class system as in Medieval

Europe, or in India. Formal restrictions on economic

activity were relatively few, and both internal
mobility and travel abroad were relatively conmon.2re

The bureaucratic systern of administ.ration was very

developed and in some respects close to that of the

ç{estern capitalist system.22o The Chinese ruling
cLass was a class of men ca1led Mandarins, whose

eligibility for appointment to office was based on

the passing of a series of examinations. Thus

despite the extent to ¡rhich factually personal favor

and other nodifying elements existed, there !,ras

6.

2 f 6 Ibid.,
217 I bid. ,

2r8 Ibid.,
2 r s Ibid. ,

22o rbid.,

p.8.

pp. 18-19.

p.5.

pp. 5 ,26 ,89, 1 00 .

p.103.
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definitely an impersonal objective standard of

qualification which ensured an unusual degree of

equality of opportunity in the process of status

attainment. 2 2 r

7. The economic ethic in China r,¡a s strikingly worldly

and utilitarian and in many respects comparable to

that of capitalism. There was a very positive
valuation of r¡ealth among aI1 classes of society.
Prudent care for the interesÈs of this world and lack

of interest in any other marked a strong tendency of

the Chinese toward material pursuit. 2 2 2 Furthermore,

this worldliness was combined !¡ith a kind of

rationalism which involved a far-reaching repudiation

of the irrational aspects of religion, including

orgiastic and transcendental eIements.223 In this
sense, the Chinese economic ethic was definitely
secular and suitable for capitalis! deveLopment.

8. There were a number of technological inventions thâ!
r¡ere more advanced than those in Europe at the same

ti¡ne (e.g., the use of gunpowder, knowJ.edge of

astronomy, book printing, etc.).224

221 rbid.,
222 Ibíd. ,

223 Ibid.,
224 Ibid.,

pp.115-119.

pp .237 -238 .

p.187.

p.1s.
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Finally, at a very early time China had rnaintained a

widespread overall stable and peaceful society.

On the other hand, Weber also notes a number of elements

t.hat might hinder the capitalist development in China:

The earJ.y unification and centralization of the

Chinese empire made impossible the development of the

cities into autonomous political units,22s and this
in turn inhibited the development of Iocal capitalist
enterprises, because of the failure of cities to

develop an independent legaI system to foster and

protect city economy. 226

The exlended kinship groups functioned as protective

associations in the sense that they defended the

individual member against econnmic adversities in his
rel-ations with landlords, money Ienders, and

employers cutside the famiIy.227 In this wâyr the

payment of debts, and to some extent r+ork discipline,
were impeded.

In many periods the sale of land was made very

difficult by farnily regulations, even though the

development of a noney economy facilitated the

22s gleber tends to agree with Marx on the point that the
political centralization of China was largely a
funt ional consequence of China' s geographical and
climatic nâture. Ànd this agreement was selectively
appropriated by wittfogel to construct his hydraulic
thesis Later.

226 Ibid., pp,19-20.
227 Ibid., pp.11-12;89-100.

o

2.

3.
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transfer of Landed property.228

The family orientedness created a serious barrier to
legaI developments which v¡ould have been favorable to
capitalism. The prerogatives and self-protective
por¡er of village-based kinship groups were

incompatible r,¡ith the concept of a natural law and

the establishment of legal institutions like those of

western Europe.22s In Europe, the existing la¡,r had

been systematized because of three major factors:
jurists constitutèd a separate status group; urban

business life required fixed tegal procedures; and

the officialdom of absolut.ist states had a positive
interest in regularized legal procedures. In China,

no comparable status group of jurists existed. The

sacred ceremonies were the only unchangeable laws

accepÈed by the educated officials, and the formal

codification of laws woul.d have been a threat to the

established order. 23o chinese judges generally

discharged their business in terms of equity and

propriety. They adjudicated with due regard to
persons and circumstances, in keeping with sacred

traditi.on and the accepted notions of famiJ.y

relat i on ships.

228 Ibid., p.89-l00.
22s Ibid., p.147-150.

230 Ibid., p.150.
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The patrimonialism23l of the Chinese government

militated against a development of administration
aJ.ong rationaJ. lines. The income of officials and

revenue of the stale were intricately intertwined,

and Chinese officials had a high stake in preserving

the existing, highly prof itabJ.e income opportunities
of office.232 The increasing use of money in the

payment of taxes only enhanced the f inanc ial
opportunities of office-holding and hence reinforced

the traditionalism of the Chinese government and

society,233

The incumbent officials remained obligated to their
families rather than t.o the society in general. This

was because the education and money needed for
âppointment could not be obÈained without family

support and because ancestor worship and filial piety
gave this financial dependence an enduring spirituaL

231 Patrimonialism is referred by webèr to t.he type of
government that is organized as a more or less direct
extension of the royal household, in which officiaLs
originate as household servants and remain personaJ.
dependents of the ruler as long as patrimonial i sm
remains intact. It is different from feudalism in the
sense that in feudalism government is organized on the
basis of a fealty relation bett¡een the ruler and his
vassals, independent, self-equipped warriers who
exercise the authority of government in more or less
autonomous fashion in the lands granted to them on a
hereditary basis.

232 rbid., pp.56-58.
233 ¡¡ Weber's view, insofar as the ruling class would

benefit from the existing poJ.itical system, they would
tend to perpetuate, rather than upset, it.

E

c
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foundation.23a

7, Lastly, a specialized bureaucracy was absent in

China. That is, there were no special technical
qualifications attached to particular offices and the

necessary training was no! at all speciaJ.ized or

technicaL. A knov¡Iedge of the classics was required,

and this lras the same for everyone. The object was

not to fit a candidate for the particular technical
requirements of a given office but to insure that he

was a suf f icientì.y cultivated gentleman to be worthy

of the exalted position of a Mandarin.2ss This

circumstance r,ra s obviously an important hindrance to
the extention of the bureaucratic principle into the

detail of routine administration.

On the basis of the above observations, Weber concludes

that, despite t.he existence of the unfavorable conditions,
the presence of the positive factors does suggest a

possibility of a capitalist development in China. He points

out that in Western Europe, Capitalism had developed despite

a considerable number of unfavorable conditions such as

frequent wars, slow populati.on growth, and restrictions on

migration, occupational choice, trade and apprenticeship.2s6

On this point, Weber intentionally argues a constant of

socio-economic conditions between the West and China: both

234 rbid., pp.91-100.

23s rbid., pp.121-122.
236 Ibid. , p.249.
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had a similar probability of developing into capitalism as

far as their material conditions are concerned. But then,

why did the favorable factors in China fail to outweigh the

obstacles largely created by the family system and state

structure? To ansr¡er this question is precisel-y the

Iong-awaited moment by Weber to introduce his

Protestant-ethic argument. Hence, the answer is immediately

clear, even though observations have not been made: China

must lack a nentality similar to the Protestant one, It is
then the comparison between Confucianism, the religion of

the Chinese dominant c1ass, and Protestantism, or more

correctly, PuriÈanism, that becomes indispensable. If the

Protèstant-ethic thesis holds true, Confucianism must be

radicali.y different from Puritanism in some important

respects.

Weber's comparison of Confucianism and Puritanis¡n is
conducted by treating them as tlro possible orientations

toward man and God, rather than as the status ethic of two

different groups in two of the great world c i v i 1 i za t i on s . 2 3 7

His accentuation is on the meaning of religious world views

for man's life on earth, and he wants to prove that the

peculiar world view - inner worldly asceticism - of

Puritanism alone determined the contrasting forms of

rationalism in China and in the west and hence the

unintended consequences of their divergent developments.238

2 3 7 Re i nhard Bendix , Max &&.É:
Nes York, Doubleday & Company,

An Intellectual 4E !!.,
Inc. , 1960, p.'1 51 .
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In carrying out this goal, he makes several contrasts

between the two religions on the basis of two primary but

intèrrelated criteria by which the degree of rationalization
of a religion can be determined: "the degree to r,¡hich the

religion has divested itself of magic.... (and) the degree

to r,¡hich it has systematically unified the relation between

God and the world and therewith its orvn ethical relation to

the world."23s

With regard to thè first criterion, Confucianism was far
Iess radical that Puritanism and therefore less rational.
There had been in China, weber observes, an enormous amount

of popular magic and superstition which Confucianism always

tolerated.2a0 The Confucian gentleman did not himself

participate in them because they were beneath his dignity,
but at the same time there was not the slightest attempt !o

drive them out. On the ot.her hand, Puritanism rejected alJ.

trust in magical manipulation. It.s spokesmen forbade the

use of sacraments and symbols as external signs that
distracted men from the inr¡ardly experienced fear of, and

trust in, God and hence from conduct guided solely by God's

commandments.

2 3 e weber,

23s Ibid.,
240 Ibid.,

1951, pp.237-238,

p,226 .

pp.226-227.
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In respect to the second criterion, both Confucianism and

Puritanism had attained a high, but radical.Iy different,
leveI of formal rationalit.y in terms of their reLigious

attitudes toward things of this world and the religious
ideal of salvation. As to religious attitude toward things

of this wor1d, Confucianism accepted the world and man as

inherently good. There was no such thing as a radically
evil principle; there was no sin but only impropriety, the

failure to perform properly in accordance !¡ith the required

situation. This ethical demand created minimum tension

between rnan and the wor1d.2al By means of a classical
education, the Confucian man was capable of unlinited
perfection. Conversely, the attitude of Puritanism is
totally different. For the Puritan, everything on earth is
inherently evil. Sin is original and at the same time the

essence of man. The Puritan was incapable of achieving

perfection by his own effort, but only by faith in God. He

had to be diligent in his calling and implicitly trust cod's

inexorabLe choice of the elect and the damned. Finally,
this ethical demand constantly created tremendous tension

between him and the world.2a2

This difference in religious attitude was in turn cì.osely

related to their religious ideal of salvation. while

holding that t.he worLd was inherently good, Confucianism

believed that manrs harmony with the social order was the

24i rbid., p,227.
242 Ibid., p.227.
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prerequisite of his cosmic harmony with Heaven and earth.2a3

His duty, therefore, was not to shoulder other people's

responsibilities, not to be concerned with the stale of

society in generaL, but to pay attention to his own

concerns. These consisted of two main elements: his

self-development as an educated gentleman and his relations
to others. Concerning the former, what marked off the

gentleman from the vulgar mass was not birth nor wealth but

classic learning. To study classics lras the only way to

achieve individual development and enlightenment. As for

the latter, the primary emphasis is on certain specific
personal relations, above all those of piety. The central
Chinese virtue is filial piety, and the attitude of the

official to his superior should be as that of a son to his

father. In the Confucian view, the whole of society is but

a net\,¡ork of such personal relationships and his injunction

to each was to see that his conduct was right in his o¡,¡n

relationships. Thus, they accepted a definite concrete

order as heavenly given. The cardinal task of a gentleman

was to fulfilI the traditional obligations of family and

office specified in this order. In the Confucian ethics,
there was no motive for altering this order. All aspects

of life must be consistent with keeping this order in

harmonious f unctioning. 2 a a

243 Ibid.,
244 rbid.,

pp.239-241 .

pp.232-235 .
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In all these respects Puritanism differed profoundly.

The Puritan had to obey God's commandments and in so doing

rejected the evil ways of the world. His cardinal virtue

\{as a way of Iife in which he achieved justification by

faith and good works. He always tried for a precarious

bafance between, on the one hand, too great a preoccupation

¡,rith man's sinfulness, r,¡hich led ho selfish r,¡ithdrawal and

self-mortification, and, on the other hand, too much

misguided pride and confidence that outr¡ard success was a

sign of grace.24s To achieve such a way of life he had to

act as God's steward during the short span of his life, ever

ar,¡are that in the end he must give an account of his

conduct. No man could do this Ì¡ithout sinning; it v¡as

enough if he were ever ready and watchful , a!¡are of the

danger of pride in the most humble acts of faith and of the

danger of r¡orldliness in diligence and work itseLf.246 This

meant that there was a basic evil in man that could be

abated only by true believers v¡ho served in God's invisible
church and strove with every act of their busy workaday

lives for sal-vation in the world beyond.

Àssociated with their differences in religious attitudes
and ideals was the phenomenon of prophecy. Prophecy, as

Weber understands it, typically confronts men ¡vith demands

that conflict with worldly interests and the exigencies of

mundane affairs, either in the sense that God makes an

245 Ibid., pp.238-240.

246 Ibid. , p.239.
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ethical dernand upon man and thus enjoins obedience as an

ethical duty, or in the sense that hhe prophet himself calls
upon men in their need for salvation to turn away from the

world and follow him by exemplary conduct.2aT Such ethical
prophecy was absenL in Confucianism but was the very

foundation of Christianity. weber speculates that this
difference was related to the image of the v¡orld and of man

that a specific religion projects. By demanding obedience

to the divine commands, t.he Ol-d Testament prophets created

the image of a !¡orld that musl be fashioned by man in
accordance v¡ith ethical norms. This deliberate contrast

between the world as it is and as it ought to be required

that man develop himself as a tool for the attainment of

goals that transcend the vrorld. In this view, man's life and

personality are unified by an ethical aspiration that gives

the individual autonomy in confronting the nor1d. This is
¡,¡hy the Puritan ethic amounts to an objectification of man's

duties as a creature of God, for they are duties outside the

"organic relations of life.'t248 Such prophecy, therfore, as

l.leber phrases it, was a main source of the break with

traditionalism in the West in favor of an ethical
rationaliza¿iq¡.24s And on this point, Confucianism

obviously failed. Confucianism depended upon no prophecy,

owing to its rigid acceptance of the existing order. It

247 Ibid.,
248 Ibid.,
24s Ibid.,

p.235.

p.236.

p.236.
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favored adjustment to the worLd as it is and a style of life
based upon tradiLional cultivation of familial
relat ionships.

Completely absent in the Confucian ethic \,¡a s any
Èension beLween nature and deity, bet!¡een demand
and shortcoming, consciousness of sin and need for
salvation, conduct on earth and compensation in
the beyond, religious duty and socio-political
reality. Hence, there was no leverage for
influencing conduct through inner forces freed of
tradition and convention. 2so

The combination of the above di fferences eventually
created the tlro radically differnt forms of rationalism
betvreen China and the West. According to Weber ,

Confucianism displayed a high degree of rationality in the

way it viewed the relationships among individuals, society
and Heaven. Hov¡ever, it was principally a rationaLism of

this world or a worLdly rationalism; it would have nothing

to do with transcendental things. I^¡ithin the framework of

Chinese society it placed an unquestioned vaLue on the good

things of this world, above all on weallh, Iong life and a

good name. But its rationa)-ism, as Weber sees it, was

limited by the f undament.al !raditional acceptance of an

existing order, including aLI forms of traditional
religio-magical elements such as a state cult and ancestor

worship. In addition !o that was the ideal of the Confucian

gentleman, a traditional static ideaI, the basis of which

was assimilation of a traditional fixed body of Iiterary
culture, the classics.

250 rbid., pp.235-236.
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matter-of-factness, impersonal rationalism, and the nature

of an abstract, impersonal, purposive association."2sr As a

result, Confucian rationalism renained no more than a

rationalism of dignified adaptation to a traditionaL order,
a rational"ism of traditionalism. Its discipline was the

avoidance of aII disorderliness and the self-discipline of

the dignified man, and therefore it contained no elements to

break through its traditionalism other than to sanction i!
powe r fuL ly.

In contrast, the ascetic Puritanism !¡as rather a

distinctly revolutionary force. Its ideal was not

adaptation of the individual !o a social world uncritically
accepted. It was an injunction to make over his world, as

far as it lay rqithin his power, in the name of a

transcendental ideal - the Kingdom of God on earth. It Has

therefore not a doctrine of rational adaptation to the

worId, but of rational mastery over the ¡.¡orId. It
"objectified everything and transformed it into rational
enterprise. It dissolved everything into a pure business

relation, and substituted rational l-aw and agreement for
tradition.'t2s2 Thus, it can be seen as a genuine rationalism
in the sense that it r¿as able to break through the power of

traditionalism and in turn to change the world drastically
by its transcendentalized inner worldly asceticism. The

Confucian ethic failed to move the world precisely because

2s r Ibid.,
2s2 Ibid.,

p,241

p.¿4t
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its v¡orldliness denied a place to stand outside the world.

The Protestant ethic, on the other hand, had such a place to
stand, oving to its transcendental God anci its conception of

salvation. It is precisely this transcendental nature plus

inner worldì.y asceticism that gave the West an exceptional

strength to overcome alI the different obstacles and develop

into a rational bourgeois capitalism.

4.4 DISCREPÀNCY BETÍ{EEN WEBER¡S THEORY OF THE CONFUCIÀN
ErHIC ÀND THE CHINESE SOCIO*CI'LTU8ÀL REÀLITY

Àlthough Weber puts a great deal of effort in

investigating the soc io-economic conditions of Chinese

society, his theoretical thrust is in the analysis of the

Confucian ethic and it.s relation to Chinese social
development. Therefore, this section, as we have done in

the Iast t!¡o chapters, will eximine e¡hether Weber's theory

of the Confucian ethic corresponds with the Chinese

socio-culturaI reality. Basically, his theory, as discussed

above, includes four major arguments associated ¡.¡ith the

Chinese cultural tradition:

Confucianism lacks a transcendental nature.

There is no tension betr,¡een individuals and the

external world in the Confucian tradition.
Inner worldly asceticism that characterizes

Puritanism is absent in Confucianism.

1.

2.
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The Confucian ethic is not congenial to economic

growth. That is, in order to develop economically,

China must break r¡ith its Confucian tradition and

adopt an ethic simii.ar to the câpitalist spirit.

Of the four arguments above, the first one is the

foundation of Weber's theory of the Confucian ethic, for he

believes that it is the transcendental ideal that provides

the West a place to stand outside the secular world and

enables it to transcend the secular norld in accordance with

that ideal. Now the question is : Does Confucianism really
Iack a transcendental ideal? I f !¡e follow Weber's

definition of "transcendentaL ideal" as "the kingdom of God

on earth,'t2s3 we can find that a transcendental ideal not

onl,y exists in, but also is central to, Confucianis¡n.

Confucius, the founder of Confucianism,254 says in Analects:

I do not murmur against Heaven. I do not grumble
against ¡nen. My studies lie low, and my
penetration rises high. But t.here is Heaven; -
that knolrs me!2ss

253 weber, 1951 , p.228.
254 Confucius is ususlly regarded as the founder ct

Confucianism. But this regarding needs some
qualification. In Chinese, there is no such term called
"Ç,onf ucianism. " "Confucianism" in Chinese is "Yu-Chia"
(ìfty.'Ð, meaning not merely the teachings of Confucius, as
ttie West thinks. The Chinese meaning of "Yu-Chia" has a
broader meaning, referring to the intellectual- school
that takes care of the knowJ.edge of "Li" or propriety.
If this latter meaning of "Yu-Chia" is taken, the
founder of "Confucianisnrr is definitely not Confucius,
but the collective efforts and wisdom of the ancient
CHinese sages before COnfucius. For more discussion of
this point, also see Àppendix A.

25s James Legge, The Chinese Classics Vol.l, Hong Kong: Hong
Kong University Press, 1970, p.289.

¿.
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In the above quotalion, Heaven means exactly the

transcendental higher being which ltatches over the activity

of everything in the universe. But Heaven in Confucianism

is different from God in Prolestantism, in the sense that it

is not merely an external, superior being, but also

internalized in human beings as nature. Às one of the

Confucian classics, &q Doctrine Of The Mean ' states,

What Heaven has conferred is called the naturel an
accordance with this nature is called the path or
the path of duty; the regulation of this path is
called instruction. 2s6

Hence, in Confucianism, human nature and Heaven are

essentially both sides of the same coin - they are the

transcendental existence of the universe. It is not

surprising, therefore, for the Chinese to believe that the

sage, the person who follows the path' "assists the

transforming and nourishing powers of Heaven and Earth (the

manifested existence of Heaven), and so with Heaven and

Earth forns a ternion."2sz what the sage does is but to

adhere to his nature and !o cultivate it to its perfection.

But what is human nature? In Confucíanism, human nature

is one of the most complicated terms that requires lengthy

discussion and cl-arif ication.. It is like the nature of God

as revealed in the Bible, r¡hich is basically undefinable.

S i mpl i s t i c a J- Iy , it can be described as man's tendency to

love or to cultivate love.2s8 To love and to cultivate love

2s6 James

2s7 Ibid.

Legge, The Chinese Classics re.]..I' p.383.

, p.416.
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is to follow the path of duty, and this can be said to be

the transcendental point of reference of the Chinese,

because love is the essence of Heaven.25e The Chinese

kingdom of Heaven, i.e., their transcendentaL ideal, unlike

that of Christianity which can only be aLtained externally
through the coming of Christ, will come when everyone is in

love and cultivates love, when everyone truly represenls

their nature, i.e., follows the path of Heaven:

when the path is pursued, a public and common
spirit rules all under the sky; people choose men
of talents, virtue and ability; their words are
sincere, and v¡hat they cultivated is harmony.
Thus men do not Love their parents only, nor treat
as children only their own sons. À competent
provision is secured for the aged tilI their
death, employment for the able-bodied, and the
means of growing up to the young. They show
kindness and compassion to r+idows, orphans,
childless mên, and those who are disabled by
disease, so that they are sufficiently maintained.
Males have their proper work, and females have
their homes. They accunufate articles of value,
disliking that they should be thrown away upon the
ground, but not wishing to keep them for their o¡vn
gratification. They labour with their strength,
disliking that it should not be exerted, but not
exerting it only with a view to their own
advantage. In this way, selfish schemings are
repressed and f ind no development. Robbers ,filchers, and rebellious t.raitors do not show
themselves, and hence the outer doors remain open
and are not shut. This is what we cal-1 the Grand
union.26o

2s8 Ibid., pp,26o-261 .

25s shun-^sa.n wang ( L4r,h ), commentaries on I-chinq
6l\-lth-Ø-),iaipe-i:xr+ong'tuan-rublishingcomþãnyf f Eãl
1981, pp.461-477.

2 6 0 James Legge , The Sac red Books Of Ç-b-bg.: ¡¡!¡çi,VoI.XXVII, De1hi.: Motilal Banarsidass, 1968, pp.364-366.
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This Grand Union, which takes its root in the transcendental

lteaven, is certainly not recognized by Weber. Limitèd by

his Christian conception of a transcendental God which is an

external super-being, he easily passes over the

transcendental nature of Confucianism which is not merely

external !o man as Heaven, but also internal to him as

nature.

Misjudging that there is no transcendental ideal in

Confucianism, weber argues that there is also no tension

between the Confucian individual and the external worLd. In

T,leber's view, tension arises onLy when an external world

exists (in the individual-'s mind) and serves as the judge of

the individual's behavior in the secular r¡orId. Therefore,

for him the absence of a transcendental ideal in

Confucianism automatically rules out the possible tension in
lhe Confucian gentleman. However, this argument certainly
does not correspond r,¡ith the Confucian reality, as the

premise that a transcendental ideal is absent in

Confucianism does not hold. In fact, the relationship
betwèen the external world and the secular world a}ways

remains extremely tense in the Confucian gentleman:

The path can not be left instantly. The path that
can be left is not the path.26r

The determined scholar and the man of virlue wilI
not seek to live at the expense of injuring their
virtue. They will even sacrifice their lives to
preserve their virtue complete. 26 2

2 6 I James

262 I bid.

Legge, The Chinese Classics Vol.!, p.252.

, p.297.
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Thè Confucian gentleman is always under the numerous

tenptations to leave lhe path or to injure his virtue
(nature) in the secular world. In order to adhere to the

path and keep his virtue, he must constantly be aware of the

external temptations and work against thern. Such tension is
vividly described by Chu-Tshi < T-þ-¡, one of the greatest

Confucian masters in the Sung dynasty:

Human beings have both heavenly nature and
egoistic desire. When his heavenly nature
expands, his egoistic desire subsides; and when
his egoistic desire expands, his heavenly nature
subsides. There is no neutral ground on which
both of them can maintain a harmonious
co-existence.263

In such a constant battle against egoism, can we say that

there is no tension between the Confucain gentleman and the

external world in the Confucain tradition?

Concerning Weber's third argument that inner worldly

asceticism that characterizes Puritanism is absent in

Confucianism, it totally contradicts the Confucian

principle. By inner worldly asceticism, Weber means the

devoted commitment to labour or work as a response to God's

cal1ing.26a Of course, there is no "ext.ernat calling" in

Confucainism, because Heaven or the nature of Heaven is

already internalized in human nature. But from the

Confucian perspective, there is no external salvation other

than individual effort and hard-work. Therefore, when Yen
t.yuan ( 119,7ÊI ) asked about hon perfect virtue was achieved,

2 6 3 Quoted
264 Weber ,

fron Ying-zi Yu, 1987, p.59.

The Protestant p![þ., 1930, p. 131 .
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Confuc ius answered as foLlows:

To subdue one's selfishness and return to
propriety is perfect virtue. If a man can for one
day subdue his selfishness and return to
propriety, aIl under heaven wiII ascribe perfect
virtue to him. Is the practice of perfect virtue
not f rom man himself?26s

Since there is no external salvation other than by man

himsel-f , man has to work industriously for his own

salvation. This commitment to industrious work is openly

maintained by The Great Learninq as the only means of human

salvation:

From the son of Heaven down to the mass of the
people, aII musl consider the cultivation of the
person the root of everything besides.266

"The cultivation of the person" is precisely one of the best

signs of inner worldly ascet.icism, since it emphasizes

individual commitment to hard-work in the secular world as

the only means of salvation. But to Ìrork for his o!,¡n

saLvation does not mean that he is egoistic. In

Confucianism, individual virtue or individual salvation

depends upon the individual's hard-working toward sociaL

well-being as a whole. That is \{hy Fang Chung Yim

(1'Ò1l fr)l , a Confucian scholar in the sung dynasty, says:

A Confucian gentleman should worry before everyone
begins to worry and seek happiness after everyone
is happy. 2 6 7

2 6 s James

266 James

267 Quoted

Legge ,

Legge ,

f rom

The Chinese Classics vol.l, p.250.

The Chinese CIassics, Vo1. t , p.359.

Ying-Zi Yu, 1987, p.74.
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Similarly, Cheng Cnoi (7j6fu) , another famous Confucian

scholar, holds that social well-being is the fundamantaL

means of individual salvation:

SociaI goodness is the greatest virtue that
everyone must work to secure.268

This devoted commitment to r,¡ork for social weì.I-being is
precisely what Weber means by inner worldly asceticism.

Then, can we still say that inner worldly asceticism is
absent in Confucianism?

Finally, it is Weber's belief that the Confucian ethic is
not congenial to economic AroÌrth, Hor,rever, the current

economic developments in the Far East (e.g., Hong Kong,

Taiwan, Singapore and Korea) appear to contradict Weber's

theory.26s AII thesè areas have been heaviLy under the

influence of the Confucain tradition and, yet r have

experienced a rapid economic gro\,¡th. If we follon Weber's

logic, these areas must share a cultural ethic similar to

that of the west. But if this is true, Weber's theory of

the Confucian ethic cannot hol-d. If. their capitalist
developments were merely a product of the western influence,

"Weber's argumentation woul-d be impaired in its essence,

because, according to him, only inner stimulation by

cultural values can trigger the forces of economic and

268 rbid., Þ.83.
26s see Yau-Kee t<in tâ&lr ),, Ihe

Kim Yau-Kee @&j&&it;'!),
Cultura
PaÞers of xín vau-xãã-6&þ.1"Ø¿;W
Cultural Company, Itd., 1985;
Reliqious Ethic And The Merchantsl(* ,ñU vt'ÅL ) , Taipei r Luen King
Ltd. , 1987.

Selected Socioloqical
Taipei: Young Lion

and Ying-z i Yu, The
SÞirit In Late China
Pubì. i shing Conpany ,
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industrial gro!¡th."270 on this point, Herman Kahn's

suggestion after his study of Japan, South Korea and Taiwan

should deserve some attention:
Both aspects of the Confucian ethic - lhe creation
of dedicated, motivated, responsible and educated
individuals and the enhanced sense of commitment,
organizational identity, and loyalty Èo various
institutions - will result in all the
neo-Confucian societies having at least
potentially higher gro!¡th rates than other
cuItures. " 27 1

ÀIthough Kahn's suggestion is not undisputable,2? 2 iL at

Ieast points out the possible positive influence of

Confucianism on current economic developments in Eastern

Asia.

270 Ðavid Zilberman, 1977, p.344. Some one may argue that
western influence already implies a change in cuLtural
ethics; but this argumènt is logically invalid because
foreign cultural borrowings do not occur in nothingness
but must presuppose a certain cultural ethic or
psychology in the indigenous culture which makes foreign
cu1!ura1 borrowings possible. In other words, even a
change in cultural ethics must presupposè a certain
cultural ethic that alIov¡ such a change; and this is
exactfy where the tension of Weber's argument lies.

27 I Herman Kahn,
Westview Press,

world Economic Dry.Clsp4e¡!, Boulder:
1979, p.122.

272 Some Chinese scholars point out that Kahn's attribution
of current economic developments in the Far East to the
influence of the Confucian ethic is too hasty, since it
fails to explaín why these areas did not develop their
own capitalism in the last two thousand years. They
suggest that in order to examine the impact of
Confucianism on economic growth in these areas, it is
necessary to isolate which kind of Confucian ethics
positively affects economic growth and how they affect
it. See Pao Tsin-Shun, "The Confucian Ethic and The
Four Às ian Dragons , " lliLg Pao Monthlv , vol . 23 , No. 1 ,
1988, pp.56-62.
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5.1

Chapter V

SUGGESTED REÀSONS FOR DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN
HEGELTST lfÀRXrS ÀND WEBERTS THEORIES ÀND THE

CHINESE SOCIO-CI'LTT'RÄL REÀLITY

INTRODUCTION

In Chapters 2, 3, änd 4, we have respecbively discussed

Hegel's, Marx's and Weber's theories about the Chinese

cultural tradition and contrasted their theoretical
classifications and explanations \,¡ith the Chinese empirical

reality. we have found that although their theories are

different from one another in their interpretations of lhe

Chinese cultural- tradition, they share one thing in common.

That is, they all- faLl short of capturing the Chinese

socio-cultural reality. This discrepancy between their
theories and the Chinese empirical real-ity, as will be shown

in the following, has something to do ¡,¡ith their European

or, more precisely, German, background.2T3 All of them carne

273 Since Germany is a European country ¡,¡hich shares the
similar larger open (in contrast to the relativeLy
closed cultural systems of the Eastern societies)
cultural background - Christianity, Greek philosophy and
natural science, and Roman lar.¡s - wit.h most other
European countires, the author assumes that it (Germany)
is not very di fferent from the mainstream European
cultural tradition and finds it justified to use the
term "European" instead of "German" so as to make
pronounced the internal unity of the European cultural
tradition as a whoLe. Besides, it is necessary to point
out that even HegeJ., Marx and Weber thenselves
recognized the internal unity of European culture and
referred to their cultural origin by using a broader
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from the same German society, and they all inheriled a

similar historicist consciousness which was very popular in

Germany, and in other European countries as r,rell, in their
times.27a This historicist consciousness, as shown

previously, played a central role in their theoretical
formulat ions of Chinese soc iety as welI as other

non-European societies. Al1 of their theories about China

are based on their particufar conception of history. In

this chapter, the author attempts to shov¡ that it is
precisely their particular historicism that blinds them to

the Chinese socio-cultural reality. The method to be

employed here for lhe present purpose is twofold: 1) to

reveal, respectively, the logical difficulties of HegeI's,

Marx's, and Weber's theories of China, and 2) to examine, at

a deeper level, the relationship between their particular
(Eurocentric) historicism and the western cullural
tradition.

term "Western" or "European" inst.ead of the national
tern "Ge rman . "

27 4 See Robert Nisbet, 1980, pp.3-9. Àn review of such
so-called great fnodern thinkers as Herder, Fichte,
Schiller, Bradley, Toynbee and Splengler can best reveal
the popularity of historicism in the western
consciousness. See R. G. CoIlingwood, The Idea of
Historv, Oxford: The Oxford University Press, 1946.
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5.2 REÀSONS FOR DISCREPÀNCY
ORIENTÀL DESPOTISM ÀND
REÀLITY

, BETWEEN HEGELIS THEORY OF
ÍHE CHINESE SOCIO-CT'LTI'RÀI

Hegel's recognition of the uniquely overwhelming role

Lhat familism plays in the entire Chinese cultural tradition
discussed in Chapter 2, taken as a whole, is basically
correct and penetrating. Familism is undoubtedly the

foundation of the Chinese socio-culturaI Iife. On this
point, Hegel can be said to have surpassed many of the

sociologists of this area after him - they simply fail to

recognize the important role of familism in slructuring the

entire Chinese socio-cu1turaI development. However, other

than this recognition, Hegel has no true understanding of

the Chinese experience in its or¡n right. Ànd this is
precisely why there is a great discrepany between his theory

ând the Chinese socio-cultura1 reality. Hegel's problem is
that he is too preoccupied with his Eurocentric reduction of

the richness and diversity of human life and human

development to the European ideal - the European state Iife
and the European conception of freedom, thereby failing to

subject his theory to methodological reflection, i.e., to

account for the possibility that other societies may have

so¡ne other ideals which are different from, but as valid as,

the European one. Put more specifically, his analysis of

the Chinese cultural tradition is grounded on some larger

unreflected (unproven) methodological presuppositions which

can be simplifíed as follows:
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1. Human history is intrinsically unilinear and moves

tor¡ard a single end which is the state in the

Germanic f orm.

with this end, the seemingly chaotic plurality of

cultural universes can be logicaIly (by dialectical
lo9ic ) classi f ied into a single scheme of v¡orld

historical development of the state: that is,
di fferent cultural r¿orIds represent nothing but

different stages of the development of the state.

Dialectically, there are four successive stages of

the development of the state: despotism, democracy,

aristocracy and monarachy, each of which represents

an antithesis to, and a higher development over, the

preceding ones, with monarchy, lhe idealized Germanic

world, reaching its final end in which both the state

and human freedom are absolutely identical and

concretized.

Hegel's historical scheme, as simpLified above, at least

invoLves tlro forms of reductionism: the reduction of the

diversity of historical development to a single path; and

the reduction of the richness of human life to a single end.

Both of them, the author will show in the following, are

nethodologically invalid or ungrounded.

2.

Concerning the f irst
world history is noth i ng

se I f -deve lopment of the

form of reductionism, for Hegel

but a history of the progressive

sÈate. Let us here forget the
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validity of this sta!ement and simply focus on the

rnethodological problem it invoLves in the treatment of the

diversity of historical deveJ.opment. Nor¡ assume that we have

a history of the development of the state and different
cultural traditions (e.g., China, Greece, Rome and Germany)

of which ve want to make sense in relation to this history.
According to Hegel, these cultural traditions can

chronologically be classified into a single developmental

scheme in accordance with the political form each tradition
represents at a particular concrete historical stage of

development. So we have China, Greece, Rome and Germany

corresponding respectively to four essentially different
political forms - despotism, democracy, aristocracy and

monarchy, wit.h the latter ones representing a higher

development over the preceding ones. In other words, l¡e have

China at the beginning stage and cermany at the final with

Greece and Rome in between. Nos the guestion is : we have

on the one hand different geographically and, to a large

extent, historically separate ( independent ) cultural
traditions and on lhe other hand a single developmental

scheme. Can ne legitimately place 
.an" former into the

Iatter chronologically? Here Hege1 obviously commits a

serious methodological mistake by confusing the theoretical
with the empirical. His historical classification of the

development of the state, as it manifests itself, is based

on the arrangement of spatially different political entities
into a theoretically pre-established chronological system as
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the repl-acenent for their independent historical
developments. The problem of this cLassificaltion is:
theoretically, vre may be able to deduce trom a particular
concept (the state) step by step aII its logicat boundaries

and categories (e.g., different stages of development), but

in practice, different cultural traditions may not

necessarily coincide with aII these theoretical-logical
categories and may deveJ.op their own historical. paths in

relation to their existing cultural and naturaL conditions,
In fact, it is apparent that China, Greece, Rome and Germany

are merely different geographical entities. Each of them

has iLs own particular historicaL experience of moving

to¡,rard the general nature of the state (if this is really
the essence of human history). For example, on the one

hand, we can find a substantial unity in China and in Russia

(though different in f orm: Russia expresses itself in the

form of an absolutist state, China makes its appearance in

familistic harmony) but !¡ithout the separate development of

individuals as in civil society (as Hegel argues). On the

other hand, although Rome, Greece and even Germany have the

separate development of individuality (aIso in different
forms and to different degrees), t.hey do not have the kind

of substantiaL unity that China and Russia have achieved

(Rome could be considered to have done so, but it eventually

declined and collapsed, and this already proves that it
lacked the kind of internal integrating power to maintain

such a substantial unity in the long run).
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1n addition, even isolating only the political forms for

consideration, it is stiII difficult to decide r¡hich ones

should come after which. What is knor,rn is merely that they

are all cultural products and can go into any direction of

development, depending upon the parlicular cultural and

historical conditions from which they themselves arise. For

example, with regard to "Chinese despotisrn"(if this is bhe

right t.erm), it is obvious that it belongs to distinct
cultural conditions and does not have any direct historical
or culturaf relationship with Greek democracy, even though

there may be a Iink among Greek democracy, Roman aristocracy

and German monarchy, owing to their sinilar cultural
background and direct. cultural interaction. Greek denocracy

was surely developed out of its own cultural tradi!ion, but

whether or not from despotism is stiIl a historical myth

waiting to be discovered. But even if a despotism is found

before democracy therer275 it is stilI incomparable to the

"subst-antial unity" that China has always possessed since

antiquity. Such a grand unity is undoubtedly something the

Greeks have never dreamed of in their histoty.276 we can

This would be very unlikely, because Hegel conceived of
Oriental history as being static, unchanging. If that
is the case, nothing in the Oriental state can explain
the development of universal history to the next stage,
nameJ.y the democratic stage. See Ðonal-d M. Lowe, The
Function of China in Marx, Lenin and Mao, Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1966, p.5.

Hegel's identification of modern Germany as the cornplete
realization of the conception of the state can therefore
be doubted for the same reason: the grand unity as
developed in China and Russia rnanif ests itself as an
important element of the universaL development of human
tife, i.e., the cornprehensive unity that the smal1

27 6
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onl-y conclude that: even if Hegel's theory of the state is

correct - that is, Lhe essence of human Iife is political

life, and human history is a history of the developnent of

the state, what we can get at best is but different cultural
traditions moving differently in their own histories toward

the similar end of an organically harmonious state. This

means that v¡e still have many different histories of

development instead of a single history. The reduction of

the plurality of historical development to a single unitary

scheme, therefore, is by alL means methodologicalJ-y

ungrounded. 2 7 7

This ungrounded reductionism, ho¡,¡ever, does not resufÈ

mereLy from HegeL's theoretical-empirical confusion, but is
closely connected with his second redutionism: the reduction

of human Iífe to political life, which is seen by him as the

only ground for individual development, for subjectivity.
It is under this reductionism hhat Hegel is able to carry

his argument regarding the Chinese cuLtural development to

the extreme - that is, the familistic trâditíon in China not

only causes the deficiency of subjectivity, but also leads

Germanic world lacks. The antagonism between the nodern
Germany and the other European nations forcefully points
tc the inadequacy of the Germanic State as an ideal
human development; ib lacks the ability to harmonize
other nations into a higher political (ethical) unity
that can resolve the conflicts arising at the national
level.
Immanual Wallerstein, "The Rise And The Future Demise Of
The world Capitalist System: Concepts For Comparative
Analysisr" in Comparative Studies in Society Ànd
û.!.c-91., vol. 1 5 , 197 4, pp. 387-389
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to the stagnancy of the entire society, including the state,

religion, science, etc.. Now the fundamental question is:
Is political Life realLy the only ground for subjectivity?

To answer this question, r,¡ e must first clarify what Hegel

means by subjectivity. As mentioned in Chapter 2, by

subjectivity Hegel means individual freedom to act

consciously for the good of all. rhis definition can be

further supplemented in two ways: 1) subjectivity
presupposes the individual' s consc iousness of hi s own

existence as an independent subject; and 2) the individuaL

understands that group (political) tite is fundamental to,
not the constrain! of, his individual development.

For HegeI, individual consciousness emerges only when the

individual is in confLict with the larger group to which he

belongs, i.e., only when the individuaL begins to realize

his personal interests in opposition to the natural
(unreflected) absorption by that iarger group. The

overcoming of this conflict will be the establishment of a

constitution rvhich defines in law both individual interests

and group interests.

Àpparently, the entire logic behind Hegel's political

reductionism is based on the assumption that the only ground

for the development of individual consciousness is in the

individual-group opposition, an assumption that HegeI thinks

is not arbitrary, but has support in European history. Now
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before we accept this assumption, we mus! ask: Is this
assumption universaJ.ly applicable? Or would it merely

represent the particular socio-cuIturaI experience of

wèstern society? Or to put it differently, can individuaL

consc iousness be developed in !¡ays other than

individual-group opposition?

Às vre know, as a thinking being, man's reflection on

himself is not necessarily confined to his conflict with the

larger group; it may arise from his contemplation of

himself, This contemplation, if we look at it closely, may

not involve the conflict betlreen individual interests and

group interests. It may be due to the individual's inner

dissatisfaction with himself - e.9. r Iike many religious
people seeking to transcend themselves mora1ly.278 Even if

the contemplation involves the conflict betr,¡een individual
interests and group inLerests, there is no Iogical necessity

that the solution to it must be constitutional development.

It may be, for example, the development of cultural norms,

like the articulation and specification of the roles of the

five social relations by Confucius in China. As discussed

in Chapter 2, in China the principal Iine development of

individual consciousness Lakes place not in the Chinese

struggle for personal interests, but in their reflect.ion of

the deteriorating social ( familistic ) system and the

subseguent re-affirmation of it as the foundation of the

27I Chung-San Mu11,
Taipei: Student
pp.7 4-82 .

The PhilosoÞhv of Chinese Historv,
Publishing company, Ltd. , 1963,
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realization of their humanity. This re-affirmation is no

longer naturaL, as Hegel thinks, because it is a result of

the Chinese awareness of the value of the familistíc system.

Hence, we can conclude that Hegel's Europocentric

political reductionism is methodologicaì.1y invalid, since it
fails to account for aIl the possible grounds for individual
development. Às a result of this failure, it is not

surprising that all Hegel's arguments on Chinese society,
which are based on the premise that subjectivity is absenb

in China, inevitably fa11 flat. The premise simply does not

hoId.

5.3 REASONS FOR DISCREPANCY AETWEEN MARXTS THEORY OF Àl¡lP
ÀND THE CHINESE SOCIO-CI'LTURÀL REÀTITY

we attempted to show in Chapter 3 that Marx seems to have

recognized the problem involved in Hegel's unilinear
historicism. His historicaJ. conception, in some way, is a

reformulation of Hegel's unilinear historical scheme,

attempting to account for the independent historical
development of the East:

1. Human history moves toward a single end which is free

individuality, the individual as a universally
' developed r self creative subject capable of

transcending a1l natural and social dominations.

2. But human historical development is not initially in

itself universal; rather, it begins partícular1y and
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2

4,

Iocally, and only becomes universal after the coming

of western capitalism.

Asiatic society develops 1oca11y and independently,

paralleJ. to the l,¡estern social development before

cap i tal i sm.

western capitalist society is also a particular,

Local development, but it at the same time contains

the element of universality, the victorious

development of commodity production and exchange,

rvhich not only totalizes human local deveLopments

into a single universal process through exchange, but

also creates the material ground for individual

development by separating the individual from his

unconscious attachnent to the larger community and by

enabling him to express in exchange relations his

independence and freedom as a conscious subject of

his own .

But capitalism is sti11 a historical, i.e.,

transitional, society, in which free individuality,

though ij: has emerged, f inds its expression

metamorphic and deformed. Behind this metamorphic

and deformed individuality hides the domination of

individuals by the reified system of capital.

The end of human evolution comes after human beings'

universaL realization of the capitalist system as

their own creaÈion and the subsequent transformation

of it into communism, a society characteristic of the

f ree association of individuals

6,
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The historical scheme summarized above, in spite of its

effort to remedy Hegel's problem of unilinearity, ironically

sti1l retains the Hegelian methodologicaJ. characteristic:

the East is treated as merely a residual category of the

western development.2Te À1lhough Marx is very alrare of his

methodological Europeanism,2s0 this does not save him from

methodological difficulty. As discussed in Chapter 3, he

does attempt to dispose the East as a residual socieby - to

explore its typotogical peculiarity from the point of view

of it.s basic economic relations. This attempt finally gives

rise to the dualism of lhe Eastern developmental picture:

natural/social, sLatic/dynami.c, unhistorical/historical,

etc. . Ho\,rever, such a dualistic depiction does not help

improve the understanding of the East very much. The basic

position of ÀMP has not been changed. It is still seen as

an "epiphenomenon, " an historical aberration of the

"mainstream" (or essential ) experience of the glest. 2 8 I

Europe is sti11 the center of world-historical development

as r,¡ell as the means to the end of this deveJ-opment. Even

though it is itself also transitional, its superiority is

unquestionable. Without it without its brutal

capitalization of the East, un i ve r sa 1 i za t i on and

individualization are simply impossible. Here we eventually

come to the double timitation of Marx's methodological

27s Raymond Aron, The Industrial
University Press, 1974, p.30.

280 Marx, 1973, p.408.

28r vitkin, 1982, Þ.62
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Eurocentrism: 1) the Eas! is homogenized into a single

residual fact and therefore its internal pJ.urality and

diversity are Ieft untouched; and 2) bhe transformative

po¡,¡er of western capitalism is unquestionably believed,

while the stable and integrative nature of the East are

Iargely Ieft unanalyzed, Marx never recognized in his life

the problem of the first limitation and therefore the

necessity of working out a multipositionaJ. perspective, but

the second Iimitation did ultimately drive him to an

intellectual crisis in which his monistic position, though

not abandoned, was doubted for the first time (we come back

to hhis point later in this section).

with regard to the f j.rst Iimitation, apparentLy the

reason that Marx is able to reduce different Àsian societies

to a single category called ÀMP Iies in his conviction of

the essentialness of economic life. Believing that economic

production is the universal foundation of human existence,

he automatically sees aI1 other cultural phenomena as

particular, super-structuraL characteristics derived from

this foundation. But the problem is: such a conviction is

not the, but only a universal fact. There are also such

universal facts as f amiJ.y, povrer relations, etc.. If

economy can be seen as the foundation of human life, why

cannot the others? Every society may have its own

particular fondness for one of these universal facts - be it

fanily, economy, polrer, or whatever. But there is just no
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such necessary priority of economy over the others. Às we

know, man's existence, since its ascent to "humanness," is
inseparabJ.e from a web of cultural complexes in which alI
different institutions such as economic, political, family,

religious, and so on are intricately interwoven r¿ith one

another. No single one can empirically or theore¿ical1y be

proved to be more foundat ional- than the others. 2I 2 I f
economy is the foundation of human 1ife, then it is
necessary to add that cultural tradition, from which a

particular socio-culturaI attitude is formed, is the

"supra-foundation" of human life, since it is the Iatter
that gives meaning and structure to the former. That is why

at the same level of productive forces, there are still
various social forms coexisting with the economic relations
(e.9., Medieval church, Indian caste, Chinese f amii-y,

Russian povrer, etc. ) . In fact, even Marx hirnself agrees

that it is man who actively and consciously interacts with

Nature. But where does man get this activeness and

consciousness? Is it not in the social collectivity of a

distinct cultural tradition in ¡vhich he Iives?

Marx obviously fails to see this internality of cultural
tradition, the internality that makes the abstract man

concrete, as a cultural being, even though he (t"tarx) is
aware of the actual socio-culturaI plurality of the human

world.2e3 Às an external onlooker from a particular cultural

28 2 Karl R. Popper, &. Poverty Of Historicism, New York:
Harper Torchbooks, 1961 , pÞ.5-6.
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society !¡here the economic institution partiaLly
predominates, Marx misconceives this partiality2sa as the

only "se1f-evident" ground for the realization of human

content. In addition to his special use of dialectical
1ogic, he decisively treats economic relations as the

"essential" phenomenon of human life and considers them to

be the only criterion for social typologization, that is, to

put societies of different cultural and historical
backgrounds into the same typology in terms of their similar
economic relations by straining off their cultural and

historical differneces as "non-essential" phenomena. Hence,

he gets the typological concept of AMP. As discussed, for
him, China, Tibet, Russia, India, and so on are

"essentially" identical. TypologicalLy, they are

characterized by a similar form of non-market-conditioned,

but politically dominated, supra-economic exploitation, in

which the ruling class exploits the direct producers

indirectly through the mediaiion of communes.

283 Chun-Nga! ,Fang, _,- .Chinese Culture And The ContemÞorarv
worn it & rtr.9-ET-+.x.-T3or.r, raipã-rudenrpuurTsh@8O, pp.7-io.

"PartiaIity" is a concept borror¡ed form David Zilberman
r¿hich is referred to here the quality of a single
institution that can disclose the most. important
spatio-structural parameters of the social system and
therefore is able to represent the sum of the social
whole by its own rationality and developmental logic(this is an important concept of this thesis and will be
explored in more detail in Chapter 6).

244
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However, can the concept of AMP explain lhe

socio-cuItural uniquenesses of each of the Asiatic

societíes? That is, can i! (at Ieast by its economic

argument alone) explain the tremendous differences among

different Asiatic societies? Is the difference among

Eastern Orthodoxy, Hinduism amd Confuc ianism merely a

more-or-less-the-same Àsiatic culture? Or to ask more

specifically with regard to the Chinese context, why did the

Chinese family, as the basic Asiatic economic unit, develop

a content so distinct from those in other Asiatic societies

in terms of its complex but distinctly defined kinship

structure and corresponding system of normative roles? why

did China have an established system of private landed

property? why did the Chinese centralized state exist fâr

before the first functional construction of large-scale

irrigational works? As can be anticipated, Marx is hardly

able to handle these questions theoreticalJ-y within his

economic framework. What he can do is to reduce them to

some "non-essential" ideological phenomena.285 But v¡hat do

these phenomena teIl? Àre lhey realIy "non-essential" or

revelations of Marxrs inability to comprehend these

285 Marx did not in his )-if e explain why China centralized
far before the emergence of large-scaIe irrigational
works. But he did mention in passing in caÞitâI IrI
that "common ownership of land was the original form in
China" and that private landed property was only a
slight modification of common landed ownership, not the
afteration of it. His argument is that in China,
private cultivation came under, not by itself
independent of, common landed property. However, this
argument reflects no more than Marx's ignorance of
Chinese history (see Chapter 3).
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societies from the inside?

If Marx's economic reductionism is only some kind of

categorization f.or certain anaLytical purposes, it is

totally legiLimate and uncondemnable - just like it is

legitimate and uncondemnable to classify cat and tiger into
the categÒry of "animals !¡ith four legs" for the purpose of

some kind of biological understanding. But to hold that

this categorization is the "ultinate essence" of the

categorized subjects - e.9., to confuse liger with cat, is
quite another matter and, indeed, at any rate wrong (and it
is dangerous too!). They are obviously irreducible to one

another in terms of their unigueness and therefore can only

be understood in their own rights. Marx's mistake is not

only because he blurs the plural.ity and diversity of Asiatic

societies by putt j.ng them into a single concept of AMP, but

also because he regards their economic relations as the

"essence" of their historical existence and superimposes on

them an external developmental path derived from the

European socio-economic experience. This alone can explain

why he easily passes over the internal power (of social

relations) of each Àsiatic society in withstanding

transformation by western capi ta I .

Here \.re can see the second methodological Iimitation of

Marx's conception of ÀMP. Although Marx paid quite close

attention to the typological stability and integrativeness

characteristic of the Asiatic wortd (this certainly causes
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him to investigate the economic characteristics of the East,

such as cLimate, irrigation, etc.), owing to his perspective

of econornic relations, he did not explore any of the

internal differences among Asia!ic societies in terms of ho¡¡

different archaic (traditional) social relations have

survived over some radically different periodicai-izations
(e.9., how l¡as Chinese family structure abl-e to survive in

spite of some explicit changes in its economic relations

before and afler the Chou dynasty?). Undoubtedly, it was

Marx's belief that, no matter hov¡ stable and integrative the

social relations of these Asiatic societies were, i.lestern

capital would at Iast bring about their !ransformation

would break through the naturålness of their personal

relations and replace it with the socialiÈy of commodity

relations.286 But Marx's belief did not last very long. At

the end of his 1ife, the real social processes in the world

pointed to the very fact that the social relations unigue to

Àsialic socie!ies were able not only to survive under the

pressure of capitalism, but also to subordinale it to their

social structurings.2sT Revolutionary movements which spread

286 Marx expresses this belief repeatedly in many of his
writings: in "The Manifesto of the Communist. Party:"
"The bourgeoise draws aIl...nations into
civilizations... compels them to become bourgeois
themsel-ves" (Marx, 1978, p,477); in "The Future Results
of ¡ritish RuIe in India:" "England has to fuIfilL a
double mission.... the annihilation of Àsiatic society,
and the laying of material foundation of western society
in Àsia" (Marx , 1969, p.125) i and in Çepjle-l- II:
"Capitalist production first makes the production of
commodities general and then, by degrees, transforms all
commodity production into capitalist commodity
production" (Marx, 1984, p.35).
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from Europe to the East suddenly pushed these Àsiatic

societies (first Russia and second China) to the historical

end of communism, i.e., a society in which free

individuality is anticipated. Marx finally realized his

methodological difficulty and began to rewrite his

historical scheme. This endêd with the restoration of the

socio-cuItural p).ura1ity to its rightful place for the first

time.288 Nevertheless, Marx still maintained his monistic

approach to the human developmental endr though pursuing it

in a differen! way in which different social forms are seen

as moving not unilinearly through capitalism, but

muLtilinearly, in their own vrays, tot¡ard the sane historical

end of free individuality.2ss Holtever, this uncompromising

commitment to nonism (the only European ideal) is already

287 Both Àndre G. Frank and rmmanual wallerstein have
revised Marx's conclusion of the inevitable
capitalization of the East. They argue that western
capital not onJ-y does not necessarily bring about
capitalist transformation in the third worId, but also
may lead to further consolidation of the traditional
social relations there. But owing to the Marxian nature
of their perspective, i.e. , economie determinism, they
still- attribute the persistence of traditional social
relations in the third world to the structural
consequence of the development of the world capitalist
èconomy and fail to appreciate the active role of
tradition in preserving these social relations. No
¡vonder sorne sociologists (e.9., Zeev Gorin and Àlejandro
Portes) argue that their theories are hardly able to
explain the social phenomenon in the communist world
¡.¡here the influence from the capitalist world economy is
minimal but social relations are typically traditional.
See Andre G. Frank, Latin America: Unde rdeve I oÞnent or
Be!.s lÉi-99, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1969;
Immanual Wallerstein, "The Rise Ànd The Future Demise Of
The world Captialist Economy: Concepts For Comparative
Analysis," qgEE.EljE Studies In Societv Ànd. Ejs.!-gð¿,vo1.15, 1974 r ÞÞ.387-415; zeev Gorin, "SociaList
Societies And world System Theory: À Critical Surveyr"
Science And Societv, VoI.17, pp.332-366; and Alejandro
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unimportant. It mereLy manifests the fact that until his

death Marx was still unable to realize that his commitment

to free individuality was not universal as he thought, but

culturally tied to the tradition from which he came. what

has actually happened in China (and other so-calIed

communist societies as well) is that communism not only has

not brought about the realization of free individuality in

the Marxian sense, but in many ways displays the Chinese

traditional patriarchal relationship betl¡een the government

and the people.

5.4 REÀSONS FOR DISCREPÀNCY BETWEEN WEBER'S TI{EORY OF THE
CONFUCIÀN EIIHTC ÀND I¡I{E CT{INESE SOCIO-CT'LTI,'RÀI, REÀIJITY

As discussed in Chapter 4, Weber's conception of social
history was not as articulate as those of Hegel and Marx.

However, owing to the particular historicist consciousness

he inherited from his society, his social theory st.i11

implicitly presupposes a historicaL schematism ¡vhich assumes

a central position in his analysis of non-wèstern societies:

1. Social history moves from non-rational traditionalism
toward an ideal-typical soc iety of economic

rationalization.

Portes, "Hazards of Historical ÀnaIogy," SociaL Problem,
voI.28, 1981 , pp.505-520.

288 Marx, Pre-capitalist Economic &.rmaÉcn-g., edited by Eric
J. Hobsbawn, New York: International Publishers,
pp.1 42-1 45 .

28e I bid. , p.142,
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This ideaL-typical society is not merely an abstract,
generalized concept, but also has concrete historical

existence Western capi taI i st soc i ety.

Owing to its particular inner cultural values

(Puritan ethics), the west is able to transform

itself into a rational, individuaJ.ly motivated and

instrumentally oriented society by crushing the power

of its tradition into pieces and therefore able to
arrive at a non-traditional, modern stage

character i st ic of axiological projection.

Non-western societies, in order to develop into this
non-traditional, modern end, must break with their
traditions and adopt a psychology similar to that of

the "capitalist spirit,"

The above historical scheme basically involves in itself
three major interrelated problems lhat weber himself is

unabLe to reaLize: the non-rationality of tradition; the

non-traditionality of western capitalism; and the evaluation

of non-west.ern societies from thè western perspective. with

regard to the first problem, tradition is consistently seen

by Weber as a real source of irrationaÌity which obstructs

the nornal process of rationalization in social life. As in

the case of China, its tradition was regarded as equivalent

to traditionalism, a non-rational fixation to the sociaL

order. It is therefore totally negative, appearing as a

rigid resistance to social change, i.e., a barrier to the

¿.

?

4.
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rationalization of economy in particular and of society as a

whole. But what does rationality mean? If we follow

Weber's conceptuatization of rationality as "systematic

pursuit of end" based on knowledge,2so the Chinese cultural

tradition is absolutely rational, because it is an active

form of conscious position-taking which manifesLs itself "in
the role of an independent and creative intrument of

cultural self-organization. "2s l Its rationali.ty displays

itself not in the hypertrophy of the spirit of a rational

economy, but in its ability to organize different cultural

elements as well as ils people to\,¡ard its developmental end

with certainty on t.he basis of the available knowledge.2s2

This is r¡hy "much derided tradiLional cultures often

furnished value legitinations necessary in periods of rapid

national change.rr2ss It is also the reason why Chinese

2eo weber, 1968, pp.24-25.
2si zilberman, ! Studv Of Tradition, unpublished manuscript,

pp .201-202 .

2s2 Some sociologists have realized that tradition is not
unilaterally irrational and that so-cafled secular
nodernity lacks sufficient cultural elements to match
the (rational) force of great national traditicns. The
Japanese tradition during the Meiji period furnishes
perhaps the best known, but not the only, example of ho\,,
tradition can actively play to organize national
development. See Robert N. Bellah ' &ç.fjgj-g-E Ànd
Proqress In Modern ès:Lq, New York: Free Press ' 1965;
Joseph R. GusfieId, "Tradition And Modernity: Misplâced
Polarities In The Study Of Socia1 Change," Àmerican
Journal Of Socioloqv, VoI.72, 1967, pp.351-362; and John
walton, "EIites and The Politics of Urban Development, "
in !J-f-Þ.¡. Latin Àmerica: Ue. PoIiticaI Condition From
Àbove And Þ!_l_cg, by A. Portes and J. walton' Àustin:
University Of Taxas Press, 1976.

2s3 ÀIejandro Portes, "on The Sociology of National
Development: Theories Ànd Issuesr" Àmerican Journal Of
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society has survived with enduring stability and peace over

several millenia. But it was not static as Weber views it.
It nas dynamic and constantly developed new knowledge which

it used to materialize its traditional end in a stable

manner.2s4 The polarization of tradition and modernity is at

any rate misplaced, since it entirely ignores the acLive

roLe of tradition in socio-cultural development. 2s s

It wilI not be surprising, then, when contemporary China

develops itself economically and, yet, maintains a highly

centralized unity, a fact that wouLd surprise only Weber.

In this sense, it was western society that Lurned out to be

non-rational (non-rationaL in the sense of cultural
stabiJ-ity), primarily because its individualistic tradition
failed to unify its cultural elemenls into an organized

whole and therefore Iet the partial rationalization of the

"capitalist spirit" hopelessly override other cultural areas

and consequently bring the entire society to a state of

extreme uncertainty. (On this account, the two worLd wars

and the contemporary ex i stent ial i st movement are not

aecidental- but can be considered the logical outcome of the

f ail-ure of Lhe western cultural tradition to integrate its
social life into a normative certainty).

Soc ioloqy, voI.82,

See Perry Anderson,

Joseph R. Gusf ieId,

1977 , p.73.

1974, pp.521-549.

1967, pp.151-152.
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Weber's problem is that, in his enthusiasm to distinguish
the !raditional elements from non-traditional elements in
the content of culture, he f aiJ.s to realize the so-calIed

non-traditional elements come exactly from tradition and

from nov¡here.2e6 Therefore, when he said he succeeded in

identifying the goal-attainment dimension in the Protestant

ethic as the non-traditional element which eventually

eliminated aII the traditional elements of the culture

content, he immediately passed over the very fact that the

goal-attainment motive is not !raditionalisticalJ.y free, but

instead is justified by its very existence in the past,

i..., by a typical existing traditional attitude that made

this motive triumphant over other cultural elements.2eT

In this regard, the kind of individualism which is
closely associated !¡ith western capitalism, therefore,

should not be seen as the expression of the non-traditional
character of western society as Weber believes, It is
rather a necessary result of the particular developnent of

t.he Western cultural tradition. The failure of the western

tradition to bring unity to its culture - a phenomenon that

Marx- successfully revealed in his analysis of the internal
contradit ions of western soc iety - was precisely t.he

structural characteristic of this tradition. Às Weber

himself understands very we1I, the principal cultural

2s6 Alejandro Portes,
297 zilberman, "À

manuscript, P.8.

1977 , p.73.

Study Of Tradition' , unpublished
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element that constitutes the Western mentality rdas the

individual consciousness, an irreducible social "atom" upon

which Ì{estern society was built. From the age of the

initial Christian development dov¡n to thè present time, the

preoccupation with the problem of individuality (both HegeI

ând Marx !¡ere immersed in this problem and r,¡orked to sort it
out) has ai.ways been the inescapeable reality of the Western

mind. The unquestioned belief in the authenticity of

individual consciousness, which never took its root in China

or India, had long been a reality in the Western

consciousness as a form of traditionalistic ideology. 2s I

This traditionalistic ideology by its mechanisms in turn

material-ized in social action and, in consequence, as Weber

has successfully detected, transformed itself into the very

spirit of capitalism, which always generates numerous

conflicts and disturbances to the western sociaL integration

and unit.y. This corresponds exactly to Durkheim's

description of the seriousness of anomie of various kinds at

the personality leveI in the west.2se To vier,¡ from this
angIe, Weber's analysis that the rise of Western capitalism
in its socially distinct form r.¡as a historical development

of the prototype of this individualistic mentaJ.ity is
basically undisputable. The spirit of western capitalism is

undoubtedly inseparable from the Western cultural ethic and

consciousness. However, what Weber fails !o do is to

2ss David Zilberman, "A Study Of

2ss Emile Durkheim, qþ.|&., New
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subject this tradition
result , he mi stakes

universal development,

intra-culturaI reflection. Às a

for the absolute end of human

end that China must realize.

This mistake is linked to the problem of Weber's

underst.anding of non-1.¡estern societies. Taking the western

economic rationality as his excLusive position, weber

projects his axiological mentaLity on alI the cultures that

he studies. In so doing, he subjectively assumes that all
other peoples should share an economic interest similar to

his. Hence, in his analysis of china, he easily argues

China had a socio-economic background as favorable as that

of the west to capitalist development. But he forgets that

those "objective" facts of interest to himself may not

intèrest the Chinese. À11 those facts he considers to be

favorable or unfavorable to the Chinese capitalist
development were only the inseparable part of the total
socio-cuLtural system which might be underslood differently
from the Chinese point of view. However, his axiological
position disabled him to see these facts from the Chinese

position. without this reflection, what seens to hin to be

problematic in the Chinese capitalist development becones

obvious in his cultural equation: the Chinese cultural
tradition - the Confucian ethic - was the main barrier to

its rationalization, to its capitalist development. By

concentrating on the cultural characteristics of western

society, he neglects the fact that these characteristics, as

to

ir
an
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well as those of China, are themselves not universal but

belong only to t.he society in which one Iives.30o As a

result, he becomes enLirely unconscious that China may be

able to develop in itself another social alternative
different from capi tal i sm.

À further question is, how is the Confucian ethic similar
or contraditory to the Puritan one? Or to put it more

generally, on what criterion can we judge whether other

religions are similar or dissimilar to Protestantism in

terms of ethic. Insofar as ethic is concernedr âhy

religion, even the most primitive, consists of a huge

ethical system of different levels which makes any detailed

comparison difficult, if not impossible. Then, on what

basis can r¡e select ethical criteria of a religion's

"inner-worIdIiness" or "other-worldliness," "asceticism" or

"myst.icism"? weber's comparative method is no solut.ion to

this problem and therefore is inevitably subjective.

Àccording to his selection ¡,¡hich carries a heavy Protestant

value, Weber argues that both t.ranscendentality and the

tension between individuals and the external world are

absent in Confucianism. Therefore, he absolutely believed

that the Chinese Confucian tradiLion lacked the kind of

inner-worIdIy asceticism of the west. However, wiLh

different criteria, many contemporary scholars have reached

the totally opposite conclusion tha! the Confucian ethic was

300 Theotonio Dos Santo, "The Structure Of Dependence r "
American Econonic B.e$_el¿, Vol.60, 1970, pp.231-234.
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similar in kind, though possibly different in degree, to the

Puritan ethic both in terms of transcendental belief and in

terms of the tension between individuals and the external

worId.30r some theorists even attribute it to the inner

momentum of the currenl capitalist development in the Far

East (see Chapter 4). Disregarding the polemical discussion

over which conclusion is right or which is wrong, the

discussion itseLf reveals a fact that is markedly important:

that is, Weber's conceptualization of the Chinese cultural
tradition as purely non-rational and mechanistic is

definitely far from the Chinese reality. What may be the

case is that the Chinese cultural tradition is able !o

respond actively to the changing environment and therefore

to absorb rationally and selectively elements or knowledge

(e.g., economic, political, etc.) from other societies to

benef it it.s development.

5.5 EUROCENTRIC REDUCTIONISM IN HEGEL, lifÀRx ÀND WEBER

So far as the discussion of the reasons for the

discrepancies between Hegel, Marx and weber's lheories and

the Chinese reality has revealed, it is apparent that in

spite of the difference in their theoretical interpretation

of the Chinese cultural tradition, they share at a deeper

level a similar methodological structure of approaching

30i See Yu, 1987 ,
EvoIut íon, " in
William A Lessa
Row, 1965.

pp. 13-1a;
Reader in
and Evon

and Robert Bellah's "religion
Comparative &1iqjon, edited by
z. vogL, New York: Harpper &
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Chinese society. That is, they aII three look at China from

an absolute external position of contemporary European

society. China is not studied by them as such, but as a

society to be evaluated against a single European

background. For Hegè1, this background is political

constitutionaL monarchy i for Marx, it is capitalism in

transition to communism; and for weber, it is intrumental

ra t i ona I i za t i on . In aIl three cases, the Eurocentic

reductionism is evident, as Chinese culture is treated

monistically in accordance with bhe rules of a single

European culture and as the Chinese cultural independence in

terms of an end in iLseIf is completely denied.

Às a result, China becomes no more than a socioJ.ogical

residual category, meaningful only when it is in relation to

the West. The rationality of its tradition - of its fanily

system, morality, individuality, history, etc. - is either

distorted or iqnored. Ibs sociological meaning is its

cultural particularily - i.e., its "despotism, "

"Àsiaticness," and "!raditionalism" - which is in lheir view

entirely contradictory to the "sociological universality" of

the west and therefore is seen as historically preceding the

Iatter, Such Eurocentric reductionism and historicism have

never been subjected by them to any methodological or

intra-cultural reflection. Hence, inter-cultural
understanding becomes merely an ex te rna 11y- imposed-upon

knowledge from the western cultural perspective and thus
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devoid of the intrinsic meaning it is supposed to have.

That is !¡hy a prominent contemporary social thinker

sagaciously poinls out that if cross-cultural underst.anding

is to be achieved,

both one-sided Weberian axiologism and the
hypothesis of monolinear social differentiation
and object ively irreversible historical
development coached by the cLassicaL Marxism had
to be rejected, The idea of "convergence" and
universalization of the world-wide patterns of
soc ial 1i fe was also inverted. western
civilization sras set off as a l-ocaL type of
"social bein9" which, owing to its specific system
of values, is able to expand into the areas of
other societal types but unable to transform them
from the inside and hence open to their
counteract ion at some point. The so-called
"Asiatic" or similar societies were interpreted
not as blind alleys in the history of social
evolution and progress but as different, possibl-y
final, solutions of the societal equation.3o2

Indeed, true cross-cultura] undersÈanding will emerge only

when the assumption is abandoned of a formaL goal necessary

for all societies to reach, and attempts made instead to

comprehend cullural tradition from the perspective of how it
develops rationally and consistently in correspondence with

its internal logic (for more discussion, see Chapter 6).

302 Zilberman, "The
Soviet Thouqht,

Post-soc iological Societyr" Studies in
vo1 .17, 1979, pp.311-312.
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5.6 EUROCENTRIC REDUCTIONISM IN THE WESTERN PHILOSOPHICÀL-
SCIENTIFIC TRÀI)ITION

The Eurocentric reductionism that underlines the western

sociology of culture as represented by Hegel, Marx and

Weber, however, is not mereJ-y an accident. Instead, it is

deeply rooted in the entire modern philosophical-scientific

tradition in the west since Rene DescarLes, the first
philosopher who systematically oriented the traditional
western theological discussion to the problem of knowing, to

epistemology. For Descartes, every thing seems doubtable,

including God, matter, science, experiences, etc.. But

there is one thing that is indubitable - is by itself cLear

and distinct, and it is the thinking subject.

while I wanted to think everything false, it must
necessariLy be that I who thought was something;
and remarking that this truth, 'rI think, therefore
I amrrr sras so solid and so certain that a1l the
most extravagant suppositions of the sceptic were
incapable of upsetting it, I judged that I could
receive it without scruple as the first principle
of the philosophy that r sought.303

what is importan! in this quotation is not the truth it

contains, but is the methodological division of the world

into a system of objects and subjects it presupposes. The

"Cartesian doubt"304 can be wrong when it is reduced to the

status of object by other subjects (and it indeed was

rejected by the philosophers after hin), but the readiness

303 Rene Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophv, New
York: The Bobbs-MerrilI Company, Inc.,

304 "cartesian doubt" or "radical doubt"
process to rvhich Descartes' famous
therefore I am, is reached. Ànd it
as the Archimedean point of knowledge.

1960, p.22.

is referred to the
cogito: I think,
is regarded by him
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of the subject as an transcendent judge to deal with the

world outside him as objec!ive fact in terms of systematic

cognition has remained intact in the entire development of

the modern philosophy and science. The world is nol'¡ seen as

a split world in which the object cannot be known unless

there is an absolutely certain foundation for the subject to

stand on. To save this epistemological crisis, there have

been hi stor icalty many attempts to search for thi s

indubitable stand point on v¡hich the subject can rely to

rebuild the entire edifice of knowledge: Descartesl

"radicaI doubt , " Hus se r I ' s "transcendental

phenomenology , " 3 0 s Hegel's "dialectical stater" Marx's "free
individuality," Weber's "ideal typical economic rationality"
(to a certain degree), etc.. In every case, an immovable

transcendent position of the subject is assumed and no

methodological reflection is given to it - be it

305 Husserl's transcendental phenomenology is a product of
his meditation on Descartes' radical doubt. Basically,
Husserl accepts Descartes' contention that thinking is
lhe starting point of knowledge. But he rejects his
radical doubt as not complete, as not radical enough,
because he finds that the thinking of Descartes'
thinking subject has no! been purified as pure
consciousness. That is, in Husserl's view, the
consciousness that Descartes identifies is not pure
consciousness but reflective consciousness. Hence he
points out, in order to secure the foundation of
knowledge, pure consciousness must be reached and it can
be achieved by means of phenomenol og i ca I bracketing,
i.e., to put every thing that does not belong to pure
consc iousness into bracket and not to use them,
including experiences, reflection, etc. . According t.o
his analysis, the essence of pure consciousness is
nothing but intentionality which is the very original
point of knowing ( see UI Kuan-yu' s Essavs on
Phenomenoloqv, Taipei: Lai Ming cultural Company Ltd.,
1e81).



consciousness, Iogical functions (Iike the dialectics of

Hegel and Marx), traditionally free rationalityr or

whatsoever. The relationship between the subject and the

object is clearly delimited: while the subject is an active

cognizing agent ready to know, the object is a passive

actual (it is only treated as actual, but not necessarily

actual by itself) "ttring." Àt bhe same time' the position

of the cognizing subject is naturalized as "ontologically
seLf-certain" in its approach to the subject. Ànd it is the

cognizing subject who, by its so calLed "clear and distinct"
presuppositionLess position ( it is believed) , makes known

the object, not vice versa.

The naturalization of the subject's position

significan!1y marks the inner character of the modern

Western tradition which contains a scientific spirit of

skeplicism of the world as object but fails to reflect its

very naturalized position as a doubting subject. Hence,

instead of presenting itself as an "object of congition,"

the western cultural tradition elevates itself to the level

of absolute which is the very source of doubt, of judgement,

and, at the same !ime, regards itself as indubitable. It is

Iike lhe God of the Christian Bible, and therefore â judge

over everything. From the perspective of its
"absoluteness," the world is nothing but the "extention" (to

borro$¡ Ðescartes' term) of its rationality. For that

reâson, any doubt of its "absoluteness" will inevitably
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force it into "non-being" which çi1I in turn cause lhe

entire world to collapse, just as the Bible says: "you shaI1

not doubt (God) . " This alone can largely expl-ain the

periodic rise and decline of the philosophical sys!ems in

the west, i..., the so caIled "epistemological crises" that

constantly haunt the western intellectual minds.3o6 owing to

its peculiar subject/object dichotomized thinking, the

western mentality is so eager to look for an "absolute"

point for knowledge that it fails to realize that any such

point can be approached by other thinkers, as an "extension"

from other "absolute" points. Às a result, Descartes

developed his "radicaL doubt" which was doubted by Husserl;

Husserl developed his "pure consciousness" which was doubted

by existentialists; etc.. Each of them approaches the other

"absolute" points as objects and considers them

"epistemoLogical illusions. " But by so doing each

naturalizes his position, i.e., makes it absolute, instead

of present ing i t as "exi stent ially" mani fold. Put

differently, he always denies the "absoluteness" of other

306 On this account, the so-caIIed "critical foundations" of
knowledge as ontlined by Jurgen Habermas escapes no such
epistemological predicamenL, even though his original
intention was t.o remedy the problem involved in the
western positivist science. His problem is that when he
attempted to reify these foundations - technical
interests, practical interest and emancipatory interest
- as the absolute epistemological grounds (now not one,
but three) appLicable to the understanding of any
cultural society, he unconsciously stayed back in the
sarne epistemological shell with his predecessors by
failing to realize that all these "interests" are from
nowhere else other than the very cultural tradition in
which he lived. (See his book Knowledqe and Human
Ig!,.9!g.qls-, Boston: Beacon Press, 1970) .
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people's positions, makes them his "objects of cognition,"

and subordinates lhem to his "absoluteness."

The failure of Hegel, Marx and weber to explain the

Chinese cultural tradition (and other non-Western cultural

traditions as well) is precisely because they deny its

"existentially va1id" cultural position, and approach it as

an object for investigation from their absolute cultural
perspective.

consc iousness is
methodolog i ca1

Although in their cases individual

substituted for culture r the basic

character i st ic of the We stern

philosophical-scientific tradition remains unchanged: that

is, instead of presenting cultural development as

existentially manifold, they (Hege1, Mârx and Weber) reduce

it to a single path, i.e., the Western oner which they

regard as the only absolutely rational cultural subject.

More specifically, in their analysis of China, they do not

realize (or are unwilling to realize) that china, Iike the

west, is a cuÌtural subject which has its distinct
historical and culturaL consciousness - its relative

"transcendentality" (like Husserl's irreducibl-e set of

subjective positions) - and therefore cannot be treated as

an object r ôs any residual category of the western

experience. In the very moment they approach China as an

object, they immediately naturalize their cultural position

and impose it on the understanding of China. Às a result'

the "China" they understand cannot exist except in their otqn

mental universes.
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6.1

Chapter VI

À NEW SOCIOIJOGICÀL ÀPPROÀCH TO THE CHINESE
CI'LTURÀI, TRÀDITION

INTRODUCTION

In the last chapter, it has been shown that the reason

for Hegel, Marx and Weber's failure to understand and

expJ.ain the Chinese cultural tradition is because they

reduce China to a residual category of the West, to a

passive object which has its own meaning only in relation to

the western cultural absol-ute. Also, it has been pointed

ou! that this Eurocentric reductionism is deeply rooted in

the western phiJ.osophical-scientific tradition which always

tends to "absolutize" a subjective stand point and

approaches the external l¡orId as object from the perspective

of this "absolutized" subjective stand point. Hence' in

order to overcome this object-subject opposition - in order

to avoid the rnistake that Hege1, Marx, and weber committed

in their treatments of the Chinese culturaL tradition' a nev

approach to tradition in general and to the Chinese cultural

tradition in particular is proposed in this chapter: an

approach that treats tradition as intentiona).ity' as an

independent subject, instead of presenting it as an object

that actually exists (see further on).307 In other words,

first introduced and propounded by
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lrhat is abtempted here is to replace the

"tradition-as-object approach" (principalty approximate to

the contemporâry soc iologicaL approach to cultural

tradition) with a "tradition-as-intentionality" one.

6"2 TI{E FLÀ}T IN THE WESTERN SOCIOT,OGICÀL ÀPPROÀCH TO
CI,'LTITRÀL TRÀDITION: TRÀDITION ÀS OBJTECT

Concerning the tradition-as-object approach, what is

emphasized of lradition is no more than the mechanism of the

constant. reproduction of social institutions and norms3os

and the content of these institutions and norms3os (Marx and

Hegel Èend to stress the former as they look at the stalic,
unchanging aspect of the reproduction of the patriarchal

structure, while Weber tends to pursue lhe Iâtter as he

wants to know the consequences of two different sets of

values - Confucian ethics versus Protestant ethics).3r0 rn

David Zilberman in his Ph.D. thesis Study of
Tradition" and oÈher unpublished art.icLes including "A
Typological Study Of The Russian-Soviet Cultural
Tradition" and "Understanding CuIturaI Tradition Às
Types of Thinking."

308 Edward Shils, Center And Peripherv, Essavs in
Macrosocioloqv, Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1975, pp. 182-218.

3os N. Eisenstadt, The ProtestanL Ethic And Modernization,
New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1968.

31o The functionalist approach to culture can, to a certain
extent, be included in Hegel's group, especially when it
ernphasizes the mechanistic reproduction of social system
tending to¡rard its teJ.eological functional harmony
( interdependence) of parts. Such an emphasis can never
be able to exptain successfully why a certain social
institution (part) can survive in a particular society
at the expense of other institutions in spite of the
total social harmony, while it remain totally
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respect of the first concern (mechanism of tradition),
tradition is anaLyzed only in terms of mechanisms of

persistence (unchangeableness ) in the attachments to things,
persons, societies, and practices of the past, - or in

short, anything associated with the past. 3r r Às for the

second concern (content of tradition), tradition is

identi f ied sith a certain set of values that has a

structuring effect on social development (or undevelopment).

In both cases, tradition is treated as an actual,

unconsc ious object that can be known onLy from the

investigator's cogniLive or culturaL perspective. The

active and selective nature of tradition is entirely ignored

or misinterpreted, and why tradition can historically

develop in response to the changing environment without.

J.osing its internal integrity is totally unexplained (or

unexplainable). These two reasons alone are sufficient to

abandon the "tradition-as-object" approach.

undeveJ.oped in another culture. For the discussion
the teleologism of functionalism, see E. Nagel's
Structure of Science, London: Routledge & Kegan Pa
1961, pp.520-534.

of
The
ul ,

weber's definition of "traditional" in terms
"ingrained habituation" obviously fa11s into
concern, though his actuaL comparative analysis
concerned with the content of tradition - values
Weber, Economv and Societv, pp.24-26) .

of
this

is
( see
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6.3 À NEI{ SOCTOLOGICÀIJ ÀPPROÀCH TO CIrf.,lIrttRÀL TRN)rTION:
TRN)ITION ÀS INTENTIONÀT..ITY

The''tradition-as-intentionality" approach proposed here

is to treat tradition as an intentionaJ. subject, ready "to
understand and accept thè mèssage as purposefully sent and

traduced by the authoritative (but not necessarily

authorized) source of tradition, to decipher this message

and to act in the future in correspondence with the properly

understood and interpreted spirit of the message. " 3 1 2 rn

general, what characterizes this approach is that it views

tradition, not from the inverstigator's cultural
perspective, but from the inner position of the tradition
being investigated, i.e., from the inner cultural Iogic (the

traditional message and the individual's readiness to

understand that message) of that tradition by which it

materializes and perpetuates itself in its historicaL

development.313 It is awkwardLy called the

"tradition-as-intentionality" approach primarily because in

this approach, tradition is understood not as a thin9, i.e.,

as an object, which can be studied "objectively" by the

investigator with his pre-constructed model of culture, but

as intentionalityr 3la rqhich is an orientation or attitude

312 zilberman, "A Typological Study of The Russian-Soviet
Cultural Tradition, " p.4.

David Zilberman, The Birth Of Meaninq In Hindu &sugh!,
Boston: Ð. Reidel Publishing Company, 1988, p.305.

The term intentionality is similar to Husserl's
understanding of the essence of consciousness as
intentionality, but in our case, consciousness is
replaced by tradition. See Quentin Lauer, The Triumph

313
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toward the external world, or in short, a world view, and

r¡hich can be kno¡,rn, not by some impossible analysis of what

is outside that tradition (as Hegel, Marx and Weber did),

but simply from an analysis of the internal rationality of

that tradition itself , In other words, the

tradition-as-intentionality approach is a return to the

study of tradition in its own right, to viewing tradition as

consisting of both objectivity and subjectivity, neiLher of

v¡hich has significance \,¡ithout lhe other. Objectivity and

subjectivity are nothing but the interrelated and

inter-reflecbed refationship bet!¡een culture and tradition.

while objectivity is the objectified subjectivity and

therefore as culture, subjectivity is the internal

rationality behind the objectified culture and therefore as

tradition. 3 r s

of Subiectivitv, Ne!¡ York: Fordham University Press,
1978, p.37 .

3ls 1¡ sociology, tradition and culture have always been
used interchangeably wiLhout any c1ear, analytical
distinction, and the unique position of tradition has
frequentLy been ignored and reduced to the position of
culture. For t.he discussion of the reason for the
omission of the analysis of tradition' see Edward Shils,
CenÈer and PeriÞherv, E-g-ge-y-Þ. in Macrosocioloqv, Chicago:
Th- University of Chicago Press, 1975, pp.183-184.
Here, the author emphasizes that conceptuallyr tradition
and culture must be distinguished from one another so as
to restore the study of tradition to its fuII right. As
far as tradi!ion is concerned, it is unchangeable and
constitutes thè absolute reality or "inertial frame of
reference" of a society. Àny change of this absolute
real ity means the corresponding change of cultural
position. On the other hand, culture' or the activity of
èulture, is changeable and can be sublated ( i.e. ,
negated) or falsified by some other cultural experiences
or activities. For example, we may suspect certain
cultural activities to be inadequate to the presumed
cultural tradition and hence demand their replacement by
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To further elaborate, this new approach contends that

tradition is not an actual object and therefore cannot be

treated as object, and that it is a self-developing,

self-actualizing and self-perpetuating subject having its

or¡n rationality and subjectivity, both of ¡¿hich can on).y be

understood by the internal identification with them. In

this sense, it is similar to HegeI's political state, but in

a historically and culturally concrete sense rather than in

the abstract-generality sense. For the author, the emphasis

on political superiority is of no universal necessity and

represents no more than a certain traditional consciousness.

On the other hand, it is also similar to Husserl's

transcendentaL consciousness, but in our case, the subject

is cultural tradition rather than individual consciousness

(lhe latter, when carefully reasoned, comes from no where

but the cultural environment. in r¡hich the individual Iives).

Methodologically, the t rad i t i on -a s - i n ten t i ona I i ty
approach is multi-positional rather than monistic, in that

ít assumes a plurality of cultural developments in which

each cultural tradition develops rationally, i.e. ,

intentionally, in accordance with its traditional message,

other cultural activities. But we cannot doubt the
radical way that cultural activities are expressed
without accomplishing an absolute change of cultural
position. For that reason, it means that all cultural
activities are phenomenal and must come under the
absolute reality of tradition as their formal cause.
They (culÈural activities) attempt to capture fu11y the
rneaning of tradition; yet they never succeed in
achieving that. And this is exactly what keeps cul.ture
developing as an ongoing process of objectifying
tradition
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instead of naturalizing an "Àrchimedean" cultural
perspective against which aII other cul!ures are to be

interpreted. Basically, this approach is (1) an attempt to

identify the cultural subjectivity3rG that characterizes a

particular cultural tradition and (2) to unfold how this
subjectivity actively and consciously maintains, develops

and objectifies itself in a changing social and natural

environment. In short, it seeks to reveal the internal
consistency in the development of cultural tradition.

ÀnalogicaIIy, to ident.ify the subjectivity of a given

cultural tradition is something like detecting the "inertial
frame of reference" or the "metaphysics" of that cutural

tradition. The inertial frame of reference referred to here

is the Level of absolute truth or reality accept.ed by a

particular cultural tradition which is non-contestable and

does not aIIow refutation or enpirical falsifications l T

(".g., Ne¡.rton's three laws of motion and Einstein's
spat ial-temporal continuum in relativist physics). Any

refutation immediately means a corresponding paradigm shift,
not the empirical falsification in a real sense.318 Once the

316 Subjectivity means here the kind of quality that
constitutes the independent, rational existence of a
paritcular cultural tradition. More specifically, it is
the readily qualified attitude to act according to a
particularly perceived traditional message such as the
kind of individuality that the West is always ready to
pursue and struggle for even at the expense of the
social whole or the kind of familistic harmony the
Chinese tend to seek even at the expense of their
ind ividual i ty.

3 1 7 zilberman, 1988, p.34.
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"inertial frame of reference" of a given cultural tradition

is detected and the investigator declares his loyalty to

that tradition in his anaLysis of it, he immediately

experiences a change in cultural position, i.e., in frame of

reference, from his own to the one he has detected. As a

corollary, he is expected to confirm his readiness to

understand any event in that cultural tradition as a link in

the same chain, with all other cultural alternatives

excluded.3 le In other words, all Èhe structures of his

previous activity should temporarily be transmuted into that

cultural tradition and placed Èhere in accordance with its

frame of reference.320 Ànd by this cultural shift, the

investigator can gain the Iargest possible scope for an

objective (i.e., external to his own cultural perspective)

and subjective ( i .e. , internally consisten! ) understanding

of that cultural tradition.

Hence, instead of being irrational and mechanistic,

!raditional action is considered here both rational and

active, having its own inertial frame of reference and

internal logic (i.e., the structural order of things or life

318 Since what cultural tradition deals ¡¡ith is the meaning
(or essence) of 1ife, it therefore cannot be falsified
in any empirical sense. For example, neither familism
nor individualisrn contains the kind of objectivity that
must or must not be accepted by all. Both of them have
their own metaphysical absolute that is beyond empirical
falsi f icat ion and therefore cannot be sublated or
doubted in lheir inner sense.

3 r s David zilberman, 1988, p.307.

320 Ibid., p.307.
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in relation to lhis frame of reference). In the process of

traditional action (i.e., of traditionaLizaLion), the

authentic traditional message or the inertial frame of

reference is referred to, interpreted, clarified and finally
projected by the individual into the future for its

corresponding rationaJ- action, i.e. , for the realization of

the particular human content (goal) specifically perceived

by a particular cultural tradition. In this regard, alL

social actions, no matter how economically, politicallyr or

otherwise oriented, can be regarded as traditionalr in lhe

sense that they all gro¡,¡ out of a certain cultural

tradition, develop in relation to a particular frame of

reference unique to that cultural tradition, acquire their

meanings from that cultural tradiLion, and act as stated by

the particular attitude toward the external world

internalized in that cultural tradition.

Traditionalization, therefore, is nothing but the very

social process by which the individual acquires his identity

or individual consciousness as a cultural being, and by

which tradition is to be carried through by the individual's

collective effort to uphold, i.e., to rnaterialize, his

cultural idenÈity in correspondence r,tith his traditional
frame of reference.

From thi s angle , the present approach proposes no

"naturalized," non-traditional universal human content. that

every cultural tradition "ought" to realize (like HegeI's
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political staLe, Marx's free individuality and Weberrs

econornic rationatity). Human content is considered here as

"ontoIogically" unapproachable and unknowable, as something

!¡ithout substance. In some way, it is like the object of

l-anguage: we can only approach t.he "object" indirectly

through Iinguistic form, and if without the latter' the

former immediately becomes unthinkable and

unintetligible. 3 2 I SimilarIy, human content can only be

conceived "metamorphically" (in a transforrned sense) through

the mediation of different types of traditions, of different

frames of reference,322 of. different "finalized" social

forms323 (but not in a chronological system as Marx and

Hegel think), e.9. r po$¡er in Russia, family in China,

individuality in the west, and so on. Each of these social

forms represents a distinctive, but at the same time

32 r David zilberman, I988, pp.319-324.

322 Insofar as frame of reference is concerned, there has
appeared no single frame of reference that can unify all
other frames of reference into an all-encompassing truth
or reality; and in this sense' alI different frames of
reference can be considered as existentiaJ.Iy vaIid, as
Iegitimate frames of reference for qualifying human
I i f e.

323 The term 'form' used here must be distinguished from the
way Hegel and Marx use it. For Hegel and Marx, form
reiers to the historical expression of content, but it
is not equiva).ent to contentr unless it reaches its
final developmènt in which forn and content completely
coincide. In our case, "form" is devoid of historicism
and is finalized in cultural tradition. Although it is
also seen as not equivalent to contentr it is the only
(finalized) form, through which a particularly perceived
content is expressed, and without r¡hich the latter
becomes unapproachable. Historicist thinking belongs
only to a particular form and therefore applies to no
more than tha! social form.
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universaLly val-id, form of realizing human content. The

very process of traditionalization is but the rational

process of actualizing the culturally perceived human

content - the traditional message - unique to a particular

cultural tradition. Different cultural traditions have

different forms of realizing their differently perceived

human contents and therefore different traditionalization
processes. It is by the traditionalization process Lhat

tradition can develop, actuaLize and perpetuate itself in

accordance r¡ith its traditional message or inertial frame of

reference, and it is also by this process that social Iife

and relations are shaped and reshaped "in a quite definitely
qualified spirit of traditionalism. " 3 24

For many people, the actual relevance of this

tradition-as-intentionality approach in the so-cal1ed modern

world seems dubious, especially when the destruction of

traditional values is highJ.y praised and the importation of

the spirit of westernism (especially western individualistic

values ) i s greatly apprec iated under t.he nane of

mode r n i za t i on . 3 2 5 But one example is sufficient to prove

that the doubt is unnecessary. In the west, there has

always been an interiorized tendency to preserve its

traditional individualistic vaLues (the ones Max Weber

discovered and correctly identified as the determining

324 Jbid. , p.4.
32s 5u" Alex Inkeles &

Harvard University
David Smith, Þ.@.i-!g. l4edern, Mass:
Press , 1974.
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factor - the cultural ethos - of the emergence of western

capitalism) so as to stimulate people and make them anxious

about constant renovation of economic and other

interests.326 Historically, individualism has been the

metaphysical absolute, i.e., the unfalsified frame of

reference, which forms the elementary structure of western

consciousness.32? Nowadays, individualistic values still

continue to be purposefully inculcated in western minds

through the mass media. Much of the resources and efforts

of the west are expended to keep the traditional spirit of

individualism aIive, in spite of the rapidly growing expense

and the elusive outcome.328 This intentionality (intentional

process) is to preserve the traditional message of the

integrity of individuality. Thus it is the spirit of western

socio-cul-turaI life expressed in its particular

traditionalism, i.e., in its indubious traditional belief in

Lhe authenticity of individuality. This appears absurd from

other traditionalistic perspectives¡ ê.9., from the Russian

or Chinese point of view.32s

32e puvi¿ Zilberman, "A Study Of Traditionr" p.8.
327 See Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchicusr chicago: The

University of Chicago Press, 1980; and Chris Youngdall,
Television Commercials Às CulturaI Textsr M.À. Thesis,
Winnipegl The University of Manitoba, 1985.

328 This elusive outcome is in some way reflected in Max
Weber's pessimistic view on the inevitable domination of
bureaucracy over individualistic development as weLl as
on the shrinking of the traditional Puritan ethics
resulted from the rising consumerism. See Max Weber's
The Protestant Ethic And The Spirit of capitalisn'
London: George Àl-len & UnIein Ltd. ' 

'1 930, pp. 181-183.

32s For example, even as modernized as töday's Taiwanr most
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6.4 THE METHOD OF IDENTIFYING INTENTIONAI,,ITY OF TRÀDITION:
TRÀDITION ÀS PÀRTIÀTJ INSTITUTION

Now the problem is: how can we identify the

intentionality of a tradition r¡hich is so complex and

diverse in its content? Put more specifically, since

society always consists of a whole system of institutions

rvhich aII have their own internaJ. Iogic of operation, how is

it possible to single out constructively the very

intentionality that dictates the development of the entire
social syslem? witl it be the case that the reduction of

tradition !o intentionality will yield various irreducible
intenlionalities juxtaposed to one another in the culture

content, as !¡as Husserl's "poly-ego-ism at odds with itself"

in his final phenomenological reduction?33o Fortunately, we

are not doing phenomenol og i ca 1 reduction of tradition so

that we will no! get a set of positions in tradition which

are equally objective in the inner cultural sense.

Tradition is treated here as a single subject rational- and

consistent in its o$rn completion, i.e., as the only social-

fact from which a11 other social facts derive their meaning.

people stiIl hold that group interests (e.9., harmony)
should come before private interests; the latters seem
to have no legitimate existence unless they are pursued
under the names of larger groups or organizations. For
the discussion of the private-public tension in the
structure of Chinese personality, see Lung-kee Sun, Lb9
DeeÞ Structures of Chinese Culture, Hong Kong: I-San
PubIi shing Company, 1983.

33o Edmond HusserI, Eglg3. Ànd Judqment, Evanston:
Nor thrre ste rn University Press, 1973, p.303.
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This approach can be practically acheived by introducing

David zilberman's concept of "partial institution. "33 r The

underlying logic of this concept is that: although in any

society there is a system of institutions, there always

exists a single powerful institution which, by its olrn

Iogic, develops itself at the expense of the other

institutions, i.e., subordinates them to its single

domination and structuring, and which can be used as an

independent frame of reference for understanding the main

sense of the current cultural process in that society.s32

This powerful institution is thus called a partial

institution, partial in the sense that it by its very

principle alone represents the developmental direction of

the whol-e social system, which, with its parts as weII,

"Iook as if they existed for the sake of this partial
institution and against their proper goaLs. "333 Some

distinguished examples that may serve to explain this point

are the political insLitution in Russia and the economic

institution in the west. In Russia, the state is
super-imposed on the society; its super-ordinate existence,

i.e., power, coerces the rest of the institutions to act in
conforrnity to its will as if they had no independent

existence. This is why Russian society al.ways gives us an

331 zilberman, "Understanding CulturaI
of Thinking," pp.29-30.

332 zil-berman, 1988, p.318.
333 zilberman, "A Typoplogical Study Of

CuIturaI Tradition, " p.8.

Traditions Às Types

The Russian-Soviet
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impression of over-politicization, of totalitarianism.
Indeed, the development of the state forms the very essence

of the Russian cultural reality. In contrast., the

individualistically based economic institution ( i.e., the

domination of the market mechanism based on individual

demand and supply) in the west permeates every aspect of

social life. Everything - be it politic or arts - is

measured in terms of market value. Common expressions Iike
political market, cultural market and so on are adequate to

reflect the omnipresence of such an economicalized ( i. e ' ,

individualized, value-oriented) reality.

Hence, it can be said that the identification of the

partial institution of a tradition is nothing but the

identification of the intentionality of that tradition. The

intentionality of a tradition Iies nowhere but in the

rationality of the partial institution's
"institutionalization of aIl other institutions within the

Iimits of the concrete culture and in the history of its
social development. 'r 3 3 4 In !he socio-cuItural process, the

(rational) principJ.e of the partial institution is accepted

(by the culturally situated individuals) as being able and

necessary to determine the development of alI other

institutions. Therefore, structurally it corresponds to the

poínt of change of the inertial frame of reference of its
tradition and comprises the "metaphysics" of cultural

3.3 4 zilbermanr "Understanding cultural
Of Thinking, " p.30.
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understânding in an unfalsified sense. Considered from its

inner cultural perspective, its existence is absolute (i.e.,

ínstitutionally unavoidable) and cannot be subtated by any

kind of institutional principLe (unless an absolute

transition of institutional principle is accomplished). By

its uncompromising principle, the partial institution is in

an absolute posi!ion ho organize and re-organize the entire
social relations under its logic, in spite of the

dysfunctionalily of other i n s t i t ut i on s . 3 3 s Its historical

development signifies the principal l-ine development of its

society, and its rationality represents the main structural
principle of the entire socio-cuLtural process. Therefore,

it logical-ly follows that, "if there is a definite knowledge

thaÈ some institution is partial... !¡e are in a position to

claim that the study of this society may be freely confined

to this single institution and its transformations in

various organizations. r' 33 6

rf we follow the above reasoning, we can conceptually

begin by fornring the ideal partial institution and then

reduce the whole sum of social life and history of a given

society to a system of categories: whole/part.337 That is,

the development of the soc ial whole i s always and

33s In this regard, the functionalist approach is
necessarily untenable; dysfunctionality of other
instititions is not necessarily harmful to, but may be
vit.aI for, the survival of tradition.

336 Ibid., p.29-30.
337 zilberman, .1 988, p.318.
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necessariLy determined by the partiality of a particular

institution r¡hich forms the main-line cultural development

of that society and whose principle is t.he structural
principle of the social vhole. This conceptuaJ. system of

categories would aLlow us to arbiculate that tradition as

the partial, and yet the only rational, form of social being

in its inner cultural sense, i.e, , in its internally

consistent sense. But of course, it is assumed tha! the

partial institution identified as the main tradition is

sufficiently manifested in the history of the given society.

From the above discussion, it is easy to conclude that

the proper sociological method to identify the

intentionality of a tradition is to search for the partial
institution of that tradition and to reveal how it
represents the tradit.ion in integrating the whoLe sum of

social life into its own rational f orm. This search can be

performed by subtracting the competing institutions one by

one, and t.he one that remains at last is identified as the

triumphant principle of the corresponding cultural
tradition.3ss To be more concise, the partial institution of

a tradition is said to be recognized when its principle is
found to have overriden other instituLions and subordinated

them to its development. If the principle of t.he partial
institution is found, al-1 theoretical efforts can be

directed toward the understanding of holr the rest of the

338 zilberman, "À TypologicaJ. Study of
Cultural Tradition, " p.8
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institutional phenomena are organized around this principle,

i.e., how they are structured or transformed in accordance

with this principle. 33s

5.5 CHINESE CI'LTURÀL TRADITION ÀS FAMILISM: A THEORETICÀL
OUTLINE

Theoretically, it goes without question that the

triumphant principle, i.e., the partial institution, in the

Chinese civiLizaLion must be family. Hegel' Marx and Weber

all have realized the importance of this institution in the

Chinese socio-cultural development, even though owing to

their Eurocentrism, they never considered it the rational

form of social life from the Chinese inner cultural
perspective.

Familism in China, like individualism in the west ' is

elevated to the "metaphysical absolute" which internally

structures the entire Chinese traditionalistic

consciousness. Familism here roughly refers to the belief

that a natural familistic order (e.g., father/son,

husband/wife, older/younger brother. etc. ) of metaphysical

inperative exists at various levels of human life
(individual, family, society, state and universe) and that

harmony of the order depends upon the individuaL to

harmonize the whole realm of familistic human relationships

and cosnic order. In the Chinese mentality, the normative

structure of family relabions possesses a universally

33s rbid., pp.8-9.
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significant meaning, agâinst which the ¡rhole universe is

projected. The society is regarded as a macroscopic

expression of familistic harmony, while the individual
personality is regarded as a microscopi.c expression of that

harmony. On the one hand, the Chinese personality is

perceived as temperament, as somthing constituted by the

natural (normative) relation of the 'Yin' and the "Yang"

principles.3a0 The "Yin" and the "Yan9" principles, as the

Chinese understand t.hem, are the two essentiaL forces

running through everything in the universe. while the

former refers to femininity or passivity, the Latler means

masculinity or activity. For the Chineser the essence of

the universe is constituted by the normative intercourse of

the "Yin" and the "Yang," by the interaction similar to the

conjugal relationship of husband and wife.34r It is believed

that by the normative intercourse of the "Yin" and the

"Yang," everything, both spiritual and material, is given

birth. The Chinese project these principies into their
persona).ity and look for the possible "signs" of the "Yin"

and the "Yang" to judge whether or not their life is

properly Iived.3a2 And the judgement is in turn projected

3a0 Shun-san wang, wanq Shun-san commentaries of I-chinq,
Taipei : Kwong-man Publishing Company, Ltd. , 1981 

'pp. 3-4 .

34r Ibid., p.7.
3a2 In this regard, the Chinese projective activity can be

compared to Freud's psychoanalysis which assumes a
normative complex of "id-ego-superego" in human
personality and judges a person's personality in
accordance with the "projected symtons" of this complex
appearing in his actual behavior.
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into the future for corresponding action. Hence, familism

always internalizes an tendency in the Chinese personality

!o achieve a harmonious adjustment between the "Yin" and the

"Yang," between passivity and activity, betv¡een "body" and

"mind," etc.. Àny improper behavior or psychological

discomfort is but a result of the imbalance of such pairwise

reÌations which are said to be the natural constituents of

personal-iby. Not surprisingly, one of the rnain lasks of

Chinese philososphy is the concrete expJ.ication of the "Yin"

and the "Yang" principles in relation to social Iife and

historical process, though under different names ' such as

"Li" (&) and "rsi " ( ß-), "Kin" (%) una "Kwan" (4) , "t.". .

On the other hand, familism also adninisters its
principle to the rest of the institutions of Chinese

society. ¡'amilistic harmony forns the cardinal rule of

keeping the entire social system vitat and rnoving.3a3 But

this harmony is not articulated as an abstract-generality as

Hegel's conception of the state. For the Chinese r âDY

abstraction is absurd, Iike an abstraction of

nothingness.344 This can be attested to by the fact that

history, instead of philosophy (even that which is devoted

more to concrete moral and historical specification than to

the invest.igation of abstract principles) is of the utmost

importance in this civilization. Social harmony depends

343 6ç¿¡-¡gai Tang, 1979, pÞ.119-200.

344 zilberman, "Undersatnding Cultural Tradition Às Types of
Thinking," p.36.
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upon the harmonization of concrete families. The statet

therefore, is considered merely as a higher hierarchical

order of the familistic whole, as father of the families,

and is responsible for bringing harmony and goodness to the

entire familistic kingdom.34s rn the Chinese vie\,¡' the state

must take good care of its subjects and respect their

independent development. But this does not mean that Lhe

sbate is primary and that. the individual subjects are

secondary. For the Chineser both the state and its subjects

are interdependent on each other to form the whoLeness of

the familistic harmony, i.e., to complete one another.

Neither of them can be sacrificed for the deveLopment of the

other. Thus, insofar as they do not affect the familistic

harmony, aLI other forms of activities are accepted,

including material pursuit, religious practice' etc.. In

this sense, Chinese society can be seen as a unity of the

family, the civil society and the state (to use Hegel's

terms), but wit.h the family as the absolute principle of

social structuring. It is a system of "familiocracyr" in

which social- and po).iticaI relations are all expressed

familistically. ta 6 The traditional intentionality that is

displayed at the social and political leveIs is always

oriented t ovta rd "the world as a family"

345 John C. H. Wu, "Chinese Legal Ànd Political Philosophy, "
in The Chinese Mind, edited by Charles À. Moore 

'Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press ' 1967, p.217.
346 Y. P. Mei, "The status of The Individual in chinese

Social Thought Ànd Practicer" in The Chinese Mind'
edited by Charles À. Moore ' Honolulul University of
Hawaii Press, 1967, p,331 ,
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5.6

( i.- 1' ' /,t- ) , "all being brothers sithin the four-.------

seas" (Yû?bLñ*ëb+ ), ro serrfe (poritical

divisions) into a singre unity" (kþ- -), "politic and social

teaching (insbruction) are united into one" ( íl-lr{E' ),

"the state as parent" (TÍrÃLà ), etc.. (for more

discussion of Chinese familism, see Appendix À).

THE CHINESE CIJLTT'RÀL T¡IADITION: À HISTORICÀL
INTERPRETÀTION

If the above internal rationality of the Chinese cultural

tradition - i.e. , the intentionality to realize the

familistic order and harmony - can be understood, it is not

difficult to capture the main-Iine socio-political

development in Chinese history. BasicaIIy, Chinese history

can be considered to be a history that constantly struggles

ro pursue and realize the familistic ideal (harmony and

unity) internalized in its tradition. For the Chinese,

change or reform is only adjustment to the familistic order,

not the alteration of it. It is a rneans of bringing about a

better harmony and therefore cannot be an end in itself.

Familistic order and harmony always have a weighty priority

over everything, including individual values. Therefore'

unLess in times of emergency (liXe the life-and-death threat

from the West in the nineteenth century), the Chinese tend

not to resort to radical change. In their consciousness,

any radical change wiII inevitably cause the destruction of

the familistic order and harmony. Not surprisingly, in the
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Chinese Ianguage change and chaos

soc ial turbulence (Tung-Iun ,

understood as the source of social chaos.

In fact, the periodic peasant wars characteristic of

Chinese history were "Tung-Luns" and cannot indiscriminately

be compared to the cl-ass struggles of western history as the

Marxists try to do. They are nat the internal driving force

of Chinese history toward a classless society. To the

contrary, they represent the attempts to restore the

famil.istic order and harmony which were lost due to

political malfunction, social corruption, natural disasters

and so on, These wars ltere not intended to destroy the

familistic hierarchical order' but instead specifically were

iDtended to bring about a higher development of it. If we

pay some attention to the Chinese historical- development, we

can notice that there had been a double-raiI process in

Chinese history. on the one hand, political power had becorne

increasingly centralized accompanied by increasing

unification of political and ideological teaching. On the

other hand, families had increasingly been homogenized

(proletarianized) - the economic gap among families was

disappearing with the passage of time. Às can be observed

in Chinese history before the mid Tang dynasty (see Àppendix

B for the chronological scheme of Chinese history), although

there had been a formal unity, the political integrity of

the central government always faced challenges from powerful

are put

øþÍ¡u )

together to mean

347 change is

347 ¡u¡g-¡se Sun, p.9.
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famiLies and landlords. In fact' the downfall of the

Earlier and Later Han dynasties as wel-l as the western and

Eastern Tsin dynasties were aLI directly or indirectly

caused by competition from or conf l-icts with the powerful

famiLies or IandIords.3 a I

This phenomenon is basically a deformed familism, because

the individual families expanded at the expense of the

entire famiListic order. It reflects the tension between

the tlro levels of familistic development: family and

politicaL The historical consequence of this deformation

was the curtaifment of the unbalanced growth of po!¡erful

famil-ies and landlords in order to preserve the higher-Ievel

familistic harmony. Hencer since the mid-Tang dynasty,

Chinese familistic society advanced in a more egaliLarian

direction, and the paternalistic reLationship betr'teen the

state and individual families became more harmonized and

unified. Up until the Sung dynasty, the big' powerful

families and landlords had basically disappeared. sae what

remained was anessentially familistic "proletarianized"

society. The state eventually coincided with its

paternalistic function and was singly responsible for the

instruction, teaching and adminisÈration of the entire

kingdom, while the individual families and subjects lived

3a8 Ying-zi Yu, À Historical Discussion on The Chinese
Intelliqent.sia as a class lqr Itself, Taipei: Luen King
Publishing company, Ltd., 1979.

3as Lok-sing Fu, å General Historv Of China vol.LL' taipei:
Tai Chung Kwok Publishing Company, Ltd., 1972 ' p.550.
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under the guidance and care of the paternaListic state. Bu!

t.his implies no rigid hierarchicalism. The examination

system esLablished by the state ensured a high degree of

equality and mobility institutionally, thereby making the

paternalistic order more stable and sophisticated and yet

consc ious in its development.

The invasion by the West in many ways seems to have

changed the entire Chinese history. Many people tend to

believe that the Chinese cultural lradition withered away.

However, this belief is superficial, as it faiLs to

penetrate the essence of the contemporary development in

China. No doubt, \,rith regard to cultural content, Chinese

society has changed a great deal in response to the pressure

from thê west and in order to survive in a totally new world

situation. Urbânization, the introduction of western

technology, and a series of institutionaL changes such as

the shrinking of family function, the development of an

industrial economy and the overthrow of imperial rule all

have contributed to the ners outlook of China which appears

to be abruptly different from the past. But no matter hoH

convincing the argument is that China is leaving behind its

Èradition, to the dissappointment of many people, China did

not develop into a capitalist society based on

individualistic values. Conversely, t.he Chinese communist

revolution brought China to a historical peak t+here the

traditional ideal was almost completely realized. The
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communist land reform and socialization further lessened

"the difference bettceen the small poor and the big poor" as

Sun Yatsen observed in the late Ching dynasty.350

consequently, the Communists made concrete the Confucian

ideal of the "Grand Union Datuns"(/.t'4 ), a society in which

mutual care and socialized humanity are expected to replace

egoistic individuaLism. on lhe other hand' political povter

has become highly centralized. Communism, having replaced

Confucianism, has become another single legitimate body of

thinking, teaching and Iearning. with the assistance of

modern mass media, the traditional- paternalistic

relationship between the state and people has nearly reached

its perfect expression, The state not only takes care of

its subjects' proper education, but also is reponsibJ.e for

their material needs. Those h'ho are running the political

machine are st.iIl intellectuals' though no longer Confucian.

Like a falher, they are still at the top of the

paternalistic hierarchy to look after
developrnent of the entire nation.35l

the harmon i ous

There is no doubt that the original goal of the Chinese

Communist Party was to achieve Marx's ideal of free

individuality. But ironically, the result of social

practice is that this goal is inexorably transformed by the

Chinese tradition. On t.he surface' no one can deny that

3so 5un Yatsen, The Teachings Of San Yatsen, Taipei: San Man
Publ i shing Company Lld., 1974.

351 C. P. Fitzgerald, Revolution I¡. Èj¡g' London: The
Cresset Press, 1952, p.117.
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China has experienced a radical revoÌution in society and in

the relations of production. But at the leve1 of cultural

consciousness, what can be seen is a big vìctory for the

Chinese cultural tradition. The 'continuous revolubion'

that Mao zedong put into practice in order to destroy the

Confucian paternalistic ha rmony-empha s i zed tradition only

creaÈed the most disastrous "ten-year Tung-Lun" < * 4 Vnhl

as his successors have admitted. It not only did not bring

the paternalistic order and lhe bureaucratic state nachine

to an end, but instead caused serious social unrest and

discontent which almost uprooted the entire country. Today '
the Great Proletarian CuItural Revolution stiIl remains a

nightmare to most Chinese. Àfter the revolution, it is

still the return to "the great unity" ( f,-'-?.'b ) and "the

universal peace and harmony" àf /, I ). To the present day 
'

under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping, the idea of

"continuous revolution" has been totally dropped. what

appear instead are the slogans of "stability," "obedience"

and the "steady development under the Party's guidance' "3s2

Nov¡ the nation is completely restored to the previous

paternalistic order: the state teaches and instructs and the

people f o11orv; other forms of activities are aIlowed,

provided they do not affect the existing order.

s 5 2 ¡u¡g-l(se Sun, p.298.
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6.7 THE SUPERIORITY OF IIIHE TRN)ITION-ÀS-INTENTIONÀI.ITY
ÀPPROÀCH OVER HEGELTS, MÀRX|S ÀND WEBERTS APPROÀCIIES
TO THE CHINESE CULTTJRÀI, TRÀDTTION

Final1y, before concluding t.his thesis, it is necessary

to explain briefly hor,¡ the Lradition-as-intentionality

approach is better than Hegel's, Marx's, and Weber's

theoretical approaches for explaining the Chinese cultural

tradition. To begin, as has been mentioned earlier in this

chapter, the tradition-as-intentionality approach treats

tradition as an intentional subject rather than as an

unconscious object. Therefore, it is able to understand

cultural devel-opment in its own right. The reason for

Hegel, Marx and weber's failure to understand the Chinese

cultural tradition is precisely becausè they reduce it to

the status of object, and analyse it from their own cultural
perspective. As a result, they entirely miss the point that

the Chinese cultural tradition has its own internal

rationality which is different from that of the West. In

contrast, the tradition-as-intentionality approach involves

no such problems. Its theoretical departure is the internal

rationality of the Chinese cultural tradition, and what it

deals wit.h is the internal consistency of the Chinese

socio-cu1tura1 experiences and the Chinese cultural frame of

reference. Thus, it al1ows t.he investigator to suspend his

personal cultural perspective and thereby enables him to

fathom the Chinese cultural tradition both objectively
(externally) and subjectiveLy (internally) r+ithout being

ethnocentric.
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Besides, without being ethnocentric, or more precisely

concerning the present discussion, Eurocentric, the

tradition-as-intentionality approach formulates no reified

universal historical scheme that China, and other societies

as wefl, must foLlol¡. The reason for the failure of all the

historical predictions of Hege1, Marx and Weber is primarily

tha! they ignore the Chinese developmenlal end and

corresponding developmental experience and externally inpose

t.he western historical experience for understanding China's

socio-cuIturaI development. In consequence, what they

understand to be the reality of Chi.na is no more than a

mystery and inevitably subsides before the trial of history.

Comparatively, the tradition-as-intentionality approachr as

it has been pointed out, is mu lt i -po s i t i ona I , and therefore

its understanding of the Chinese historical development is

based on its internal developmental logic, i.e., on ho¡'¡

China has his!orical1y developed in accordance !¡ith its

particularly perceived developmental end (or traditional

message, as we called it), rather than on the naturalized

developmental- path abstracted from the western

socio-cultural experience.

Furthermore, since the tradition-as-intentionality

approach reifies no single non-traditional human end that

aII societies must realize, it naturally escapes the

traditionality-versus-rationality dilemma that Hegel' Marx

and weber face. For Heget r Marx and Weber, soeial
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development is unidirectional and moves toward a single

non-traditional end - i.e., individual freedom in different

forms (for HegeI, it is political or ethical freedom, and

for Marx and weber, it is economic or axiological freedom).

Without subjecting themselves to intra-cultural reflection,

they aIJ. assume that individual freedom is the essence or

the absolute reality of social Iife. Ànd it is under this

assumption bhat they consider Western society to be both

non-traditlonal and rational, while Chinese society to be

both traditional and non-rational. In their mind,

traditional China is simply incompatible r¡ith rationality

and, more importantly, v¡ith the so-caIled modern economic,

legaI and political 1ife. In order to be rational, i.e. ' to

modernize, China must replace its mechanistic tradition wit.h

Western conscious rationality. In this regardr thè

tradition-as-intentionality approach differs radically. It

not only does not see western society as non-traditional,

but also assumes no incompatibility bet!¡een traditionality

and rationality. More precisely, it contends that a1I

societies are traditional and that afl traditions are by

themselves rational in terms of the internal consistency of

their socio-culturaI developments' The Chinese society is

is no exception and therefore also traditional. Yet it is

absolutely rational, i.e., conscious and self-organizing in

accordance with its cul-turaI principle. Since it is

rational, it is possibly able to adjust itself to the

changing socio-cuItural environnent and even to proliferate
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in it. From this angJ.e, the current developments in the Far

East as well as in mainland China that seem to have

contradicted Hege). , Marx and Weber' s conceptual izat ion of

the incompatibility between the Chinese cultural tradition

and "modern" economic, legal and political life make perfect

sense in the tradition-as-intentionality approach: the

acceptancè of the compatibility between the Chinese cultural

tradition and other contemporary forms of socio-cul-tural

Iife is entirely warranted.3ss Ànd it is on this point that

the tradition-as-intentionality approach displays its utmost

superiority over HegeI, Marx and Weber's theoretical

approaches to the Chinese cultural tradition; it illuminates

both the stability of the Chinese cultural tradition as weIl

as its compatibility !¡ith contemporary socio-cultural

development (e.g., industrial growth).

6.8 CONCT,USTON ÀND SUGGESTIONS

The present thesis has both shown the inadeguacy of

western sociological theory as represented by Hegel, Marx

and Weber for interpreting the Chinese cultural tradition

and suggested a theoretical approach which is a more

adequate explanation of the Chinese cultural tradition.

This approach, as the author calls it, is the

tradition-as-intentionality approach. In contrast to

Hegel's theory of Oriental despotism, Marx's theory of

Àsiatic mode of production and Weber's theory of the

3s3 David Zilberman, "The Post-sociological Societyr" p.310.
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Confucian ethic, alI of which are constructed from these

people's cultural perspective, this new approach is a return

to the study of the Chinese cultural tradition in its ov¡n

right. The author believes that only by returning to the

study of the Chinese cultural tradition in its own right the

reality of this society can truly be captured.

Tentatively, the author has outlined the intentiona3.ity

of the Chinese cultural tradition which is familism and

explained briefly how it has historically structured the

Chinese soc io-cu1t.uraI development ' I t must be admitted

that this out.Iinè is crude and needs more research to

further clarify the complex historical phenomenon of Chinese

familism and its intricate relationship with the overall

Chinese socio-cultural development. Nevertheless, the

author must aLso admit that this theoretical outline shows

the proper sociological direction for understanding the

Chinese culturaf tradition, because it succeeds in pointing

out the trend of Chinese socio-cultural development in terms

of its internal rationality and internal consistency. This

internal rationality and internal consistency are precisely

what Hegel' s, Marx's and weber' s theories fail to realize

and expla i n .

Fina11y, it should be further added that since the

tradition-as-intentionality approach does not specifically

dweII in any particularly pre-constructed abstract model of

cultural tradition, it is not Limited to the study of the
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Chinese cultural tradition but is applicabLe to the study of

any other cultural tradition. But of course, this
application must be confined to the methodological Ievel.

That is to say, other than the methodological procedures the

approach specifies for identifying the intentionality of

tradition, the theoretical understanding of any particular

cuLtural tradition is still materially grounded in the

actual analysis of the internal rationality of that cultural

tradition.

Àl-I in aII, if cross-cuIturaI understanding does have its

supposed meaning - i.e. , understanding other cultures

without being ethnocentric, the tradition-as-intentionality

approach should be the first step to this 9oa1' since its

underlying assumption is precisely the understanding of

other cultures without holding to any particular cultural
posiLion or value. The author believes that this is the

only proper way of approaching, as well as understanding,

different cultural traditions sociologically, i.e.,

scientifically.
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Àppendix A

THE GENESIS OF FÀMILISM IN CHINÀ

À.1 INTRODUCÎION

This appendix atlempts to give a supplementary account of

the Chinese familistic tradition which has only been

discussed briefly in the main body of the thesis. For the

sake of clarity, it is organized into four sections.

Section I elaborates in more detail on the nature of

familism. Section II clarifies the relationship between

famiLism and Confucianism. Section III traces the

emergence of familism by examining the five Chinese

classics, i.e., the five oldest, Chinese sacred books.

FinatI-y, section IV discusses how fanilism affected ancient

Chinese soc iaI develoPmen! .

A.2 THE NÀrURE OF FÀMIIJISM

As lre have said in chapter 6, familism refers to the

belief in a metaphysical irnperative that governs a natural

familistic order at various levels of human life, and thât

harmony depends upon the individual's ability to harmonize

the whole realm of familistic (or famiListicalLy expressed)

human relationships and the cosmie order. Basically, it
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consists of lwo major metaphysical assumptions: the universe

is a harmonious normative unity in homology with fanily; and

the essence of the universe is ethical goodness or 1ove,

manifest in the mutual completion and interdependence among

the individual members in the unity.35a Like family, the

universe is seen as a hierarchical- order of various l-eveLs

of existence. At the top is Heaven r and then there are the

state, the family and the individual in that order. Every

l-evel exists only in its relation to the other levels, not

absolutely, and the sum of their interrelationships

constitute the totality of the unified whole, the universe.

The sLructure of the unity is familistic, and the

relationships among different leveLs are also familistic in

nature. The relation of Heaven to the state, for example,

is parental; Heaven is the parent of the state and the

emperor is called the "son of Heaven" (i-i ); on the other

hand, the relation of the state to its subjects is also

parental; the subjects are considered the children of the

state (åì¡.J).

To elaborate further, familism, when it is subjectively

expressed, i.e., at the level of consciousness, is basically

a way of thinking, a qualified attitude toÌtard Iife and

everything that surrounds it' or to use Husserl's word, a

lrorId view. This type of thinking is characteristic of

3sa Y.P. Mei, "The Basic of Social, Ethical, and Spiritual
val-ues in Chinese Philosophy," in The Chinese Mind,
edited by Charles Moore ' HonoluLu: University of Hawaii
Press, 1967, p.148 .
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three major structural aspects. First of aI1, it

presupposes bhe existence of a normatively structured order,

an a príori familistic unity.35s This unity, hol¡ever r cannot

be fully known by cognition or by abstract thinking. As

Confucius conclusively says, the "Tao" (the principle of the

unity) is not something to be kno!¡n but something to be

practised.3s6 ¡uo Tze, another great Chinese philosopher t

also believes that the "Tao" that can be reasoned is not lhe

eternal Tao.3s7 rn the Chinese view, harmony of the unity

rvill reveal itself in the process of individual practice.

Hence, practice is the only way that truth can be verified.

This has been one of the major principles in Chinese

philosophy and is sti1l upheld in Communist China. The

second aspect of farnilistic thinking is that: individual

value and individual practice are recognized and cannot be

denied. Any attempt to achieve harmony must begin with

individual practice and with the respect for individual

value. 3 s I FinaIIy, it naturally follows that abstract

3s5 That familistic unity is undoubtedly believed is
primarily because it is the most natural (like heavenly-given) ?orm of social order in r¡hich every individual
Íives. The chinese have peculiarly in character a

special fondness of naturalness, especially of infantile
pleasure and satisfaction under parental care and love.
íiri.s fondness is typically obvious in Taoism and
Mancius' philosoPhy.

3 s 6 Janes Legge ' The chinese Ç-le-æ.i.cs. ' vor.I ' p.302-303.

35? Lao Tze, The canon of Reason and YirLuq r translated by
D.T. suzuki ç paul carus, La Salle: Open Court, 1974,
p.73.

358 Thus, that familisLic values become highly praised in
this way of thinking is understandable: they are all
concretély felt and inmediately met by every individual
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thinking in this type of thi.nking wiII not be emphasized.

In the Chinese mind, abstract ideas must be subsumed under,

and be verified by, practice. As already mentioned, the

essence of the universe is goodness. Goodness is to be

practised, not merely to be knovrn. Knowledge is only the

supplementary tool of practice and, therefore' must come

under practice.

À.3 FÀMILISM ÀIfD CONFUCIÀNISM

Familism is always associated with Confucianism. Some

students of Chinese cufture even attribute the origin of

familism to Confucius himself.35e rn fact, this attribution

is basically h'rong. No doubt, Confucius did provide

systenatic reflections on, and promoted, familism. But he

was surely not the creator of the Chinese familistic

tradition. Às Confucius himsetf openly admitted, he was

only "a transmitter and not a maker (of tradition),

believing in and loving the ancients."360 That is to say'

r¡hat he did in Chinese history was to carry on lhe existing

tradition handed down from the past. on this account, he

may be understood at best as a conscious carrier of the

Chinese cultural tradition and cannot be regarded as the

founder of a new tradition. Thls is exactly why in Chinese

in his daily social life.
Hai-Kong Yin, The Future Of Chinese CuItuSE Vol.I & II'
Taipei: zi Pao Publishing Company, Ltd. ' 1968.

James legge (translator), The Chinese classiq? Vol.I,
gong xong: Hong Kong University Press, 1970' p.195.

359

360
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there is no "Confucianism" in its IiteraL meaning. The term

"Confucianism" displays !he confusion of the i^¡est in

distinguishing Confucius' thoughc from the tradition with

v¡hich he identified. In Chinese, "Confucianism" is
'';. '/-"Yu-Chia " (Wl¿), meaning not the thought of Conf uc ius but

the inteLlectual school which takes care of the knowledge of

"Li" or propriety and whose existence can be traced back to

the remote past.36r The importance of Confucius in Chinese

culture is that he could rationally appreciate and respect

the familistic order, which was stabilized in the Chou

empire and which was on the brink of collapse due to

internal corruption, and that he undertook to clarify,

promote and restore this order. It is only after his

conscious effort of reflection and promotion that the

famitistic tradition t¡as consciously recognized and valued

by the Chinese as the meaningful universal form of

expressing their humanity. 362

From this angle, the argument. of Feng Yu-Ian OL a{4 I

)'4 I
and Hu shih ( ?ttJ N? ) , that the thought of conf uc ius

represents a radical change in Chinese history resulting

from social disorganizationand corresponding skepticism

about the existing tradition' seems to have over-emphasized

the social determinism in thinking and failed to acknowledge

36r

362

Lok-sing Fu, À General Historv Of China re.L.!, Taipei:
Tai Chuñg Kwok Publishing Cornpany, Ltd. , 1972, pp.76-77,

Klran-Ngai Tang, Àn Essential Studv of Chinese Of
E¡j_l_g.q¡I: The Essence Of Tao þ.L.!' Taipei: Student
Þub1 ishing Cornpany, Ltd. ' 1986.
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the activeness and continuity of the Chinese cultural

tradition.363 on behalf of the confucian school (Yu-chia) 
'

Confucius did not develop his thought on questioning and

criticizing the familistic tradition in r¿hich he lived.

Rather, what he did was to consciously refLect on and,

consequently, to re-affirm the humanistic values embodied in

it, Surely his reflections were prompted by hhe social

bankruptcy of the Chou empire, especially the collapse of

the chung-Fai system tfr-+t,fuJf5- for the discussion of this

system, see the last section of this chapter), but his goal

lras not to replace the old social order with a new one (as

PIato's republic did for Greek dernocracy). Instead, he

intended to restore the old order to its perfect harmony by

rectifying the proper familistic relations and roles

constituting it. Not only did the Confucian school- make no

attempt to break with tradit.ion. other important schools

like the Lega1ist, Taoist and Moist all had to look into the

tradition for the necessary elemênts as their theoretical

bases to settle the crumbling social order. Hencer although

their theories were different fron one another in many ways,

they shared a sinilar concern for how China could avoid

internal division and restore its universal harmony (the

conception of universal harnony is very much Chinese and has

its root deep in the familistic thinking). That the

363 see Yu-Ian Feng, A Historv Of Chinese Philosoohv.vol .I,
translated Bt oãrk ¡odde, Princeton: Princeton
University Preés, 1953; and Hu Shih, "The Scientific
Spirit anã Method in Chinese Philosophy, " in &e. Chinçse
Mind, edited by Charles À. Moore ' Honolulu: University
ôf ¡lawa i i Press, pp.108-109.
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Confucian school finally gained orthodoxy was not because it

was theoreticalLy superior to other schools, but because it

could keep up the traditional familistic principle (e.9. in

harrnony with other schools) and yet bring harmony to the

soc i ety.

À.4 FÀt¡tItISM AND THE FIVE CI{INESE CLÀSSICS

Familism rras the dominant thinking in China from lhe

early formative stage of thë society. AII the five classics
( including l-{Ì!i¡g-, Se:l!-i-!g' 5-h-9-9:-Ej-09, Chun Ysew ' and

Li-Ki), the sacred books of China which were written between

20OO to 500 8.C., a period during which China first took

hisÈoriaI shape, are filled with familistic thinking.

I-Chinq or The Book of Èg!gÊ., a book representing the

earliest stage of Chinese mataphysical thinking' statès:

The "Tao" or the way is constituted by the "Yin"
and the "Yang;" what follows the "Yin" and the
"Yang" principles is love or goodness, and what,is
creaÉed'by the "Yin" and the rYang" iå nature.36a

The above quotation is the foundation of Chinese

netaphysics, and the latter developments of Chinese

metaphysics are aII founded on the exegesis or development

of this quotation.36s At the same time, it is also the

direct manifestation of familistic thinking. In this

quotation, the essence of the universe is viewed as

365

Shun-san wang, gg.mme¡lelb on I -Chinq, Taipei : Kwong
Man Publishing Company' Ltd., 1981 , pp.475-477.

Kwong Law, IbÊ- Svstem of the Confucian BLII cg-ephj3g,
Taipei: Student Publishing Company, Ltd., 1983.
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consisting of the intercourse of the "Yin" and the "Yang,"

by an interaction similar to the conjugal relationship of

husband and wife.366 The "Yin" and the "Yang" are' as the

Chinese understand Lhem, the blto essential forces running

through everything in the universe. while the former refers

to femininiLy or passivity, the latter means masculinity or

activity. The "Yin" and the "Yang" join together to form

the "Tao," the ultimate principle r¡hich everything should

foIlow, including the highest being "Heaven" and "Earth."

The essence of "Tao" is the harmonious adjustment of the

"Yin" and the Yang.367 rn other words, the "Yin" and the

"Yang" are not opposed to one another; rather, they complete

and complement one another through their harmonious

adjustment. This harmonious adjustment, i.e. , the normative

interaction, gives birth to everything and causes the

universe to develop in an orderJ.y ¡{ay. Hence, I-Chinq

writes,
without the normative intercourse of the "Yin" and
the "Yang," Lhere r,¡il-1 be no thing or Iif e. s68

The "Yin" and the "Yang" are, therefore' the Iife-giving

principle of the universe. As the Chinese believe, the

giving of life is an act of love. It 'is a blessing or

366 It should be cautious t.hat, although the "Yang" and the
"Yin" are in some Hay simil-ar to the nature of husband
and wife, in Chinese philosophy, both the husband and
the wife have in themselves the "Yang" and the "Yin"
principle and wiIl becone "Yang" or "Yin" depending upon
to whom they are in relation.

367 The "Tao" is therefore also called the "Tao" of the
"Yin" and the "Yang."

3 6I wang, p.461 .
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virtue. Às stated in I-Chino:

To give Iife is a virtue; it reflects the virtuous
essence of the universe. s 6 e

Since !he "Yin" and the "Yang" are the Iife-giving principle

of the universe, they are the source of goodness and love;

they are goodness and love. Through their harmonious

interaction with one another, lhey create everything and

give Iife to everything. l¡Çþ!¡g saysl

The greatest virtue of Heaven and Earth is that
they give and maintain Iife.37o

Heaven and Earth are nothing but the concrete

representations of the "Yang" and the "Yin" respectively, of

the conjugal relationship of husband and wife.371

The cardinal principle of Heaven and Earth is like
a family, in which the wife manages things
properly inside the family while the husband
manåges- things properly outside the famiIy.37 2

Like the relationship of husband and wife, the essence of

the "Yin" and the "Yang" is love; they love. Since they

love and are love, they create Iife to share the goodness of

Iife. This is exactly what is meant by "what follovts the

"Yin" and the "Yang" principles is love or goodness, and

r¡hat ís created by the "Yin" and the "Yang" is nature." For

the Chinese, human nature is derived from the virtuous

nature of the "Yin" and the "Yang" principles, the essence

of Heaven , and therefore i s vi rtuous and good. The

36s Ibid.,
37o Ibid.,
371 Ibid.,
37 2 Ibid. ,

p.48 1 .

p. s33.

p.578.

p. t¿1 .
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normative intercourse of the "Yin" and the "Yang" principles

is but the harnony principle, i.e., the principle of

harmonizing and compl-e!ing one another, not denying one

anot.her. To follow this harmony principle is love and

goodness, simply because to do that means to perfect oneself

as v¡el] as the other. Ànd since everything is given birth

according to this principle, they are naturally endowed with

the harmonizing nature' the tendency to harmonize, i.e., to

love and to be good.

The "Yin" and the "Yang," however ' are only the highest

principles that dictate the continuous functioning and

development of the entire universe. They exist in

everything and give motion to everything. But they are not

everything; they are not "thing." The concrete origin of

everything is Heaven and Earth, which constitute the highest

being of the universe' They are the real sourcer or

familistically expressed, the real pärents of everything.

while Hèaven represents the "Yangr" Earth signifies the

"Yin." Although they are the highest being, they still have

to follow the "Yin" and the "Yang" principles, the ultimate

universal lavs. Their interactive activities are the

highest manifestation of the "Yin'' and the "Yang"

principles. By their concrete interaction, everything is

given existence. As Illh:!!g says:

Through the normative intercourse of Heaven and
Earth, everything is given birth.37 3

373 rbid. , p.495.
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That is to say, everything in the universe, both spiritual

and material, is in the same "family" and shares the same

parent: Heaven and Earth. Since everything is in the same

" family, " a cornprehensive unity of the latter must be

preserved if the peace and happiness of all are to be

achieved. I n order to preserve the harmony of the

familistic order of the universe, the "Yin" and the .'Yan9"

principles, the "Taor" should be followed. More

specifically, everything, though its existence is not

denied, should perform its role in the universe according to

the "Yin" and the "Yang" principJ-es. For example, the state

represented by the emperor r the son of Heaven, is "Yin" and

should obey the "injunction" tfrl of the "Yang" "Heaven" by

Ioving and caring for its people (who are '¡Yin" in relation

to the "Yang" state) and by giving sacrifice to Heaven. In

Chinese philosophy, the entire universe is but a compl-ex

fanilistic system of the relationships of the "Yin" and the

"Yang. " The "Yin" and the "Yang" pr inc iples operate not

only between, but also within, different hierarchical Ievels

of the system. Everything has its role of being "Yin" or

"Yang" in relation to other, and therefore everything must

act according to the I'yin" or the "Yang" principle

situationally and relationally, depending upon the "object"

of interact ion.

In the other four classics,

abstract and expresses itself
familistic thinking is Iess

more concretely in soc ia I
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terms. The "Yin" and the "Yang" principles are less

mentioned, whereas the relationships among or within, and

the roles of, Heaven, the state, families and individuals

are more emphasized. Such a difference is mainly due to the

fact that bhe other four classics are records of practical

social, political and family life rather than contemplations

of the universe. Às a result' even though ideas about the

universe are often expressed, they are expressed in

connection with real social human relations. In Shoo-Kinq

or The Book of Historicat D.eç-u8g¡!-9., f or exampJ.e, the

shifting emphasis on man and human relationships is obvious:

Heaven and Earth is the parent of all creatures;
and of all creatures man is the most highly
endowed. The sincere, intelligent r and
perspicacious among men becornes the great
ãovereign; and the great sovereign is the parent
of the people. 37 4

Heaven compassionates the people. what the peoP}g
desire, Heãven will be found lo give effort ¡e.37s

In Li-Ki or !¡e. Records of Li:

Man is the product of the virtues of Heaven and
Earth, by the interaction of the dual forces of
nature, tñe "Yin" and the Yang.376

However, in spite of the change from abstrac! to

humanistic and social expression, familistic thinking

remains dominant in all the other four classics. The

familistic relationship, harmony and unity are not only of

37a James Legge, The Chinese Classics vol .Irr ' 
p.283.

37s Ibid., p.288.

3?6 Tsi-Tan Sun, The Reco!¡lq of Li: Àn Exeqesis, Taipei: Man
Ài r.rli Þu¡Íiãr'îng companv, Lta., 19õ71 p¡ss.
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âbsolute importance but are also more elaborately described

in terms of their social and political aspects. This

description, theoretically, depicts t!¡o fundamentaf, and yet

related, forms of familistic relationships by which

familistic unity and harmony are accompJ.ished. Eirst of

aI1, r+ithin every level of the familistic hierarchical

order, harmony shows itself in the form of a horizontal,

more-or-less paraJ.LeI relationshipof mutual adjustment,

Iike the relationship of husband and wife; secondly' among

different levels of the familistic order, harmony takes the

form of a vertical, parentaL rela!ionship, manifest in the

parental care from the higher level to the lower level and

Ioyalty and respect from the lower level to the higher

Ievel.

with regard to the first familistic form of harmony' È.g

Records gL Li states as f oIloh's:

Brothers should love each other as hand and foot
of the same body; husband and wi.f e should respect
each other like the host to the guest; friends
should trust each other Iike brothers of the same
family; families should harmonize each other like
they are from the same anceslor. It is by these
mutual harmonious adjustnents that the "Tao" can
be known.377

In this quotation, the focal ernphasis is apparent: mutual

harmonious adjustment. The relatonships of brothers, of

husband and wife, of friends, and of families are basically

parallel, Iike the constituting forces of the universe, the

"Yin" and the "Yang," which mutually complete and develop

37 7 Tsi-Tan Sun, 1982, p.431 .
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one another in their harmonious interaction. In each leveL

of bhe familistic order, reciprocity is the principal role

in the maintaining of harmony. Thus She-Kinq or The Book of

Peè'Lll¿ says:

How clever the sage vas, he could learn Lhe "Tao"
of managing the entire kingdom from the "Tao" of
husband and wife.378

The "Tao" of husband and wife is but the "Tao" of the

harmonious adjustrnent of the "Yin'r and the "Yang," the

reciprocity in the horizontal familistic relationship.

Perhaps because political harmony is the most obvious

reflection of a country's harmony, the verticaJ. relationship

bet!¡een the state and its subjects is most frequently

recorded and discussed in aII four cfassics (r-Ctring nol

included). In praising one of the greatest legendary

founders of China, Yaou, Shoo-Kinq has the following record:

He t{as able to make the able and virtuous
distinguished, and thence proceeded !o the love of
the niñe classes of his kindred, who all became
harmonious. He also regulated and polished the
people of his domain, who aI1 became brightly
intêttigent. Final1y, he united and harmonized
the myriad states of the empire; and t!r"
black-heired people were transformed. Thè resul-t
was universaL concord. 3 7 e

The above record, regardless of how "factual" it is, is very

similar to the familistic thinking manifested in I-Chinq in

major respect: that is' the accentuation of harmony and

unity. In Shoo-Kinq, harmony and unity are sti1l the

extension of I-l¡j¡S5 "Yin" and "Yang" thinking, though the

37I James Legge,

379 .Jarnes Legge,

The Chinese Classics Vol.Iv' p.31 1 .

The Chinese Classics VoI.lIi!, p.17.
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latter is not explicitly said. The accomplishment of unity

and harmony is not one-sidedly super-imposed from top down

by the supreme existence of external power r but through the

parental emperor's effort to harmonize and to unite each

leveI in the hierarchical familistic whole, starting first

from his close relatives and eventually to "the myriad

states." Therè is no exlernal existence of power; power

belongs to the same familistic order, though at a higher

level. It represents a hierarchical difference. The means

of achieving harmony and unity is familistic, is parental

love, is the harmonious adjustrnent of the "Yin" and the

"Yang." Here the adjustment of the "Yin" and the "Yang" is

no longer horizontal but vertical, not conjugal, but

parental. It is not a parallel rei.ationship in an equal

sense; but rather, it is a superordinate/subordinate

relationship in a hierarchical sense. Here, the "Yin" and

the "Yang" express themselves not as two para1lei. forcest

but as two hierarchically different functional leveIs in the

familistic order. The higher J.evel represents the higher

order Ì¡hich guides the development of, and provides the care

for, the lower order. "The love of the nine classes of his

kindred" means exactly the familistic love and care to aII

of the same surname, a1I the relatives of consanquinity,

from the g reat -gr eat -grandfather to the

great-great-grandson. In the t'Yin"'' and "Yang" philosophy 
'

the emperor is "Yangr" is parent ' and therefore must be

active, must actively show his love to his

¿¿ I -



"children-subjects" by caring for both their spirituaL and

material Iife. This tendency to view the political

relationship between the state and its subjects

familistically, as the parental relationship, can easily be

found everywhere in the entire book of Shoo-Kino as well as

in the other three classics:

He (yaou) attached great importance to the
people's being taught the duties of the five
ielãtions of society, and to take care for-food'
for funeral ceremonles, and for sacrifices.3s0

How much to be rejoiced in are these princes, the
parents of the people I When a prince loves what
lhe people love, and hates whal people hate, !Þ9n
is hè wÎrat is cátted the parent òt tt¡e people.38r

In She-Kinq:

Take the pool-water from a distance; Drav¡ it into
one vessel and let it flow to another' And it may
be used to steam rice or millet. How much more
should the happy and courteous sovereign be the
parent of the people!... Holt much more should the
Ituppy and couiteous- -sovereign be the centre of
reêt for the people ! 3I2

I n Chun Tsew or Spr inq And Autumn èr¡¡-Ue-lg:

Kwan chung said to the marquis of Ching, "You have
bound aII the people to your proprieity and truth;
and will it not be inproper to end r¡ith an
opposite policy? Here we should have no treachery
bãlween ruler and his peopJ-e, like between father
and son r and truth in that of the people's
observing their ruler's commands according to the
exigency of the times. There cannot be greater
criminality than that of the ruler who acts
contrary tó these two things."383

In The Record of Li:

380 Ibid.,
38 r Ibid.,
3I2 James

3 8 3 James

p.136.

p.374.

Legge, The

Legge, The

Chinese Ç-Ie-æjgg, vol.I]|' pp. 489-490.

Chinese Classics p!.Y' P.149.
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The sage sovèreign regulated the services to be
renderèd to his father and grandfather before him
- giving honour to the most honourable. He
regulated the places to be given to his sons and
grandsons below him - showing his affection to his
liindred. He regulated (aIso) the observances for
the collateral branches of his cousins
associating aII their members in the feasting. He
defined their places according to hheir order of
descent; and his every distinction was in harmony
with what was proper and right. In this way, the
procedure of human duty !¡as made complete... when
he stood v¡ith his face to the south, and al1 the
affairs of lhe kingdom came before him, there were
five things which for the time claimed his first
care, and the people ltere not reckoned among them.
The first was the regulating of what was due to
his kindred; the second, the reward of merit; the
third, the promotion of worth; the fourth; the
employment of ability; and the fifth' the
maintainance of a Loving vigilance. When these
five things were aI1 fu1ly realized, the people
had aI1 their necessities satisfied' alJ. that they
wanted supplied. If one of them were defective,
the peoplè could not complete their lives in
comfor!.384

Àlthough the political relationship between the state and

its objects is parental, the ancient Chinese sa¡r it as

reciprocal instead of unilateral. That is, when the state

treats the people as children, the people have to show

respect and loyal-ty to the state correspondingly. This

familistic reciprocity is the key to the Chinese dynastic

cycle: when the state fails to perform its role as a caring

parent, the people will stop being toyal children and rise

to overthrow the state in order to establish another

famitistic order. That is the legitimaLe ground of

revolution or rebellion in China that the Chinese have

believed since the ancient time:

384 Tsi-Tan Sun, p.830.
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Heavens sees as the people see; Heaven hears as
the people hear;... If the èmperor fails to look
after wirat the people desire' Heaven will give
charge to destroy him.385

Nol¡ Show, the King of Shang, treats with
contemptuous slight the five constant virtues, and
abandons himself to wild idleness and
irreverence... He has driven from him instructors
and guardians. He neglects the sacrifices to
Heaven and Earhh. He has discontinued the
offerings in the ancestral temple... God wiLl no
longer Indulge him, but r¡ith a curse is sending
dowñ on him this ruin. He !¡ho soothes as is our
sovereign: he who oppressês us is our enemy. This
solitary feIIow Show, having- -exercised great
tyranny, is our perpetual enemy.rðb

Nevertheless, revolution or rebellion is only a means to

bring back the familistic order and harmony. The latter was

unquestionably believed by the ancient Chinese as their

cultural principte as weII as their rule of social survival.

For they understood that, in order to have Peace and

happiness last for aIl ages, they must unite their energies

and heartsrssT i.e., make "aII under the sky as one family,

and aII in the Middle State (China) as one man.'t388

38s James Legge ' The Chinese Ç.I a s-9i9.4 ' vol.IIl, p,292,

386 Ibid. , pp.295-296

387 I bid. , p.293.
388 Tsi-Tan Sun, The Records 9,å !!' p.551.
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À.5 FAMILISM ÀND ÀNCIENT CHINESE SOCIÀL DEVET.,OPMENT

Às mentioned, in China thinking and practice are

inseparable. For the chinese, the pursuit of pure knowledge

i.e. , abstract thinking, is impractical and should be

suspended.3se Knowledge is to assist practice. rt has no

end in itself. The end is practice, the development of

virlues. Às Li-Ki oPenIY states:

what the ul!imate or great learning (not thinking)
teaches is to illustrate illustrious virtuer to
Iove people, and to rest in the highest
excellence. 3I o

The close connection between learning and practice is

rellected in that familistic thinking in China was, at the

very beginning of its history, so intricately interwoven

with its social practice that they are practically

undistinguishable from one another (though for theoretical

purpose we have tried to discuss them separately here).

Tha! is why being the sacred books of China, the five

classics are largely records of concrete rituals,

divinations, soc ial and political activities, ceremonies,

etc. . (Even I-Chinq records mainly the resufts of

divination, containing very f elt abstract interpretations of

these results). For the Chinese philosophers ' and

historians as weII, the sacredness of

exactLy in their high degree

practicality.3s r

f ive classics lies
historicity and

the

of

3I I JAmeS

3s0 I bíd.

Legge, The Chinese Classics E-L.!, p.303.

, P.289,
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CertainLy, the familism that underlines the five Chinese

classics is the foundation of the social development in

ancient China. It molded the ancient Chinese development

and, indeed, was the ancient Chinese developnent. Since the

dav¡n of Chinese history (and even as far back the legendary

periods), familistic harmony had begun to dictate the

direction of Chinese historical development. The virtues of
' n(W), vu(b) andthe legendary f ounders , yaou("'Í>), Shu

tang(yb), which are of great demonstrative value to Chinese

cultural and social orientation, are not their heroic

characters, as heroes are praised and worshiped in the westt

but their familistic practices and efforts to bring unity

and harmony to chi na.

Às previously quoted,

Yaou t¡as able to make the able and virtuous
distinguished, and thence proceeded to the love of
the nine classes of his kindred, who aII became
harmonious. He also regulated and polished the
people of his domain, who alI became brightly
intèIligent. Final1y, he united and harmonized
the myr iad states of the empi re ; and the
black-heired people were transformed. The result
was universal concord. 3s 2

In the same bookr the virtues of Shun are recorded

f oI lows :

Shun carefully set forth the beauty of the five
cardinal dutiès, the virtues belonging to the five
social relations of husband and wife, father and
son, sovereign and subject, elder and younger
brother , and fr iends; and they carne to be
universally observed. Being appointed to be
General Regulator, he arranged the affairs of each

3sr K!¡an-Ngai Tang, 1982, pp.21-24.
3s2 James Legge, The Chinese Classics vol.III ' 

p.'1 7.
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department in their proper seasons. Having to
harmonize the princes from the four quartèrs of
the empire, he made them all docilely submissive.
Being sent to the great plains at the foot of the
mouniains, amid violent wind, thunder, and rain,
he did not go astray.3e3

Às for Yu, he is described as "fuLl of toilsome earnestness

in the service of the state" and "sparing in his expenditure

on his family."3s4 At the same time, he was able to follow

and teach his people the five familistic relations set up by

Shun and, consequently, "harmoniously attended to the

rectification of the people's virtues, the conveniences of

1ife, and the securing of abundant mèans of

sustentation."3es And, f inaJ.ty, Tang, the founder of the

shang dynasty' is remembered as a filia1 and thoughtful man

who led his people to overthrow the immoral, capricious rule

of Kieh, the last emperor of the Hia dynasty, and

reestablished the social harmony and unity lost during

Kieh's reign.3s6 In shoo-Kinq, Tang is praised as one with a

lofty ideal of r¡hat a king ought to be.3s7 He was the first

emperor who "clearIy defined the parental responsibility of

the stater" saying tha! "aII men, even those of the lowerest

orders, have been endowed by God with a sense of r¡hat is

rightr" and that "it is the business of the soverign to

3s3 Ibid., pp.31-32.

3s4 Ibid., p.60.
3s5 Ibid., p.57.
3s6 J. Macgoltan, È9 Imperial Historv of China, London:

Curzon Press, 1973, P.28.
3s7 James tegge, The Chinese Classics Y9À. LIJ-, pp.79-80.
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direct this sense into the "Tao" or

which, if obeyed, it would continually

of Harmony" in

them. 3 s I

Regardless of their legendary accomplishments and

virtues, a1l these foundersr to a certain extent, indicate

the earliest periods of the formation of Chinese familistic

society. Às the above descriptions show, the greatness of

these founders is mainJ.y in their contributions to the

unification, expansion and harnonization of China, the

institutionalization (rectification) of familistic

relat ions r oF the establ i shnent and maintenance of a

parental government that couLd take good care of the

peoplets spiriLual and material needs. From Yaot.r's first

establishnent of a comprehensive familistic unity, Shun's

rectification of the five familistic relations, Yu's

subsequent implementation of these famiListic relations, to

Tang's restoration of the familistic order after the

socio-political turmoil caused by the capricious rule of

Kieh, and subsequent elucidated demarcation of the parental

role of government, it can be seen that, step by step, China

lras developing socially and politicaIJ.y with a direct

reflection of the familistic thinking peculiar to this

tradition even during its earliest socio-historical

development. Thus r there llas no exaggeration when Confucius

said that he could show both the social continuity and

development from ancient times up until his time.3ss There

3s8 rbid., pp.80-85.

3ss James Legge, The Chinese Classics þ!.!, P.313.
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!¡ere indeed a continuous tradition of familism penetrating

and integrating the ancient Chinese soc i o-h i s t o r i c a I

development.

The development of this familistic tradition first

blossomed visibty in the Chou dynasty, the first historical

period distinguished by historians from the legendary' on

the basis of verified historical documents and materiaIs.a00

The Chou dynasty r to a certain extent, can be considered one

of the most important periods in Chinese hi.story because of

its socio-political achievements.40l It marked a very high

Level cultural integration. Prior to the Chou dynasty t

social cohesion (unity) was marginal and was characterized

by tribal divisions. only with the Chou dynasty did there

emerge a concrete socio-political system that unified the

social collectivity into a more organic, hierarchical who1e.

This system, as we mentioned before, is the Chung-Fai system

1,1,+ù"tuJfh.

The Chung-Fai system is a systen that views the entire

society as a big family in which the emperor, the people and

Heaven are familistically and hierarchically related. More

specificalLy, on the one hand' fotlowing the traditional
familistic thinking the system sees the emperor as the

patriarch, the parent-ruler of China, who is appointed by

Heaven as lhe son of Heaven; on the other hand, it holds

400 Lok -s i ng

a o I Sau-Ming
taipei:

Fu, 1972; J. Macgor,¡an, 1973.

Leung, The Cardinal Meaninq of
Ching Chung Publishing company,

Chinese Ç-U_11_ute.,
LEd., 1929.
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thal atI the Chinese people are ancestrally related.

Because of Lhat, every individual should play his familistic

role in accordance with his position in the familistic order

(not only in his family, but al-so in the entire familishic

society). Since the emperor carries the appointment from

Heaven, he must be greatLy honoured by all people as the

great great Honoured ueaa U.f'-ß'\, just as the ancestor must

be greatly honoured by his descendants as the great Honoured

Head. Àt the same time, the enperor, appointed by Heaven as

the parent-ruJ-er, should also perform his duties properly as

a caring and loving parent. Hence, the entire society under

the Chung-Fai system becomes unified, in such a way that all

the Chinese are familistically related to each other in one

lray or another, depending upon their ancestral loca!ions.

There are two basic principles that govern the general

functioning and development (expansion) of the system:

verticaf and horizontal. As recorded in Li-Ki:

There was the (great) Honoured Head whose tablet
was not removed for a hundred generations. There
were t.he snalfer Honoured Head whose tablets were
removed after five generations. He whose tablet
was not rernoved for a hundred generations was the
successor and representative of the other than the
eldest son who became an ancestor of a line; and
he ¡ras so honoured by the members of his line
because he continued the high ancestor from whom
both he and they sprang; this was why his tablet
was not removed for a hundred generations. He rvho
honoured the continuator of the high ancestor was
he whose tablet $as removed after five
generat ions. They honored the Àncestor , ald
Èherefore they reverenced the Head. Their
reverence showed the significance of that
honor . 4 o 2

ao2 Tsi-Tan Sun, p.838.
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"The great Honoured Head whose tablet was not removed for a

hundred generations" is the vertical principle and

represents the unchanged, continuous centre of vertical

social integration. This means that regardless of whatever

change takes place, the èIdest son succeeds to the headship

of the ancestral Iine and becomes the great Honoured Head,

¡,¡hile the other sons are smaller Honoured Heads. The major

ancestral line wiII be carried on and on for ever by this

principle of primogeniture. At the same time, the younger

sons represent the branch-line developments of the major

ancestral Iine. Allhough they are the smaller Honoured

Heads in relation to the eldest son, they become great

Honoured Head for their successors. on the other hand' the

smaller Honoured Heads have to move out from the ancestral

family and their tablets have to be removed from the

ancestral temple after five generations. This is a

principle that nakes possible horizontal social development

when population increases. Basically, both the verLical and

the hor i zontal pr inc iples are appl icable to both the

inperial and the ordinary families, in that the emperor

represents the supreme great Honoured Head and that his

ancestral Iine is the supreme ancestraL line, in reLation to

r¡hich aLI other ancestral Iines are branch-lines. Since the

emperor is the supreme great Honoured Head, he alone

represents the people at annual sacrifice to Heaven, the

highest ancestor of all human beings. Ho!¡ever, this does

not deny the ordinary peoplel s religious reverence to Heaven
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in their dail-y ancestral worship. The emperor's annual

sacrifice only carries a collective, i.e., familistical-1y

representati.ve, not rèstrictive, meaning - it symbolizes the

hierarchicar unity of the Middre Empire tr|'ä l' other than

that, there is neither legal nor customary restriction on

people's direct worship of Heaven.403

The principal characteristic of this system is that it

was able to unite family, society' the stäte and relígion

into one single unit. Its starting point was family love

and reverence, and the extension of them ends in the worship

and reverence of Heaven ' the ultimate origin of human life

and human virtues. More specifically, wha! the system did

was to teachr on the one hand, the people to elevabe the

reverence of their ancestors to the reverence of the great

Honoured Head, of the emperor, and finally of Heaven. On

the other hand, the emperor must lo¡rer his reverence of

Heaven and ancestor to the loving of his kindred and people '

The merit of the system is idealistically summarized in

Li-Ki:

4os In this regard' Hegel surely failed to understand the
familistic- complexiiy of the religion of China by
mistaking this- phenõmenon as an indication of the
primitveñess of tire Chinese relígion. what he missed is
ïftat in the chinese tradition ' even religion is
familized, is characteristic of familistic hierarchical
harmony ón the one hand, and individual religious
practi-e on the other. while the emperor serves a
ãymbolic meaning of the hierarchical religious. unity,
i-ndividual rellgious pursuits are never denied buL
instead highly tolerated. The latter. poses a - 

sharp
contrast to-Ch?istianity in the West rvhich is exclusive
rather that inclusive.
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where thè starting point was in affection, it
began with the father, and ascended by steps !o
thé ancestor. When it was in a consideration of
whaL eras right, it began with an ancestor, and
descended in natural order to deceased father.
Thus the course of humanity (in this ¡natter of
mourning) ltas all comprehended in the love for
kindred. From the affection for parents came the
honouring of ancestors; from the honouring of the
ancestor came the respect and attention shown !o
the Heads (of the family branches). By that
respect and attention to those Heads all the
members of the kindred were kept together.
Through their being kept together came.the dignity
of the ancestral temple. From that dignity arose
the importance attached to the altars of the land
and giain. From that love came the right
adminlstration of punishments and penaltíes.
Through that adminisbration the people had the
feeliñg of response. Through that restfulness aIl
resour;es for expenditure became suf f ic ient .

Through the sufficièncy of these, what all desired
r¡as iealized. The realisation led to a1I
courteous and good customs; and from .these, in
fine, came all úappiness and enjoyment.aoa

A I t hough

system did

the practical development of the Chung-Fai

not necessarily coinc ide r¡ith the ideal

elucidated in Li-Kir it nevertheless reflected the endeavor

of the anc ient Chinese to implement their f amilistic

thinking into social Praclice. This again

characteristically explains the inseparability of knowledge

and practice unique to this tradition. Owing to its value

of familistic harmony, the implementation of the Chung-Fai

system, as a contemporary Chinese scholar points outr not

only reduced the conflict among the feudal lords as failed

to happen in the west, but also enabled China to maintain a

high degree of socio-cuIturaI unity and harmony over a

Tsi-Tan Sun,
840-841 .

The Records of Li: !g Exeqesis,
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massive area at a time when communication technology !¡as so

undeveloped.405 9n the other hand, the Long duration of

social unity and harmony (900-500 B.C. ) created by this

system also reinforced the devel-opment of familism and

further accelerated the Chinese rac ial expansion and

integration, This influence can besL be seen in the social

thought of the late Chou period' the so-called the Spring
j

and ¡utumn (.åf{) and the warr ing states (ft@) per iod.

During that time, the Chung-nai system began to decline and

col1apse, and the Chou empire was divided inLo numerous

grarring states competing and fighting with one another. It

was a period similar to the 6th and 7th century Europe after

the deline of the Roman empire. Hovrever, familism saved

China from int.ernal division, from falling into a long-term

divided continent like contemporary Europe. Under the

shado\,¡ of familism, a1I the irnportant schools of social

thought of that period, regardless of their theoretical

variations, displayed a strong tendency to resiore or

rebuild a universal familistic order and harrnony in China.

For example, the four major intellectual schools '
Conf ucia.nism, Taoism, Moism, and Lega1ism, all saw the

warring States period as an aberration of the "normal" state

of socio-political unily characteristic of the early chou

empire, and endeavored to provide a theoretical base for

future socio-political unification. a06 For that reason, the

4o5 Kr,¡an-Ngai Tang, 1982' pp.41-45.

ao6 ¡r.tnn-6"e sanr 1983.
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later unification accomplished in the Chin empire would not

be surprising. It simply denoted the natural (necessary)

consequence of the inner will of the Chinese familistic

tradition that emerged in the remote antiquity and matured

in the Chou dynasty.
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Appendix B

THE CHINESE DYNÀSTIES: CHRONOIJOGICÀÎ,
CHINESE HISTORY

'1 . The Hsia Dynasty

2. The Shang Dyna sty

3. The chou Dynasty

4. The Epoch Of SPring and Autumn

and The Epoch Of Warring States

(largeIy overlapped with the Chou

Dynasty )

5. The Chin Dynasty

6. The Tho-Han War

7. The Earlier Han Dynasty

8. The Sun Dynasty

9. The Later Han Ðynasty

10. The Epoch Of Three Kingdoms

'1 1 . The Western Tsin ÐYnasty

12. The Eastern Tsin Dynasty

13. The Epoch Of Division Between

North and South

14. The Sui Dynasty

15. The Tang Dynasty

16. The Five Dynasties

17. The Sung Dyna sty

18. The Yuan Dynasty

SCHEME OF

B . C. 1994-1523

B. C. 1523-1027

B. C. 1027 -256

B.C. 722-221

B.C. 221-207

B.C. 207-202

B.C. 202-A.D,9

A.D. 9-25

25-220

220-265

265-317

317 -420

420-589

s89-618

618-906

906-960

960-127 9

1279-1368
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'I 9. The Ming Dynasty

20. The Ching Ðynasty

21. The Republic Of China

The People's Republic of China estabLished in 1949.407

1368-1644

1 644-1911

tv I t-now

407 Àdapted from Olga Lang's Chinese FamiIv Ànd Societv,
Àrchon Books ' 1968, P.347,
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